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Abstrat
The objetive of this thesis is to design, implement and evaluate a method-
ology for the automati aquisition of wide-overage treebank-based deep
linguisti resoures for Japanese, as part of the GramLab projet whih fo-
uses on the automati treebank-based indution of multilingual resoures in
the framework of Lexial-Funtional Grammar (LFG).
After introduing the basi framework of LFG in Chapter 2, I desribe
the ore syntati and morphologial aspets of Japanese in Chapter 3: non-
ongurationality; the onept of \bunsetsu" or syntati units and their
dependeny relationship represented in Direted Ayli Graphs (DAGs);
topialisation by a partiular partile; and frequent use of zero pronouns with
or without overt anteedents. Ineting parts-of-speeh and non-ineting
parts-of-speeh of Japanese are also desribed with examples.
In Chapter 4, I provide the linguisti representation of ore grammatial
features and funtions of Japanese in the framework of LFG. I use Direted
Ayli Graphs (DAG) as a framework for the unied representation of sur-
fae syntati, morphologial and lexial information in an LFG f-struture.
In Chapters 5 and 6, I desribe the automati annotation algorithm of
LFG f-struture funtional equations (i.e. labelled dependenies) to the Ky-
oto Text Corpus version 4.0 (KTC4) and the output of Kurohashi-Nagao
Parser (KNP), a dependeny parser for Japanese. The original KTC4 and
KNP provide unlabelled dependenies only. The method presented in this
dissertation also inludes zero pronoun identiation.
Finally, in Chapter 7 I evaluate the performane of the f-struture annota-
tion algorithmwith zero-pronoun identiation for KTC4 against a manually-
orreted Gold Standard of 500 sentenes randomly hosen from KTC4. Us-
ing KTC4 treebank trees, urrently my method ahieves a pred-only depen-
deny f-sore of 94.72%. The parsing experiments using KNP output yield a
pred-only dependeny f-sore of 82.38%.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The objetive of this thesis is to design, implement and evaluate the auto-
mati aquisition of wide-overage treebank-based deep linguisti resoures
for Japanese, as part of the GramLab projet whih fouses on the auto-
mati treebank-based indution of multilingual resoures in the framework of
Lexial-Funtional Grammar (LFG). Automati indution of deep linguisti
resoures is an important area of researh in NLP, sine manual development
of linguisti resoures is time-onsuming and expensive, and overage tends
to be limited. In the GramLab projet, automati treebank-based aquisi-
tion of LFG resoures is onduted for English, Frenh, German, Chinese
and Spanish. The objetive of my researh is to indue linguisti resoures
from large-sale Japanese dependeny banks, inluding automati ase-frame
indution and long-distane dependeny resolution.
1.1 Motivation and Related Work
Treebank-based automati aquisition of deep linguisti resoures has been
one of the important topis in the eld of NLP. It is expeted to overome the
shortomings of manual development of linguisti resoures. Manual devel-
opment is time-onsuming, expensive and often limited in terms of overage.
Automati aquisition methods should ideally be able to indue linguisti
resoures that are deep, inluding not only syntati properties of given
sentenes but also semanti properties suh as prediate-argument stru-
tures and long-distane dependenies (LDDs). Several methods for ahiev-
ing this goal have been proposed to date, based on dierent grammatial
formalisms like Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) [Steedman, 2000℄,
Head-Driven Phrase Struture Grammar (HPSG) [Pollard and Sag, 1994℄,
and Lexial-Funtional Grammar (LFG) [Dalrymple, 2001℄. For example,
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[Hokenmaier and Steedman, 2002℄ present an algorithm to translate the Penn
Treebank into a CCG-style Treebank. [Miyao and Tsujii, 2005℄ develop prob-
abilisti models for parsing with HPSG grammars aquired from the Penn-II
treebank.
In this ontext, [Cahill et al., 2002℄, [Cahill et al., 2003℄, [Cahill et al., 2004℄,
and [Cahill et al., 2005℄ develop a method for automati annotation of LFG
f-struture information on the Penn-II Treebank. The goal of the GramLab
projet is to apply and, where neessary, adapt this methodology to treebanks
for dierent languages (German, Frenh, Spanish, Chinese and Japanese) in
order to automatially aquire deep multi-lingual resoures from them. In
my researh as part of the GramLab projet I develop a method to automati-
ally annotate f-struture funtional equations on the Kyoto University Text
Corpus version 4 (KTC4), so that we an aquire f-struture representations
for the sentenes. Furthermore I applied my method to enrih the output of
a Japanese dependeny parser (Kurohashi-Nagao Parser, KNP), so that the
parser output ontains the funtional struture equations (f-struture equa-
tions) for eah sentene. F-struture equations are essential to onstrut the
f-struture representation of eah sentene; an f-struture is somewhat more
language-independent than the original parser output, and hene this en-
rihed parser output for Japanese text is available for further ross-linguisti
researh or appliations suh as mahine translation. The method is based
on the assumption that non-ongurational, free word-order languages, of
whih Japanese is one example, do not require phrase struture trees as an
indispensable level of linguisti representation. Rather, the rih morpho-
logial information on eah unit in a sentene, along with the unlabelled
dependeny information between syntati units in the KTC4, provide us
with as muh information as phrase-struture trees for more ongurational
languages.
1.2 Methodology: Treebank-Based Automati
Aquisition of Deep Linguisti Resoures
This setion introdues the method of Treebank-Based Automati Aquisi-
tion of Deep Linguisti Resoures, whih has been developed in the GramLab
Projet at DCU. First, Lexial-Funtional Grammar, the theoretial frame-
work of the method is briey introdued. Seond, I desribe how the En-
glish Penn-II Treebank is annotated automatially with f-struture funtional
equations. The third and last setions desribe the appliation of automati
f-struture funtional annotations to parsing with long-distane dependeny
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(LDD) resolution and subategorisation frame extration.
1.2.1 Lexial-Funtional Grammar
Lexial-Funtional Grammar is a onstraint-based theory of linguisti stru-
ture whih assumes parallel strutures, eah of whih represents a partiular
level of linguisti information designed to model natural languages. The
groupings of words and their hierarhial relationship in terms of phrases are
expressed in Constituent Struture (-struture). This level of linguisti rep-
resentation is relatively language-spei, and dierent languages show dier-
ent settings for onstituent strutures. More abstrat, language-independent
levels of linguisti information suh as grammatial funtions, temporal-
modal information, subategorisation frames, et. are represented in Fun-
tional Struture (f-struture). Therefore two sentenes from two dierent
languages with the same meaning are often (but not always) represented
by two f-strutures whih share basially the same struture, regardless of
the language-spei dierenes in surfae realisation as represented in the
-strutures of these sentenes. Formally, the -struture and f-struture of
a sentene are in orrespondene through onstraints alled funtional equa-
tions annotated to -struture nodes. C-struture is determined by ontext-
free phrase struture rules annotated with funtional equations. Eah node
in a -struture projets a piee of f-struture and together the annotated
nodes desribe the f-struture of the sentene as a whole, establishing the
orrespondene between -struture and f-struture.
For example, a ontext-free phrase struture rule (1) for English is an-
notated with appropriate funtional equations: "SUBJ=# on the rst node
labelled NP, and "=# on the seond node labelled VP. The up arrow in an
equation refers to the f-struture of the mother node of the node to whih
the equation is annotated, and the down arrow to the f-struture of the node
to whih the equation is annotated. The rule as a whole states that the
syntati ategory S onsists of an NP and VP(in this order); and that the
NP node ontributes the SUBJ in the f-struture of the whole sentene (the
f-struture projeted from S), and that the f-struture of the VP node is the
same as the f-struture of the S node, in other words, that the VP is the
head of the S.
(1)
S! NP VP
"SUBJ =# "=#
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Lexial items onstitute the leaves in a phrase struture tree, and they
provide the f-struture of the whole sentene with lexial information, and
the information provided by lexial items is provided by funtional equations
on the nodes of ontext-free phrase struture trees.
What lexial information provides to syntax diers in dierent languages;
for ongurational languages, e.g., word order determines the grammatial
funtion of syntati onstituents in a sentene, and funtional equations for
grammatial funtions must be annotated on the nodes of ontext-free phrase
struture trees.
In the ase of non-ongurational languages, where e.g. morphologi-
al features on nouns determine the grammatial funtions of given on-
stituents, the speiation of grammatial funtion is provided lexially, viz.
as funtional equations provided by lexial information. Lexial information
plays an important role in LFG, and therefore it an appropriately aount
for the linguisti phenomena not only in ongurational but also in non-
ongurational languages. Sine Japanese is a non-ongurational language,
LFG is an appropriate framework for representing linguisti information of
Japanese. Chapter 3 introdues the ore syntati and morphologial features
of Japanese, and Chapter 4 desribes how the framework of LFG an be used
to represent grammatial funtions and grammatial features of Japanese.
1.2.2 Automati F-Struture Annotation on the En-
glish Penn-II Treebank
The Penn Treebank provides ategorial and ongurational information
(NP, VP, et.) in terms of Context-Free Grammar trees for the sentenes.
This information is exploited for the automati annotation of funtional equa-
tions to nodes in CFG trees (developed by [Cahill et al., 2003℄, [Cahill et al., 2004℄,
[Cahill et al., 2005℄, inter alia) for English. The algorithm adds funtional
equations to the original Penn Treebank trees of in the following steps:
Figure 1.1: Flow Chart of the f-Struture Annotation Algorithm
First the head-lexialisation module determines the head and the mother
ategories for eah phrase. This step is based on the head-nding rules of
[Magerman, 1995℄ with slight modiations. Next, funtional annotations
are assigned to eah phrasal ategory based on left-right ontext annota-
tion priniples. These Annotation Priniples are based on hand-rafted Left-
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Right Annotation Matries exploiting ongurational properties of English.
For example, in English, subjets tend to be the rightmost NP sisters for
a VP under an S, and in the ontext-free phrase struture rule in (1), the
funtional equations are annotated aording to the ontext within the rule,
suh that if S expands to NP and VP, the NP to the left of VP reeives the
equation "SUBJ=#, and the VP the equation "=#. The third step overs
Annotation Priniples for oordinations. This step is distinguished from the
seond one in order to keep the Left-Right Context Annotation Priniples
simple and perspiuous. The fourth step is Cath-All and Clean-Up. In
this step, inappropriate annotations are xed, e.g. over-generalisations pro-
dued by Left-Right Context Annotation Priniples. The outome of these
steps so far is alled \proto" f-strutures; \proto" beause it does not have
long-distane dependenies resolved. Long-distane dependeny resolution
is proessed in the next step, the Traes module, in whih the information
provided by traes and oindexation in the Penn-II Treebank is employed to
resolve LDDs in terms of orresponding reentranes at f-struture. The result
of this algorithm is sent to a onstraint solver, by whih the f-struture of
eah sentene is onstruted aording to the funtional equations annotated
through the steps outlined above.
1.2.3 Applying the F-Struture Annotations for Pars-
ing with LDD Resolution
The f-struture annotation algorithm an be applied to several tasks in NLP.
First, it an be applied to parsing with LDD resolution. Most probabilisti
treebank-based parsers are not able to produe traes and o-indexation,
hene LDDs are not represented and resolved in the output. [Cahill, 2004℄
and [Cahill et al., 2004℄ deals with this problem by automatially resolving
LDDs for parser output on the level of f-strutures.
Parsing an be realised in two dierent ways, in terms of when funtional
equations are annotated on the phrase struture trees. One way is to annotate
funtional equations on parser output trees. The other is to learn a parser
whose output already ontains funtional equations annotated on output
trees. With this in mind, [Cahill, 2004℄ and [Cahill et al., 2004℄ developed
two dierent parsing arhitetures; the Pipeline Model implements the rst
way, and the Integrated Model implements the seond way.
In the Pipeline Model, a PCFG-based parser is extrated from the train-
ing setions 01-22 of the Penn-II Treebank. Then this parser is used to parse
raw text, and the output is annotated with funtional equations, then these
equations are sent to the onstraint solver to generate f-strutures of the
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sentenes.
In the Integrated Model, the treebank trees are annotated with funtional
equations, then annotated PCFG rules are extrated from the trees. Then
these annotated rules are used to parse new text, and we obtain output
whih is already annotated with funtional equations. Again, these funtional
equations are sent to the onstraint solver to generate f-strutures.
1.2.4 Applying the F-Struture Annotation Algorithm
for Subategorisation Frame Extration
The f-struture annotation algorithm an also be applied to subategorisa-
tion frame extration. Sine the f-strutures automatially generated by the
method explained above provide rih semanti information in the form of
prediate-argument struture with LDD resolution, it an be used for auto-
mati subategorisation frame extration from a treebank.
A method developed by [van Genabith et al., 1999℄, [O'Donovan, 2006℄
determines the loal prediate value of eah embedded f-struture in the
f-struture for eah sentene in the treebank, and ollets the subategoris-
able grammatial funtions present at the level of embedding. This method
does not predene the subategorisation frames before the extration, but
it fully reets LDDs, and deals with both ative and passive voie. The
extrated subategorisation frames are evaluated against COMLEX English
Syntax Lexion ([Grishman et al., 1994℄) and the Oxford Advaned Learner's
Ditionary.
1.2.5 Multilingual Treebank-Based LFG Grammar A-
quisition
The original GramLab method is designed to aquire treebank-based wide-
overage LFG resoures for English. One of the interesting researh questions
to be asked is whether or not this method an be applied to other languages
and dierent treebank enodings and data-strutures.
To date, various adaptations of the method have been applied to a num-
ber of treebanks for dierent languages: [O'Donovan et al., 2005℄ and
[Chrupala and van Genabith, 2006℄ applied the method to the CAST3LB
Treebank for Castillian Spanish, [Burke et al., 2004℄ and [Guo et al., 2007℄
to the Penn Chinese Treebank (CTB), [Cahill et al., 2003℄ and
[Rehbein and van Genabith, 2007℄ to the TIGER treebank for German, and
[Shluter and van Genabith, 2008℄ to Frenh. The GramLab projet extends
the sope and depth of treebank-based wide-overage automati aquisition of
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deep LFG resoures to other languages, suh as Arabi, Frenh and Japanese.
1.3 Automati Aquisition of Deep Linguis-
ti Resoures for Japanese
A wide-overage LFG grammar for Japanese ([Masuihi et al., 2003℄) has
been developed manually in the ParGram projet ([Butt et al., 2002℄) along
with grammars for a number of other languages. Eorts have been made to
apply the grammar in real-world appliations suh as the Experiene Knowl-
edge reyle system ([Yoshioka et al., 2003℄) and natural language genera-
tion ([Okuma et al., 2006℄). However, the Japanese XLE requires a large
amount of development time sine it has been hand-rafted. Treebank-based
automati PCFG grammar aquisition from a Japanese orpus has been in-
vestigated by some researhers ([Noro et al., 2005℄), but the results remain
language-spei and diÆult to apply to further ross-linguisti appliations
suh as mahine translation. More appropriate ways to automatially aquire
Japanese NLP resoures are to fous on the morphology of words whih pro-
vides us with various kinds of linguisti information, and on dependeny
relationships among the syntati units in a sentene.
With this in mind, I use the KTC4 dependeny bank ([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1997,
Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄) as the orpus from whih wide-overage LFG
resoures are aquired. The method I introdue implements the idea that
the part-of-speeh tags on eah morpheme and the unlabelled dependeny
tags on eah syntati unit in KTC4 provide us with enough information for
onstruting \proto" f-strutures for the texts in the orpus, without em-
ploying PCFG-style syntati trees. This idea is inspired by the dierene
in the type of syntati information enoded in the Penn-II treebank and in
the Japanese orpus. This dierene reets the language-spei properties
of Japanese. Japanese is a non-ongurational language whih has relatively
free-word order and whose grammatial funtions assoiated with phrases
are not primarily determined by word order (as in English), but by the mor-
phology of distinguished elements of syntati phrases, suh as ase partiles
for speifying the grammatial funtion of an NP (e.g., the ase partile \-
wo" speies that the noun phrase with this partile is an OBJ of the verb
on whih this noun phrase is dependent), or verbal inetions for speifying
the tense or modal information, and sometimes for the distintion between
relative lauses and sentential modiers.
This language-spei property of Japanese motivates a major dierene
between the method used in my researh and that in Cahill et al. (2002,
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2003, 2004), viz., for Japanese f-struture equations are annotated not on
the syntati trees, but diretly on the syntati phrases as represented in
KTC4 aording to the morphologial information within the phrase. In
this sense, what must be indued automatially from large orpora of more
ongurational languages (e.g., English, Frenh, Spanish, among others) has
already been impliitly speied in KTC4 in terms of morphologial infor-
mation annotated as part-of-speeh tags on eah morpheme, and based on
these piees of information together with the unlabelled dependenies pro-
vided by KTC4 one an indue LFG grammatial funtions and other types
of linguistially relevant information.
The ow of information in my method roughly resembles that in Cahill et
al. (2002, 2004, 2004a)'s method. First, the original tags annotated on KTC4
are exploited to further annotate appropriate funtional equations, and this
step orresponds to the Head-Lexialization and the Left-Right Context An-
notation Priniples of Cahill et al. (2004, 2004a)'s method. Then, the next
step orresponds to Coordination Annotation Priniples in their method. F-
struture funtional equations aquired from KTC4 right after the rst step
whih inlude oordination must be xed; in KTC4 the rst oordinated
phrase is analysed to be dependent on the next oordinated phrase, hene it
results in inappropriate f-struture annotations. Finally, further remaining
inappropriate f-struture funtional equations are xed, whih orresponds
to the Cath-All and Clean Up step in Cahill et al.'s algorithm.
1.4 Struture of this Thesis
The following hapters in this thesis introdue, desribe and disuss en-
tral issues related to automati aquisition of deep linguisti resoures for
Japanese.
The struture of this thesis an be represented as follows in a direted
ayli graph:
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Figure 1.2: Struture of this thesis
Chapter 2 desribes the basi framework of LFG with more detail, on-
entrating on the orrespondene between dierent levels of linguisti repre-
sentation, funtional well-formedness, the subategorisation frames of verbal
prediates, long-distane dependeny, ontrol, and anaphora. Chapter 3 pro-
vides a general desription of ore syntati and morphologial aspets of
Japanese, whih are relevant to the aounts in later hapters. Chapter 4
gives the linguisti representation of ore grammatial features and funtions
of Japanese in the framework of LFG. In this hapter, I propose the idea of
using Direted Ayli Graphs (DAG) as a framework for surfae syntati
representation of Japanese. Next, Chapter 5 introdues KNP and the Kyoto
Corpus and desribes the KNP algorithm for parsing Japanese text, as well
as the Kyoto Corpus data-strutures and enoding onventions. Chapter 6
introdues the LFG annotation method for the KTC4 dependeny bank and
KNP parser output. Evaluations of this method are presented and disussed
in Chapter 7, and Chapter 8 onludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Lexial-Funtional Grammar
2.1 Introdution
This hapter desribes the basi framework of Lexial-Funtional Gram-
mar (LFG). This system of grammatial representation was rst invented
by [Bresnan, 1978℄, [Bresnan, 1982b℄, [Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982℄. LFG has
enjoyed ontinued popularity and development in applied, theoretial and
omputational linguistis. The ParGram projet ([Butt et al., 2002℄) manu-
ally develops parallel grammars for a number of languages using a shared set
of features in the framework of LFG, using the XLE proessing and develop-
ment environment.
The suess of LFG is due to the fat that the framework of LFG enables
us to deal with dierent languages using a ommon and at the same time ex-
ible representation format; LFG involves several levels of representation for
grammatial knowledge about a sentene, and the piees of information repre-
sented at these dierent levels are integrated through funtional desriptions.
The three levels of representation in LFG are the following; onstituent stru-
ture (-struture), funtional struture (f-struture) and argument struture
(a-struture). There are other levels suh as semanti struture or disourse
struture, but they are not dealt with in this thesis.
Natural languages show diverse syntati properties, and desribing them
only at one partiular language-spei level of representation leads us to
postulate operations on the representation, whih an be ad-ho and linguis-
tially unmotivated. In addition to language spei properties, LFG an
properly apture more abstrat language-independent properties of gram-
matial knowledge at f-struture, the funtional level of representation. This
level is onstruted in a prinipled way, in a disrete, step-by-step man-
ner, and observes well-formedness onditions. Various linguisti phenomena
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suh as long-distane dependeny, ontrol and anaphora are represented at
f-struture.
The following setions show eah of these dierent levels of representa-
tion, and desribe the orrespondene between them. Setion 2.2 desribes
two dierent levels of representation (-struture and f-struture), and the
orrespondene between them. Setion 2.3 desribes the well-formedness
onditions on f-struture. Setion 2.4 desribes subategorisation of ore
arguments by the prediate of a lause. Setion 2.5, Setion 2.6 and Se-
tion 2.7 desribe how f-struture representation enodes long-distane de-
pendeny, ontrol and anaphora, respetively. The aount presented in
this hapter is based on the seminal work for LFG by [Bresnan, 1982b℄ and
[Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982℄, and the summaries of its later developments by
[Dalrymple, 2001℄ and [Falk, 2001℄.
2.2 C-struture and F-struture
C-struture representations onsist of phrase-struture trees whih are spei-
ed by the phrase struture rules (PS rules) of a ontext-free grammar, eah
node of whih is annotated with funtional equations. Funtional equations
desribe f-strutures. The following are examples of PS rules (for English)
annotated with funtional equations. The up arrow refers to the f-struture
of the node whih immediately dominates the annotated node, and the down
arrow refers to the f-struture of the annotated node itself:
(2.1) S ! NP VP
("SUBJ)=# "=#
(2.2) VP !
V
"=#
 
NP
(" OBJ) = #
!
(2.3) NP !
 
Det
"=#
!
N
"=#
In the PS rule (2.1), the equation annotated on NP states that the value
of the subjet feature of the f-struture of S is the f-struture ontributed
by the NP, and the equation on VP states that the f-struture of VP is the
same as the f-struture of the S. In (2.2), the f-struture of V is the same as
the f-struture of the VP, and the f-struture of the NP provides the value of
the objet feature of the f-struture of the VP and the objet NP onstituent
is optional. In (2.3), "=# equations speify loal heads. (2.3) shows that
onstituents an be o-heads in LFG.
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Lexial items provide lexial information, whih is represented in terms
of funtional annotations as follows:
(2.4) John, N:
(" PRED) = `John'
(" NUMBER) = SG
(" PERSON) = 3
rd
(2.5) studies, V:
(" PRED) = `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) =

SG
(" SUBJ PERSON) =

3
rd
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
(2.6) languages, N:
(" PRED) = `language'
(" NUMBER) = PL
Most lexial equations desribe attribute-value pairs. The value of a
PRED attribute is alled semanti form. For example, the rst equation in
(2.4) states that the f-struture denoted by the upper arrow has an attribute
PRED whose value is `John'. The seond states that its number is singular,
and the third states that it is 3
rd
person. The semanti form of the verb
\studies" states that this verb must have a SUBJ phrase and an OBJ phrase
to form a omplete sentene, in other words, the verb is transitive. Semanti
forms are similar to subategorisation frames in other syntati theories, but
also arry important semanti information relevant to argument struture.
Figure 2.1 presents a phrase struture tree generated by the annotated
PS rules (2.1) and (2.2), and the lexial items (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6):
S :
f1
NP :
f2
("SUBJ)=#
V P :
f3
"=#
N :
f4
"=#
V :
f5
"=#
NP :
f6
("OBJ)=#
John
(" PRED) = `John'
(" NUMBER) = SG
(" PERSON) = 3
rd
studies
(" PRED) = `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) =

SG
(" SUBJ PERSON) =

3
rd
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
languages
(" PRED) = `language'
(" NUMBER) = PL
Figure 2.1: C-struture for the sentene \John studies languages."
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The subsript on eah node of the tree represents a funtional variable
whih refers to the f-struture orresponding to the node. The upper and
down arrows on the funtional equations are instantiated by these funtional
variables so that the loal f-strutures (inluding the f-struture orrespond-
ing to the root node S) are desribed through equations.
F-strutures are nite, hierarhial funtions. Mathematially, suh fun-
tions (i.e., f-strutures) an be desribed using equations. A funtional equa-
tion denotes a fragment of f-struture; in general, an equation
(2.7) F (B) = X
states that the f-struture F has the value X for the attribute B, and this is
graphially represented in attribute-value matrix format as f-struture (2.8):
(2.8)
F
h
B X
i
A value an be another funtion; in this ase, the f-struture is nested:
(2.9) F (B) = F
0
(2.10)
F
h
B
F'
[℄
i
Two funtions merge when they are equal. With equations (2.7), (2.9)
and (2.11), we have the f-struture (2.12):
(2.11) F
0
= F
00
(2.12)
F

B
F' ,F"
h i

The f-struture X or Y an have attributes and values for these attributes,
and the values an be another f-struture, in whih ase the resulting f-
struture nests reursively (equations (2.7), (2.9), (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14)):
(2.13) F
0
(C) = d
(2.14) F
00
(E) = f
(2.15)
F
2
6
4
B
F' ,F"
2
4
C d
E f
3
5
3
7
5
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The notation used in LFG diers a little from that used in mathematis
to desribe funtions (i.e., f-strutures). Instead of F (B) = X, in LFG we
write (F B) = X.
Therefore, the LFG funtional equation (2.16) means that the f-struture
f1 has the value f2 for the attribute SUBJ:
(2.16) (f1 SUBJ) = f2
This is graphially represented in attribute-value matrix format below:
(2.17)
f1

subj
f2
h i

Two funtions merge when they are equal. When we have equation (2.18)
in addition to (2.16), then these funtions merge and we have a fragment f-
struture (2.19):
(2.18) f2 = f4
(2.19)
f1

subj
f2, f4
h i

In Figure 2.1, instantiating the " and # metavariables to the loal f-
struture identier f
i
for the leftmost NP branh of the tree, we obtain:
(2.20)
(f1 SUBJ) = f2
f2 = f4
(f4 PRED) = `John
0
(f4 NUMBER) = SG
(f4 PERSON) = 3
rd
The set of equations in (2.20) desribes the f-struture fragment in (2.21):
(2.21)
f1
2
6
6
6
6
4
subj
f2;f4
2
6
6
4
pred `John'
number SG
person 3
rd
3
7
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
5
From the root and the right branh of the tree in Figure 2.1 we obtain
the set of equations in (2.22) and the f-struture in (2.23):
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(2.22) f1 = f3
f3 = f5
(f3 OBJ) = f6
(f5 PRED) = `study<SUBJ;OBJ>
0
(f5 SUBJ NUMBER) =

SG
(f5 SUBJ PERSON) =

3
rd
(f5 TENSE) = `PRESENT
0
(f6 PRED) = `language
0
(f6 NUMBER) = PL
(2.23)
f1, f3, f5
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
2
4
number SG
person 3
rd
3
5
obj
f6
2
4
pred `language'
number PL
3
5
pred `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
tense PRESENT
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Finally at the root node, the f-strutures (2.21) and (2.23) are merged
and we obtain the f-struture for the entire sentene:
(2.24)
f1, f3, f5
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
f2;f4
2
6
6
4
pred `John'
number SG
person 3
rd
3
7
7
5
obj
f6
2
4
pred `language'
number PL
3
5
pred `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
tense PRESENT
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Figure 2.2 depits the orrespondene (ommonly represented in terms
of pointed arrows from -struture nodes into f-struture) between the -
struture and the f-struture for the sentene \John studies languages":
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SNP VP
N V NP
N
John studies languages
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
2
6
6
4
pred `John'
number SG
person 3
rd
3
7
7
5
obj
"
pred `language'
number PL
#
pred `study
D
subj, obj
E
'
tense present
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Figure 2.2: Correspondene between C- and F-strutures
2.3 Funtional Well-Formedness
F-strutures are subjet to three well-formedness onditions: uniqueness,
oherene and ompleteness.
2.3.1 Uniqueness Condition
The Uniqueness ondition ensures that every grammatial feature of eah
grammatial unit has a unique value. The sentene below is ungrammatial
due to the onit between the value of the NUMBER attribute in the lexial
entry of \a" and in \languages":
(2.25) *John studies a languages.
(2.26) a, DET:
(" DET) = `a'
(" NUMBER) = SG
(2.27) languages, N:
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(" PRED) = `language'
(" NUMBER) = PL
SG is the value of the NUMBER attribute of the determiner `a'. This
value annot merge with the PL value for the number attribute of `languages'.
As a result, these lexial entries ombined by rule (2.3) yield an ill-formed
f-struture with two values for one attribute, violating the uniqueness ondi-
tion:
(2.28)
*
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
det `a'
pred `language'
number SG
number PL
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
2.3.2 Coherene Condition
The Coherene ondition requires that f-struture should be non-redundant:
every ore grammatial funtion (SUBJ, OBJ, OBJ2, OBL2 for English)
present at a partiular level of f-struture must be subategorised for by the
loal prediate (i.e., the prediate requires these funtions) at that partiular
level of the f-struture:
(2.29) *John studies Russian English.
The example above is ungrammatial beause the seond noun \English"
is not subategorised for by the verb \studies". The ill-formed f-struture
for this sentene would look like (2.30):
(2.30)
*
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
2
6
6
4
pred `John'
number SG
person 3
rd
3
7
7
5
obj
2
4
pred `Russian'
person 3
rd
3
5
obj2
2
4
pred `English'
person 3
rd
3
5
pred `study
D
SUBJ, OBJ
E
'
tense PRESENT
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
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2.3.3 Completeness Condition
An f-struture satises the Completeness ondition if it ontains values for all
the grammatial funtions that are subategorised for by its loal prediates:
(2.31) *Studies languages.
The example above is ungrammatial beause it has no subjet though
it is not in the imperative mood. The ill-formed f-struture for it would be
like (2.32):
(2.32)
*
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
obj
2
4
pred `language'
number PL
3
5
pred `study
D
subj, obj
E
'
tense present
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
2.3.4 Constraint Equations
The lexial entry for \studies" has speiations for the number and the
person attributes of the subjet NP it agrees with, but they are represented
by onstraint equations (the subsript `' on an equation marks its status).
Constraint equations do not assign any value to the attribute: they speify
onditions to be met if there are values for the attribute in question in other
fragments of f-struture. In the ase of \studies", the equation \(" SUBJ
NUMBER) =

SG" speies the ondition that the value of the attribute
NUMBER of the subjet must be SG. This ondition is met if the lause
whose main prediate is \studies" has a subjet AND the subjet has the
value SG for the attribute NUMBER.
(2.33) studies, V:
(" PRED) = `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) =

SG
(" SUBJ PERSON) =

3
rd
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
Unlike English, there are so-alled `pro-drop' languages in whih syntati
subjets are optional. Example (2.34) is from Russian:
(2.34) Govorit
\He/She/It speaks."
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The lexial entry for \govorit" does not have onditional equations, and
it lexially introdues a subjet prediate `pro':
(2.35) govorit, V:
(" PRED) = `govorit <SUBJ>; speaks'
(" SUBJ PRED) = `pro'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) = SG
(" SUBJ PERSON) = 3
rd
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
For pro-drop languages, the lexial entries for verbs dene the features of
their subjets, and in many languages dierent inetional forms reet the
dierene of relevant features. In a ommuniative situation the identity of
the referent of `pro' is determined in the given ontext in whih the sentene is
spoken or written, and the subjet's person and number features help readers
or listeners to determine the referent of the pro. To give another example,
\goverim" means \we speak" and (2.37) is the example lexial entry with
subjet number plural and person 1st for the pro-drop subjet:
(2.36) Govorim.
\We speak."
(2.37) govorim, V:
(" PRED) = `govorim <SUBJ>; speak'
(" SUBJ PRED) = `pro'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) = PL
(" SUBJ PERSON) = 1
st
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
Japanese is also a pro-drop language, hene the lexial entries for verbs
speify that the PRED value of the subjet is `pro'. However, verbal in-
etions of Japanese verbs do not mark subjet features suh as person and
number. The same form an be used for subjets with dierent number and
person features:
(2.38) Hanashimasu
hanas-i-mas-u
speak-onn.base-Aux-del.base
\I/We/You/They speak" or \He/She/It speaks"
(2.39) (" PRED) = `hanas- <SUBJ>; speak'
(" SUBJ PRED) = `pro'
This underspeiation of verbal prediates' arguments in Japanese auses
ambiguity whih requires additional eort for automati f-struture annota-
tion for Japanese. This issue will be dealt with later in Chapter 6.
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2.4 Subategorisation and Argument Stru-
ture
The well-formedness onditions are related to subategorisation: the Com-
pleteness ondition requires the f-struture of a sentene to ontain all the
grammatial funtions whih are subategorised for by the loal prediates,
and the Coherene ondition requires that the f-struture should not ontain
any grammatial funtions not subategorised for by the prediates.
Subategorisation for grammatial funtions by a prediate is onsidered
to show a ertain regularity, sine a given verb tends to be used with phrases
with ertain grammatial funtions. A given verb needs a ertain number of
syntati arguments in order to form a grammatial sentene. This regular-
ity is the basis of the ategorisation of verbs into transitive, intransitive or
ditransitive, et. It is possible to ategorise verbs into further subategories,
aording to the semanti type of eah argument that a given verb an take
([Levin, 1993℄).
In the framework of LFG, the subategorisation relationship between a
prediate and its arguments is represented in terms of a `semanti form'.
Consider, for example, the lexial entry for the verb \studies" (2.33), repeated
below in (2.40):
(2.40) studies, V:
(" PRED) = `study<SUBJ, OBJ>'
(" SUBJ NUMBER) =

SG
(" SUBJ PERSON) =

3
rd
(" TENSE) = `PRESENT'
The equation \(" PRED) = `study<SUBJ, OBJ>"' speies that the verb
`studies' should take a subjet argument and an objet argument. Sine this
verb takes two syntati arguments, this verb is ategorised as a transitive
verb.
Along with the regularity in terms of whih grammatial funtions are
required for an f-struture to be omplete and oherent, there is another type
of regularity in terms of whih semanti property a given syntati argument
with a partiular grammatial funtion must have. The regularity between
the semantis of an argument and its grammatial funtion is aounted for
by Lexial Mapping Theory (LMT) [Bresnan and Kanerva, 1989℄.
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2.5 Long-Distane Dependenies
Long-distane dependenies (LDD) refer to the relationship between a ller
and a gap within a sentene. A ller is an extraposed phrase, suh as a
WH-phrase in (2.41a), or a topialised phrase in (2.41b), and the gap is the
plae where the fronted phrase would appear in an unmarked sentene:
(2.41)
a. Whih book do you think I gave her?
b. That book, I don't think you will like.
\Long-distane" dependenies an span any number of words (or lause
boundaries) between a ller and its gap. A ller has two dierent grammat-
ial funtions; one is the grammatial funtion whih is given to the phrase
loally, and the other is that whih is assigned to its gap. In (2.41a), the
phraseWhih book is given the grammatial funtion FOCUS sine it appears
at the beginning of a WH-question, and also OBJ sine the gap represents
the `missing' objet NP following the verb gave. [Falk, 2001℄ laims that
English has two strutural positions for llers: the speier position of a CP
for wh phrases, and a position adjoined to an IP for topialised phrases. A
disourse funtion DF (TOPIC or FOCUS) is assigned to the phrase at the
ller position via PS rules given below:
(2.42)
a. CP ! XP C'
("DF)=# " = #
(#PRON)=

WH
b. IP ! XP IP
("DF)=# " = #
(#PRON)6= WH
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CP :
f1
DP :
f2
("FOCUS)=#
C
0
:
f3
"=#
D :
f4
"=#
NP :
f5
"=#
C :
f6
"=#
IP :
f7
"=#
Whih N :
f8
"=#
do NP :
f9
("SUBJ=#)
V P :
f10
"=#
book you V :
f11
"=#
CP :
f12
("COMP=#)
think
NP :
f13
("SUBJ=#)
V P :
f14
"=#
N :
f15
"=#
V :
f16
"=#
NP :
f17
("OBJ=#)
NP :
f18
("OBJ2=#)
I gave her 
Figure 2.3: C-struture for the sentene \Whih book do you think I gave
her" (based on [Falk, 2001℄)
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The LDD-resolved f-struture representation for (2.41) is Figure 2.4. The
line onneting FOCUS and the OBJ2 of the verb `gave' represents a reen-
trany in the f-struture and enodes the LDD relationship between the ller
(FOCUS) and the gap (OBJ2):
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Figure 2.4: F-struture for (2.41a)
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2.5.1 Funtional Unertainty
The name \Long-Distane" dependenies omes from the fat that there an
be any number of words (or lause boundaries) between a ller and its gap.
This is illustrated by the following sentenes:
(2.43)
a. Whih book did you give her?
b. Whih book do you think I gave her?
. Whih book do you think Ken believes I gave her?
d. Whih book do you think Sarah denies that Ken believes I gave
her?
e. Whih book is interesting?
f. Whih book do you think is interesting?
g. Whih book do you think Ken believes is interesting?
h. Whih book do you think Sarah denies that Ken believes is
interesting?
LDDs must be liensed by a funtional equation on the ller whih denes
the grammatial funtion of its gap (Outside-In), or a funtional equation on
the gap whih denes the disourse funtion of its ller (Inside-Out). Sine a
WH-NP gap in English an be embedded in any number of COMPs (examples
(2.43)), [Kaplan and Zaenen, 1989℄ proposed to use the Kleene star operator
to represent the intervening grammatial funtions between the ller and the
gap, so that any depth of embedding an be properly represented by one
funtional equation (2.44). This type of funtional representation is alled
funtional unertainty :
(2.44)
a. Outside-In ("DF) = (" COMP* GF)
b. Inside-Out ("GF) = ((COMP* ") DF)
For example, the Outside-In unertainty funtional equation for the WH
phrase in (2.43h) is instantiated to ("FOCUS) = (" COMP COMP COMP
SUBJ).
2.6 Control
In LFG, the term \ontrol" refers to any onstrution in whih there is (in
most languages) a non-nite verb form with no overt subjet, but with par-
tiular grammatial onstraints on the referene of the missing subjet. Sen-
tenes in (2.45) are examples of ontrol onstrutions. The braketed on-
stituent in eah of these sentenes has an unexpressed SUBJ (the ontrollee),
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and the phrase \the linguist" funtions as the ontroller in (2.45a-e) and \the
professor" in (2.45f). (2.45g) is an example of raising ; in transformational
grammar, it is analysed that the subjet is raised from the initial position
within the subordinate lause, to its nal position as the subjet of the main
lause:
(2.45)
a. [To study Navajo℄ would please the linguist.
b. [Studying Navajo℄ pleases the linguist.
. The linguist tried [to study Navajo℄.
d. The linguist kept [studying Navajo℄.
e. The professor persuaded the linguist [to study Navajo℄.
f. The professor promised the linguist [to study Navajo℄.
g. The linguist seems [to study Navajo℄.
Control onstrutions are grouped into two ategories aording to whether
the relation between the ontroller and the ontrollee is anaphori or fun-
tional.
2.6.1 Anaphori Control
[Postal, 1970℄ pointed out that there is a pronominal element in a lause
whose head is a non-nite verb. In LFG, the pronominal element, or \zero
pronoun", is represented at the level of f-struture to satisfy the Completeness
ondition. Figure 2.5 gives the f-struture for (2.45a). The ontroller and the
ontrollee are assigned the same index `i' indiating that there is an anaphori
link between them:
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Figure 2.5: F-struture for (2.45a)
[Bresnan, 1982a℄ proposes that there is a universal rule for unexpressed
SUBJ pronouns:
Add the optional equation ("GF PRED)=`pro' to the lexial entry of a verb.
There are onstraints on whih onstituent an anaphorially ontrol an un-
expressed pronoun. These onstraints are dened in terms of f-struture
depth of the zero pronoun (f-ommand). The denitions of f-ommand are
shown below ([Falk, 2001℄):
a. The unexpressed pronoun an only be oindexed with an f-ommanding
funtion.
b. For f-struture , ,  f-ommands  if  does not ontain  and every
f-struture that ontains  ontains .
2.6.2 Funtional Control
Funtional ontrol involves an open omplement grammatial funtion XCOMP,
whose SUBJ funtion is left open to be ontrolled by an external element,
and a partiular funtional equation in the lexial entry for verbs determines
whih element serves as the subjet of XCOMP.
Consider the following sentene (2.46)(=(2.45)). This is an example of
subjet ontrol, in whih the subjet of the main lause is also the subjet of
the XCOMP:
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(2.46)
The linguist tried [to study Navajo℄.
The subjet of the verb \study" in the open omplement of (2.46) is the sub-
jet of the main prediate, namely \The linguist". This fat is represented
by the lexial entry for the verb \try", whih ontains a semanti form spe-
ifying that this verb subategorises for SUBJ and XCOMP, and a funtional
equation whih speies that the subjet of this XCOMP is the SUBJ of
\try":
(2.47)
try:
("PRED)=`try<SUBJ, XCOMP>'
("XCOMP SUBJ)=("SUBJ)
The f-struture for (2.46) is given in Figure 2.6. The line onneting \the lin-
guist" and the empty f-struture as the value of the XCOMP SUBJ indiates
that they are in the funtional ontrol relation:
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Figure 2.6: F-struture for (2.46)
Next, onsider (2.48)(=(2.45f)). This is also an example of subjet on-
trol:
(2.48)
The professor promised the linguist [to study Navajo℄.
The subjet of the verb \study" in the open omplement of (2.48) is the
subjet the main prediate, namely \the professor". This fat is represented
by the lexial entry for the verb \promise", whih ontains a semanti form
speifying that this verb subategorises for SUBJ, OBJ, and XCOMP, and a
funtional equation whih speies that the subjet of XCOMP is the SUBJ
of \promise":
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(2.49)
promise:
("PRED)=`promise<SUBJ, OBJ, XCOMP>'
("XCOMP SUBJ)=("SUBJ)
The f-struture for (2.48) is given in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: F-struture for (2.48)
Next, onsider (2.50)(=(2.45e)). This is an example of objet ontrol, in
whih the objet of the main prediate is the subjet of the XCOMP:
(2.50)
The professor persuaded the linguist [to study Navajo℄.
The subjet of the verb \study" in the open omplement of (2.50) is the
objet the main prediate, namely \the linguist". This fat is represented
by the lexial entry for the verb \persuade", whih ontains a semanti form
speifying that this verb subategorises for SUBJ, OBJ, and XCOMP, and a
funtional equation whih speies that the subjet of XCOMP is the OBJ
of \persuade":
(2.51)
persuade:
("PRED)=`persuade<SUBJ, OBJ, XCOMP>'
("XCOMP SUBJ)=("OBJ)
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The f-struture for (2.50) is given in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: F-struture for (2.50)
2.7 Anaphora
In LFG, the term \anaphora" is used dierently from the tradition of Govern-
ment and Binding theory (GB) (started by [Chomsky, 1981℄) and reent de-
velopments of the Minimalist Programme (MP) (started by [Chomsky, 1995℄).
GB/MP treat reexive and reiproal pronouns as one group, and other pro-
nouns as another. GB/MP argue that the anteedent of a given reexive or
a reiproal is determined by the strutural position of the anteedent with
respet to the reexive/reiproal in the tree struture, while this is not the
ase with respet to a pronoun.
LFG takes a dierent approah to the anaphori relation between a pro-
noun and its anteedent; it is not the tree struture but the f-struture rep-
resentation that denes anaphori relations.
The onditions for binding anaphora are based on the idea of the Min-
imum Complete Nuleus, whih is the smallest f-struture that ontains a
PRED and a SUBJ funtion ([Dalrymple, 2001℄). The dihotomy between
reexive/reiproal and other pronouns has been inherited from GB/MP.
The binding onditions for English are as follows:
a. Reexives and reiproals must be bound in the Minimum Complete
Nuleus whih ontains them.
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Figure 2.9: F-struture for (2.52)
b. Pronouns must be free in the Minimal Complete Nuleus whih ontains
them.
Consider sentene (2.52). The reexive pronoun \himself" an have the
subjet of the sentene \the linguist" as its anteedent, while the pronoun
\him" annot:
(2.52)
The linguist
i
sared himself
i
/*him
i
The f-struture for both versions of (2.52) is given in Figure 2.9:
If the reexive pronoun has the same index as the subjet \the linguist",
then this reexive pronoun is bound within the Minimum Complete Nuleus
(the whole f-struture in this example), therefore the sentene is grammatial.
If, on the other hand, the pronoun has the same index as the subjet \the
linguist", then this pronoun is bound within the Minimum Complete Nuleus
and it is not free, therefore the sentene is ungrammatial.
If, on the other hand, the pronoun is not bound in the Minimum Complete
Nuleus, then the sentene is grammatial:
(2.53)
The linguist
i
sared him
j
.
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The anteedent of a reexive/reiproal an be the ontrollee in an XCOMP.
Consider (2.54).
(2.54)
The linguist
i
believed the informant
j
to have sared himself
i=j
.
The f-struture for both versions of (2.54) is given in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: F-struture for (2.54)
If the reexive pronoun has the same index as \the informant", whih is
the objet of the main prediate \believe" and ontrols the subjet within the
XCOMP, then this reexive pronoun is bound within the Minimum Complete
Nuleus (the XCOMP in this example), therefore the sentene is grammat-
ial. If, on the other hand, the reexive pronoun has the same index as
the subjet \the linguist" of the main lause, then this reexive pronoun
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is bound beyond the Minimum Complete Nuleus, therefore the sentene is
ungrammatial.
2.8 Summary
This hapter has desribed the basi framework of Lexial-Funtional Gram-
mar (LFG), a system of grammatial representation whih was rst invented
by [Bresnan, 1978℄, [Bresnan, 1982b℄, [Bresnan and Kaplan, 1982℄, and has
enjoyed ontinued popularity and development in applied, theoretial and
omputational linguistis. LFG involves a number of levels of representation
for grammatial knowledge about a sentene. The three main levels of rep-
resentation in the framework of LFG are onstituent struture (-struture),
funtional struture (f-struture) and argument struture. Two dierent lev-
els of representation (-struture and f-struture), are in orrespondene with
eah other through funtional desriptions. There are three well-formedness
onditions for f-struture: Uniqueness, Coherene and Completeness Con-
ditions. Subategorisation of ore arguments by the prediate of a lause is
represented by the semanti form of the verbal prediate. Linguisti phenom-
ena suh as long-distane dependeny, ontrol, and anaphora are desribed
in terms of f-struture representation.
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Chapter 3
Core Syntati and
Morphologial Aspets of
Japanese
3.1 Introdution
This hapter desribes the ore syntati and morphologial aspets of Japanese
in relation to the framework of LFG. Desribing Japanese grammar in ev-
ery detail needs another volume, so what is desribed in this hapter is ore
aspets whih are relevant in my researh. For a omprehensive linguis-
ti prole of Japanese written in English, see e.g. [Shibatani, 1990℄ and
[Tsujimura, 2006℄.
The struture of this hapter is as follows: Setion 3.2 desribes the
non-ongurationality of Japanese syntax at the sentential level and argues
that the multi-struture arhiteture of LFG is appropriate for dealing with
non-ongurational languages. Setion 3.3 desribes the onept of \bun-
setsu", syntati units whih funtion as the unit of syntati investiga-
tion in Japanese grammar. I argue that these syntati units orrespond
to f-struture omponents, and these f-struture omponents are ombined
through labelling the dependeny relationship among them, to make up the
f-struture for a sentene as a whole. Setion 3.4 deals with topialisation
and zero pronouns, and also suggests that we need speial treatments for zero
pronoun identiation for natural language proessing of Japanese. Setion
3.5 and 3.6 over the parts of speeh of Japanese, based on the aount of
[Masuoka and Takubo, 1992℄. Setion 3.5 desribes the ineting parts of
speeh, with some fous on the inetion forms and their funtions whih
play important roles in the automati annotation of grammatial funtions
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for syntati bunsetsu units, the detail of whih will be desribed in later
hapters. Setion 3.6 desribes the non-ineting parts of speeh.
In this hapter, I try to use LFG terminology as little as possible, so that
the aounts and explanations on Japanese grammar in this hapter are as
muh as possible free of theoretial bias, that is, they an be appliable to
other syntati frameworks and purposes depending on the readers' prefer-
enes. How these syntati and morphologial aspets will be represented in
LFG will be detailed in Chapter 4.
3.2 Non-Congurationality in Japanese Syn-
tax
Congurationality states that the order of onstituents in a sentene deter-
mines the grammatial funtion of eah onstituent. In English, for example,
the noun phrase whih appears before a verb or an auxiliary is the (synta-
ti) subjet of a sentene, while the noun phrase after the verb is the objet
of the sentene. Furthermore, the meaning of a sentene hanges when the
order of the noun phrases is hanged. In the examples below, hanging the
order of noun phrases makes the sentene meaningless:
(3.1) My brother has read this book.
(3.2) ?This book has read my brother
Congurationality is reeted in the phrase struture rules annotated
with funtional equations in LFG aounts for English:
(3.3) S ! NP VP
("SUBJ)=# "=#
(3.4) VP ! V NP
"=# ("OBJ)=#
The PS rules above state that the NP before the verb of a sentene is the
subjet of the sentene, and the NP after the verb is the objet.
Japanese, by ontrast, is a non-ongurational language; in other words,
the order of the onstituents in a sentene is relatively free, and reordering
them does not harm the intelligibility (or meaning) of the sentene:
(3.5) Watashino aniga kono honwo yonda
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watashi-no
I-part
ani-ga
brother-SUBJ
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\My brother read/has read this book."
(3.6) Kono honwo watashino aniga yonda
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
watashi-no
I-part
ani-ga
brother-SUBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\My brother read/has read this book."
In the examples above, hanging the order of the onstituents does not hange
the meaning of the sentene, although the listener may pereive a ertain
hange in terms of what the speaker emphasises in the sentene.
It is important to notie that non-ongurationality is not equivalent to
\free word order". Japanese does not have free word order. As the example
below shows, a sentene annot be grammatial if the verb does not ome at
the end of a sentene (though this may be aeptable in ertain ontext suh
as in poems or in lyris):
(3.7) ? Watashino aniga yonda kono honwo
(3.8) ? Yonda watashino aniga kono honwo
Unlike for English, grammatial funtions are not speied by the funtional
equations annotated on phrase struture rules; rather, they must be speied
lexially, in partiular, by the lexial properties of the partiles following a
noun. In the examples above, the ase partile \-wo" indiates that this noun
is the objet of the verb, and the adverbial partile \-ga" indiates that this
noun is the subjet of the verb. The lexial entry for a noun with the ase
partile \-wo" ould be as follows:
(3.9) \hon-wo": noun
PRED=\HON"
"GF = OBJ
[Bresnan, 2001℄ states that languages whih are relatively rih in morphol-
ogy may use more or less rigid phrase struture onstraints, while languages
whih do not employ muh morphology tend to have rigid, hierarhial phrase
struture. Despite these language-partiular dierenes in terms of syntati
struture, the multi-layered strutural orrespondene of the LFG framework
an properly represent the grammatial relations among onstituents within a
sentene for both ongurational and for non-ongurational languages. For
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example, the f-strutures for the English sentene (3.1) and the orrespond-
ing Japanese sentenes (3.5) and (3.6) are shown below. These f-strutures
show the ommon language-independent properties suh as the grammatial
funtion and the prediate of eah onstituent shared between the two lan-
guages. F-strutures abstrat away from some of the partiulars of surfae
realisation and represent a more abstrat prediate-argument struture like
representation.
(3.10)
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
2
6
4
det
h
pred `my'
i
pred `brother'
3
7
5
obj
2
6
4
det
h
pred `this'
i
pred `book'
3
7
5
pred `read
D
subj, obj
E
'
tense `past'
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
(3.11)
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
padj
2
4
pred `watashi; I'
prtnj `-no'
3
5
pred `ani; elder brother'
prtadv `-ga'
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
obj
2
6
6
6
4
det
h
pred `kono; this'
i
pred `hon; book'
prts `-wo'
3
7
7
7
5
pred `yom-
D
subj, obj
E
; read'
infl `-ta'
tense `past'
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Notie that both Japanese sentenes (3.5) and (3.6) with dierent on-
stituent orders are both represented by the same f-struture (3.11). If there
were only one level of representation, say phrase struture trees, then it would
be diÆult to represent the more abstrat language-independent properties
of given sentenes aross dierent languages, or abstrat properties shared
by sentenes with dierent onstituent orders. The f-struture representation
enables us to represent language-independent properties of a given sentene
regardless of dierenes in the surfae syntati level.
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3.3 \Bunsetsu"(Syntati Units) and DAGRep-
resentation of Unlabelled Dependeny Re-
lations between Bunsetsus
3.3.1 \Bunsetsu"
The previous setion on non-ongurational aspets of Japanese syntax may
suggest that Japanese does not need phrase struture rules. We may assume
that the basi phrase struture rule for Japanese is simply the following:
(3.12) S !
 
XP
(" GF) = #
!
*
V
"=#
This rule states that \XP" whih refers to syntati phrases of any at-
egory (NP, VP, AP, et) an appear any number of times and in any order,
and that a sentene ends with one verb. This rule is too permissive.
In order to aount for the syntati properties of Japanese, a ertain
framework other than phrase struture rules is neessary. This is the reason
why the onept of \bunsetsu", or syntati units is used in this study, along
with many others in the eld of Japanese omputational linguistis. In this
thesis, I use the term \syntati units" with the meaning of bunsetsu.
A syntati unit is the minimum intelligible unit of Japanese ([Hashimoto, 1948℄).
One syntati unit always has one ontent word, and some funtional word(s)
an be added to it ([Nomura and Koike, 1992℄). In the following example,
eah syntati unit is enlosed in square brakets and labelled f
i
:
(3.13) Watashino aniga kono honwo yonda.
[Watashi-no℄
f1
I-part
[ani-ga℄
f2
elder.brother-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[yom-ta(yonda)℄
f5
read-PAST
\My elder brother read this book."
Every sentene has one root unit whih omes at the end of the sen-
tene. Eah syntati unit exept for the root unit depends on at most
one syntati unit. No unit depends on itself, and the diretion of depen-
deny is always from left to right; there is no ross dependeny ([Ota, 2007℄,
[Uhimoto et al., 2000℄).
In the example above, the rst unit depends on the seond unit. The
seond depends on the last. The third unit depends on the fourth, whih
depends on the last. The last unit is the root unit, so it does not depend on
anything.
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3.3.2 Direted Ayli Graph(DAG) Representation of
Dependeny
The relationship among units an be represented by a direted ayli graph
(DAG). Eah vertex f
i
in the DAG in Figure 3.1 orresponds to one of the
units in the example (3.13) and eah ar shows the dependeny relationship:
Figure 3.1: DAG for (3.13)
A DAG is a digraph without yles ([Haggarty, 2002℄). For any vertex
v, there is no path that starts and ends on v. A soure is a vertex with no
inoming edges (ars), while a sink is a vertex with no outgoing edges. A
nite DAG has at least one soure and at least one sink. Figure 3.2 is an
example of DAG:
Figure 3.2: Example of a DAG
Eah DAG has a topologial sort, an ordering of the verties suh that
eah vertex omes before all the verties to whih it has ars pointing. The
topologial sort of Figure 3.2 is Figure 3.3:
Figure 3.3: Topologial Sort for Figure 3.2
The dependeny relationship among syntati units of Japanese an be
represented by a labelled DAG whih has the following properties, along with
those of DAGs in general
1
:
1
Dependeny analysis is often used in Japanese NLP inluding the KNP parser
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1. Eah ar is labelled with the grammatial funtion: the part-of-speeh of
the head of a syntati unit and the type or the absene of partile
in it determine the grammatial funtion of this syntati unit with
respet to its target unit (target unit: the unit whih the urrent unit
is onneted to by the labelled ar).
2. The outdegree of every vertex is one, exept for the outdegree of the sink :
this means that every syntati unit, exept for the root unit of the sen-
tene, has exatly one target unit and exatly one grammatial fun-
tion.
3. The verties are topographially ordered : this means that every unit pre-
edes its target unit. There is no bakward dependeny among synta-
ti units.
4. There are no rossing ars: this means that no ar rosses with eah
other. This property is formalised as follows: For a given ar a(v
x
; v
y
),
where x < y, a(v
x+1
; v
z
) is nested if x + 1 < z  y, and rossing if
x + 1 < y < z.
Notie that the diretion of dependeny ars is the reverse of that in
Dependeny Grammar, reeting the fat that the diretion of an ar speies
the diretion of the ow of information from one node to another.
The DAG representation of Japanese dependeny relationship resembles
the model of linguisti prodution and omprehension by [Bresnan, 1978℄
based on the idea of Augmented Transfer Networks (ATN) ([Wanner and Maratsos, 1978℄),
in that both the DAG approah and the ATN approah proess sentenes se-
quentially, word by word in ATN and unit by unit in DAG.
The DAG representation of Japanese dependeny relationships is reminis-
ent of Topologial Dependeny Grammar (TDG) ([Duhier and Debusmann, 2001℄),
and eXtensible Dependeny Grammar (XDG) ([Debusmann, 2003℄). TDG
is a framework for dependeny grammar with two modules of immediate
dependeny and linear preedene, and XDG is a generalisation of TDG, a
desription language for sets of labelled direted graphs. The DAG repre-
sentation of Japanese dependeny relationships an also be subsumed into
a more general, language-independent metalanguage formalism, whih is an-
other topi of future researh.
([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄) without a formal denition. [Suzuki et al., 2003℄ proposed
the DAG representation of Japanese dependeny relationships and applied it to question
lassiation and sentene alignment tasks, but their representation does not label ars
with grammatial funtions.
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The ore of Japanese syntax is to segment a sentene into units and deter-
mine the dependeny among these units. The JUMAN morphologial anal-
ysis system ([Kurohashi and Kawahara, 2005℄) does the sentene segmenta-
tion and the KNP parser ([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄) does the unlabelled
dependeny analysis (disussed later in detail). One syntati unit is the
minimum unit to whih at least one grammatial funtion an be assigned.
The morphologial information within the unit provides enough lues to de-
termine its grammatial funtion. In the example (3.13) above, the seond
unit depends on the last unit, and the grammatial funtion of the seond
unit relative to the last is SUBJ beause of the ase partile \-ga" on the
seond unit. Similarly, the ase partile \-wo" in the fourth unit speies
that this unit has the grammatial funtion OBJ of the root unit. The type
(or absene) of the partile in a unit determines the grammatial funtion of
the unit, and the surfae order of these units is not relevant to determining
the grammatial funtion of eah unit.
The fat that (i) one syntati unit ontains one ontent word and that
(ii) one grammatial funtion an be assigned to the ontent word leads to
the idea that one syntati unit of a sentene orresponds to part of the
LFG f-struture for the sentene. The ontent word in a syntati unit is
the head of the unit, and thus provides the PRED value of the f-struture
fragment orresponding to it, and the type (or absene) of the partile in a
unit determines the grammatial funtion of the unit.
For example, the units in sentene (3.13) orrespond to the following
f-struture fragments:
(3.14)
f2
2
6
4
padj
f1
2
4
pred `watashi; I'
prtnj `-no'
3
5
3
7
5
(3.15)
f5
2
6
4
subj
f2
2
4
pred `ani; elder brother'
prtadv `-ga'
3
5
3
7
5
(3.16)
f4

adj
f3
h
pred `kono; this'
i

(3.17)
f5
2
6
4
obj
f4
2
4
pred `hon; book'
prts `-wo'
3
5
3
7
5
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(3.18)
f5
2
6
6
6
4
pred `yom-
D
subj, obj
E
; read'
infl `-ta'
tense past
3
7
7
7
5
The dependeny relationships among these units ombine these f-struture
fragments to make up the f-struture for the sentene as a whole. The gram-
matial funtion of eah unit is the label of the ar onneting the units in
the dependeny relationship. Figure 3.4 gives the DAG for (3.13) with ars
labelled with grammatial funtions, and Figure 3.5 gives the f-struture
onstruted from the DAG in Figure 3.4:
Figure 3.4: DAG for (3.13)
f5
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
subj
f2
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
padj
f1
2
4
pred `watashi; I'
prtnj `-no'
3
5
pred `ani; elder brother'
prtadv `-ga'
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
obj
f4
2
6
6
6
6
4
adj
f3
h
pred `kono; this'
i
pred `hon; book'
prts `-wo'
3
7
7
7
7
5
pred `yom-
D
subj, obj
E
; read'
infl `-ta'
tense past
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
Figure 3.5: F-struture for (3.4)
It is just a matter of hoie whether the syntati tree for a sentene
is a phrase-struture tree or a dependeny tree; in either ase, omponent
f-strutures whih orrespond to parts of a sentene are ombined into one
f-struture at the root level.
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3.4 Topi and Zero Pronouns
One of the most distintive features of Japanese is the prominene of Topi
and the proli use of zero pronouns. These two features are losely related
with eah other, so they are treated here in one setion.
3.4.1 \Topi" in Japanese
Every Japanese grammar book deals with the distintion between the par-
tiles \wa" and \ga", sometimes in one full hapter. This is beause their
usage seems to be onfusing to learners of Japanese and detailed explana-
tion is required for a omprehensive understanding of them. Details aside,
a syntati unit whih ends with the adverbial partile \wa" is the topi of
the sentene, while a syntati unit ending with the ase partile \ga" is the
subjet of the sentene:
(3.19) Watashiwa kono honwo yonda
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\As for me, I read this book."
(3.20) Watashiga kono honwo yonda
watashi-ga
I-SUBJ
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\It is I who read this book."
These two sentenes denote the same event. What is dierent between them
is the emphasis the speaker puts on the desription of the event. In the
rst sentene, the speaker emphasises that he or she is talking about the
referent of the topi unit, whih happens to be the speaker himself. The
literal translation of the rst sentene will be like \As for myself, (I) read this
book."
2
In the seond sentene, on the other hand, the speaker emphasises
that it is nobody but the referent of the subjet unit who read the book.
The literal translation of the seond sentene will be like \It is I who read
this book."
2
[Rubin, 1992℄ points out that Basil Hall Chamberlain, a nineteenth-entury Japanol-
ogist, rst used the phrase \as for" in [Chamberlain, 1907℄ for the analysis of Japanese
topi.
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In order to make the dierene more onspiuous, let us put eah of them
into appropriate ontexts. The rst sentene will be an appropriate answer
for a question whih asks what the referent of the topi did. The dialog
(3.21) in Japanese is a translation of a dialog (3.22), in whih there are three
persons A, B and C. A is asking B and C about what they did the day before:
(3.21)
A: Kinou naniwo shitemashitaka?
B: Watashiwa kono honwo yomimashita.
A: Anata wa?
C: Watashiwa tsurini ikimashita.
(3.22)
A: What did you do yesterday?
B: I read this book.
A: And you?
C: I went shing.
The topi units \watashiwa" in B's utterane and C's utterane imply that
eah of the speakers sets the topi of the sentene by saying the topi unit
rst, and he or she talks about the topi and nothing else. By setting
\watashi" or the rst person singular pronoun as the topi of the sentene,
the speaker expresses his or her intention that he or she is going to talk about
the referent of the topi (it happens to be the speaker himself). In the exam-
ples above, both B's and C's utteranes are simple, one-sentene utteranes.
The funtion of the partile \-wa" as a topi marker is basially the same in
more omplex, multi-sentene paragraphs. Therefore, the funtion of \-wa"
is to set the topi of not only for what follows after it within the sentene,
but also beyond the sentene boundary.
The seond sentene \Watashi-ga kono hon-wo yonda" will be an ap-
propriate answer for a question whih asks who read the book, sine the
identiation of the reader in this ontext is not the topi of the sentene;
rather, it is a fous (or new information) in this ontext (the reason why
the objet unit \kono honwo" is parenthesised will be disussed in the next
setion):
(3.23)
A: Who read this book?
B: I did.
(3.24)
A: Darega kono honwo yomimashitaka?
B: Watashiga (kono honwo) yomimashita.
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In other ontexts, the following dialogue is also telling. In dialogues (3.25)
and (3.26), Speaker A asks the identity of the reader of the book. Speaker B
indiates the identity of the subjet, with the partile \-ga" on the subjet:
(3.25)
A: Is it Ken who read this book?
B: No, it is Naomi who did.
(3.26)
A: Kono honwo yondanowa Ken desuka?
B: Iie, Naomiga yomimashita.
Thus, the ase partile \-ga" funtions as an identier of the subjet of the
verb, but not as a topi of the sentene.
Setting a ertain topi by the partile \wa" sometimes implies a ontrast
between what is set as a topi and what is not. Therefore, in some ontexts
the literal translation of example (3.19) will be \I don't know what others
did, but I read this book." or \I know others didn't read this book, but I
did read it." In suh ases, the \wa"-ending unit has the ontrastive fous.
In some ases the topi \wa" and the ontrastive fous \wa" appear in
one sentene:
(3.27) Watashiwa kono honwa yonda
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wa
book-FOC
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book, but not others."
In suh ases, the sentene-initial \wa" unit is the topi, and the other \wa"-
ending unit is the ontrastive fous. In other words, in this ase the unit order
determines the grammatial funtion of these units. This is an instane of
ongurationality in a non-ongurational language.
3.4.2 Topi as the Anteedent of a Zero Pronoun
There is no overt subjet in sentene (3.19). The fat that there is no overt
subjet in the sentene does not mean that this sentene does not have a
subjet at all; rather, it is analysed as having a zero pronoun as the subjet
of the sentene. A zero pronoun refers to something whih is already set in
ontext. Reall that the funtion of the adverbial partile \-wa" is to set the
topi of what follows after it within the sentene (or beyond). Therefore, the
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topi of a sentene often an be the anteedent of the zero pronoun in the
same sentene.
The more preise representation of sentene (3.19) as provided in (3.28)
will be that the zero pronoun \pro" has the same index as the topi \watashi":
(3.28) [Watashiwa℄
i
[pro℄
i
kono honwo yonda.
The partile \-wa" indiates that in this ontext \watashi" is set as the
topi of what follows. The grammatial funtion of this unit is topi, and
nothing else. Apart from this topi, the presene of a zero pronoun is assumed
from the fat that this sentene has no ga-marked unit. This zero pronoun
must refer to what is available in this ontext, in this ase \watashi" is the
best andidate. Therefore, the topi is interpreted as the anteedent of a
zero pronoun, whih is the subjet of the verb \yom-".
It is important to note that it is inorret to assume that this topi is
also the subjet.
Zero pronouns an have grammatial funtions other than subjet. In the
following sentene, the zero pronoun refers to the topi, and its grammatial
funtion is objet:
(3.29) [Kono[honwa℄℄
i
watashiga [pro℄
i
yonda.
kono
this
hon-wa
book-TOPIC
watashi-ga
I-SUBJ
pro
pro-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\As for this book, I read it."
The partile \-wa" indiates that \kono honwa" is set in ontext as the
topi of what follows. The grammatial funtion of this unit is topi, and
nothing else. Apart from this topi, the presene of the zero pronoun is
assumed from the fat that this sentene has no wo-marked unit, even though
the verb is a transitive verb. This zero pronoun must refer to what is available
in this ontext, in this ase \kono honwa" is the best andidate. Therefore,
the topi is interpreted as the anteedent of a zero pronoun, whih is the
objet of the verb \yom-".
3.4.3 Topi Not as the Anteedent of a Zero Pronoun
Topi and zero pronouns are two independent phenomena: even though there
is a preferene that the topi of a sentene is the anteedent of a pro, and
this topi and this pro depend on the same prediate, the existene of one of
them in a sentene does not neessarily ause the existene of the other in
the same sentene. One of the harateristi onstrutions involving a topi
and a zero pronoun is the so-alled \eel sentenes" [Okutsu, 1978℄:
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(3.30) Bokuwa unagida.
boku-wa
I(young.male)-TOP
pro
pro
unagi-da
eel-opula.del.plain.base
\I am an eel." or
\As for me, it is eel."
Literally, (3.30) means \I am an eel". But in dierent ontexts it an mean
something dierent. This is beause the subjet of the nominal prediate is
a zero pronoun, and it is possible that this zero pronoun does not refer
to the referent of the topi unit, but something whih an be ontextually
appropriate as the subjet of the nominal prediate.
The example above has two dierent interpretations. One is \I am an
eel," in whih the topi is the anteedent of the zero pronoun.
The other is \As for me, it is eel." The topi is not the anteedent of the
zero pronoun, but funtions as if it is a modier of the sentene and the zero
pronoun refers to something beyond this sentene. The ontext in whih this
interpretation is appropriate is this:
(3.31)
A: Sukina sakanawa nani?
B: Namazudesu.
A: Kimiwa?
C: Bokuwa unagida.
The English translation for (3.31) is (3.32):
(3.32)
A: What is your favorite sh?
B: It is atsh.
A: How about you?
C: As for me, it is eel.
Whih of the interpretations for \Bokuwa unagida" should be hosen
depends upon the semanti naturalness of the possible interpretations in a
given ontext. In ertain ontexts suh as fairy tales or artoons, it is natural
to say \I am an eel."
Eel sentenes are not just for asking one's favorite dish or fairy tales, but
are often used in more formal ontexts.
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3.4.4 Zero Pronouns without Referene to a Topi
A zero pronoun does not have to refer to a topi. An anteedent of a zero
pronoun an be anything that is available in the ontext. Consider the fol-
lowing dialogues. The English dialogue (3.33) translates into Japanese as
(3.34):
(3.33)
A: What did you do yesterday?
B: I read this book.
(3.34)
A: [pro℄ Kinou naniwo shiteimashitaka?
B: [pro℄ Kono honwo yondeimashita.
The utteranes in (3.34) have neither topi nor overt subjet. However, the
Subjet Condition
3
assumes the presene of a subjet zero pronoun, and this
must refer to something whih is set in ontext. In this ase, where A asks
B about B's ativities the day before, it is a matter of fat that A's and B's
utteranes are about B's ativities. In other words, B's ativities are set in
ontext. Then, the zero pronouns in A's and B's utteranes an refer to what
has been set in ontext, even though this is not overtly expressed as the topi
in these utteranes.
In a dialogue involving two or three persons as in example (3.35), what
is set in ontext is so obvious that it is often the ase that topi units are
omitted as follows:
(3.35)
A: Kinou naniwo shitemashitaka?
B: [pro℄ Kono honwo yomimashita.
A: Anata wa?
C: [pro℄ Tsurini ikimashita.
(3.36)
A: What did you do yesterday?
B: I read this book.
A: And you?
C: I went shing.
3
[Alsina, 1996℄ states Subjet Condition as follows:
An f-struture with propositional ontent must inlude a subjet (as one of its grammatial
funtions) and no f-struture may inlude more than one subjet.
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In more omplex situations, the presene of topi units is the key to
identify the anteedent of zero pronouns. However, it is also ommon that
zero pronouns refer to something beyond sentene boundaries, or something
external to the text.
3.4.5 DAG Representation of Zero Pronouns
There are several possibilities for how zero pronouns an be represented by
a DAG (f. Setion 3.3). One possibility is a oreferene analysis, illustrated
in the DAG in Figure 3.6 and in the f-struture in Figure 3.7. Figure 3.6 is
the DAG for sentene (3.19) = (3.37):
(3.37) [Watashiwa℄
f1
[pro℄
f2
[kono℄
f3
[honwo℄
f4
[yonda℄
f5
.
Figure 3.6: DAG for (3.27) in a oreferene analysis
The f-struture generated from the DAG in Figure 3.6 is Figure 3.7:
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Figure 3.7: F-struture for Figure 3.6
In Figure 3.6, the presene of the zero pronoun is assumed from the fat
that a verb must have a subjet (Subjet Condition). This zero pronoun
refers to what has been set in ontext, in this ase the topi \Watashi",
meaning that this TOPIC is the anteedent of the SUBJ zero pronoun. The
INDEX attributes in Figure 3.7 show that the TOPIC and the SUBJ zero
pronoun refer to the same thing.
In the DAG analysis (Figure 3.6), there is no dependeny relationship be-
tween a topi and a zero pronoun; both of them depend on verbal elements,
but not on eah other. In the f-struture analysis (Figure 3.7), the relation-
ship between them is a type of oreferene, and this is represented only at
the level of f-struture; the DAG has nothing to say about the oreferene
relationship between the TOPIC and the SUBJ index features.
Another possibility is a ller-gap analysis, whih assumes two ars oming
from TOPIC; one ar goes to the vertex whih the TOPIC depends on, and
the other ar (here represented as `=')goes to the SUBJ vertex:
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Figure 3.8: DAG for (3.27) in a ller-gap analysis
The f-struture generated from the DAG in Figure 3.8 is Figure 3.9:
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Figure 3.9: F-struture for Figure 3.8
In this analysis, there is a dependeny relationship between a topi and
a zero pronoun. The relationship between them is suh that the subjet is a
gap and the topi is the ller for the gap.
I hoose the oreferene analysis throughout this thesis for the following
reasons. First, the oreferene analysis keeps one of the requirements of the
DAG representation of Japanese dependeny (f. Setion 3.3.2), namely that
the outdegree of every vertex is one (in other words, every syntati unit has
only one target unit, or is onneted by only one labelled ar), while the ller-
gap analysis requires the outdegree of the TOPIC vertex to be more than
one. Seond, the ller-gap analysis ontains \pred"-less ore grammatial
funtions as gaps in f-strutures, whih are unneessary in the oreferene
analysis. And the fat that zero pronouns an exist without referene to topi
supports the idea that zero pronouns are not just gaps, but pronouns with
their own PRED value. For these reasons, I hoose the oreferene analysis
for topialisation of Japanese.
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3.4.6 Zero Pronoun Identiation
Identifying the anteedent of a given zero pronoun is an important eld of
study in Japanese omputational linguistis. Before doing this, it is of ourse
neessary to detet the presene of zero pronouns in raw text as orretly as
possible. If many zero pronouns whih are assumed to be present in a text do
not atually exist, then identifying their anteedents is a nonsense, however
aurate the algorithm for anteedent-identiation would be. On the other
hand, if many of the zero pronouns in a text are ignored, then the auray
of the anteedent-identiation does not help muh to improve the overall
outome. In addition, manually identifying all the zero pronouns in raw text
is time-onsuming and not an option for omputational appliations. It is
desirable to identify zero pronouns automatially.
In this dissertation, zero pronoun identiation for Japanese will be pro-
essed in the following steps (the basi idea of these steps are proposed in
[Oya and van Genabith, 2007℄): for eah verb in the input sentene
Step 1. Chek whether its subjet is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Step 2.
If it is not, then this verb's subjet is a zero pronoun. Put a subjet
zero pronoun dependent on this verb in the sentene, then go to Step
2.
Step 2. Chek the valene of the verb.
If it is an intransitive verb, then go to Step 6.
If it is not, then go to Step 3.
Step 3. Chek whether its diret objet is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Step 4.
If it is not, then this verb's objet is a zero pronoun. Put an objet
zero pronoun dependent on this verb in the sentene. Go to Step 4.
Step 4. Chek whether this verb is a ditransitive or not.
If not, then go to Step 6.
If it is, then go to Step 5.
Step 5. Chek whether its oblique is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Stop.
If not, then this verb's oblique is a zero pronoun. Put an oblique zero
pronoun dependent on this verb in the sentene, then go to Step 6.
Step 6. Stop.
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It is obvious that the proess above needs a lexial knowledge base providing
valene information for Japanese verbs. Attempts have also been made to
onstrut lexial knowledge bases automatially, as for example reported in
[Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2004b℄, [Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2004a℄,
[Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2005℄, et.
In Chapter 6 of this thesis, I deal with the automati identiation of
zero pronouns in detail. In partiular, automatially generated f-strutures
for sentenes taken from Kyoto Corpus are used as the linguisti resoures
for the identiation of zero pronouns.
3.5 Ineting Parts of Speeh
3.5.1 Verbs
Verbs express ations or states. The last verb in a sentene funtions as the
head (or the root) of the sentene. The verb in a dependent lause funtions
as the head of that lause, and it depends on another verb.
Japanese verbs arry inetions expressing the tense, mood and other
syntati properties of the lause. There are two types of verbal inetions:
Type-I and Type-II. The root form of Type-I verbs ends with a onsonant,
while the root form of Type-II ends with a vowel. Eah Type is divided into
subategories aording to the ending onsonant or the ending vowel, whih
are not dealt with in greater detail here. Table 3.1 shows the inetion forms
of a Type-I verb (\yom-", read) and of a Type-II verb (\mi-", see).
Table 3.1: Verbal inetions for \yom-" and \mi"
Type-I Type-II
Moods base forms ta forms base forms ta forms
Delarative yom-u yom-ta(yonda) mi-ru mi-ta
Volitional yom-o N/A mi-yo N/A
Imperative yom-e N/A mi-ro N/A
Conditional yom-eba yom-tara(yondara) mi-reba mi-tara
Connetive yom-i yom-te(yonde) mi- mi-te
There are two irregular verbs; \suru (do)" and \kuru (ome)". They are
irregular beause their root forms hange with inetions:
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Table 3.2: Verbal inetions for \suru" and \kuru"
suru kuru
Moods base forms ta forms base forms ta forms
Delarative suru shita kuru kita
Volitional shiyo N/A koyo N/A
Imperative shiro N/A koi N/A
Conditional sureba shitara kureba kitara
Connetive shi shite ki kite
\Suru" is alled the \sahen doushi". \Sahen" is an abbreviation for
\Sagyo henkaku katsuyou". \Henkaku katsuyou" means \irregular ine-
tion", and \sagyo" means that the last syllable of the root has the onsonant
`s'. \Doushi" meas \a verb".
The verb \suru" is often used with a noun to onstitute a verbal unit.
For example, the noun \kenkyuu (study)" is a noun by itself. When this
noun is followed by \suru", then the ompound onstitutes a verbal unit:
(3.38) Watashiwa gengogakuya jinruigakuwo kenkyuushita.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
gengogaku-ya
linguistis-and
jinruigaku-wo
anthropology-OBJ
kenkyuu-shita
study-do.del.ta
\I studied linguistis, anthropology, and others."
Not all Japanese nouns an be followed by \suru" to onstitute verbal
nouns. Nouns that an be followed by \suru" are alled \sahen nouns".
Base Forms and Ta Forms
The delarative base form of a verb is its lemma, or the form registered in
ditionaries. The dierene between \base" and \ta" is onerned with the
tenses whih they express. The terms \present form" or \past form" are
not used for them, beause eah of them an express dierent tense features
aording to the verb's lexial meaning.
Stative verbs in the base form denote a future state, a present state or
a state whih has ontinued until the present. Adverbial units disambiguate
the tense feature:
(3.39) Watashiwa ieni iru.
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watashi-wa
I-TOP
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I am home."
(3.40) Watashiwa kono isshuukan zutto ieni iru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
isshuukan
one.week
zutto
ontinuously
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I have been home for this one week."
(3.41) Watashiwa ashitamo ieni iru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ashita-mo
tomorrow-FOC
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I will be home, too."
Stative verbs in the ta form denote a past state or a state whih had
ontinued until a ertain point in the past:
(3.42) Watashiwa kinou ieni ita.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kinou
yesterday
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-ta
exist-del.ta
\I was home yesterday."
(3.43) Watashiwa kyouno gozenmade ieni ita.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kyou-no
today-of
gozen-made
morning-until
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-ta
exist-del.ta
\I had been home until this noon." or
\I was home this morning."
Ation verbs in the base form denote an ation or an event in the future.
(3.44) Watashiwa korekara kono honwo yomu.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kore-kara
from.now
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\I will read this book from now."
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Ation verbs in the ta-form denote an ation or an event in the past.
(3.45) Watashiwa gakuseino koro kono honwo yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
gakusei-no
student-of
koro
time
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book when I was a student."
The present tense of an ation verb is expressed morphologially with a
suÆx \-teiru" whih also expresses the progressive aspet.
(3.46) Watashiwa kono honwo yondeiru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-teir-u
read-su.-del.base
\I am reading this book."
The perfet aspet of an ation verb is expressed morphologially with a
suÆx \-oeru", or other onstrutions.
(3.47) Watashiwa kono honwo yomioeta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yomi-oer-ta
read-su.-del.ta
\I have read through this book."
Both stative verbs and ation verbs in the base form an have a generi
meaning whih speify the subjet's harateristis.
(3.48) Kinbenna gakuseiwa ookuno honwo yomu.
kinben-na
diligent-attr.base
gakusei-wa
student-TOP
ooku-no
many-of
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\Diligent students read a lot of books."
The ta forms of Type-I verbs show phonologial hanges; for example,
\yom+ta" is atually pronouned as \yonda". In this thesis, the phonologial
hanges of verbs are indiated by the parenthesised form next to the base
form. For the phonologial details of Japanese, see [Tsujimura, 2006℄.
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Delarative Forms
Delaratives are the most basi, plain form of verbs.
(3.49) Watashiwa mainihi issatsu honwo yomu.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
mainihi
every.day
issatsu
one.book
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\I read one book every day."
(3.50) Watashiwa gakuseino koro mainihi issatsu honwo yonda.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
gakusei-no
student-partile
koro
when
mainihi
every.day
issatsu
one.book
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta.
read-del.PST
\When I was a student, I used to read one book a day."
Delaratives do not have the progressive meaning; the progressive aspet
is indiated by the onnetive form followed by the verbal suÆx \-iru" (f.
Setion 3.3.3);
(3.51) Watashiwa ima honwo yondeiru.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
ima
now
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-ir-u
read-onn.ta-su.-del.base
\Now I am reading a book."
(3.52) Watashiwa gakuseino koro homusukiiwo yondeita.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
gakusei-no
student-partile
koro
when
homusukii-wo
Chomsky-OBJ
yom-te-ir-ta
read-onn.ta-su.-del.ta
\When I was a student, I was reading Chomsky."
Delaratives are also used for the main prediate of a relative lause.
Sine Japanese does not have relative pronouns, the inetion of the verb
is the lue to identify the lause boundary of a relative lause (f. Setion
3.6.5). If a verb in delarative form appears before a noun, then the verb is
the head of the relative lause modifying the noun.
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(3.53) Watashiga yonda hon.
Watashi-ga
I-SUBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
hon
book
\(the) book I read"
Verbs in the delarative form an be followed by an auxiliary:
(3.54) Watashiwa kono honwo yomutsumorida.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u-tsumorida
read-del.base-AUX.del.base
\I am going to read this book."
(3.55) Watashiwa kono honwo yondabakarida.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta-bakarida
read-del.ta-AUX.del.base
\I have just nished reading this book."
Volitional Forms
Verbs in the volitional base form express the will of the speaker, or invitation
for an ation. The hoie between them depends on the subjet: if the subjet
is the rst person, then it is the expression of the will of the speaker, while
it is an invitation if the subjet is not the rst person.
(3.56) Watashiwa kono honwo yomo.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-o
read-vol.base
\I will read this book."
(3.57) Ashita eigani iko.
Ashita
tomorrow
eiga-ni
movie-OBL
ik-o
go-vol.base
\Let's go to a movie tomorrow."
In the seond sentene in the examples above, the subjet is a zero pro-
noun. There are many instanes of zero pronouns in Japanese utteranes and
texts, and the interpretation depends on the ontext.
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Imperative Forms
Verbs in the imperative form have the imperative mood. Imperatives do not
have the ta form:
(3.58) Kono honwo yome.
Kono
This
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-e.
read-imp.base
\Read this book."
Verbs in the imperative form by themselves sound rather rude and they
are avoided in atual use. The more friendly style of imperative is the onne-
tive ta form, and the politeness inreases with the verbal suÆx \-kudasaru"
in its onnetive base form. The politeness further inreases with the verbal
suÆx \-masu" after \-kudasaru", and the \-masu" is in the imperative form:
(3.59) Kono honwo yonde.
Kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te
read-onn.ta
\Why don't you read this book?"
(3.60) Kono honwo yondekudasai.
Kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-kudasai
read-onn.ta-su.onn.base
\Please read this book."
(3.61) Kono honwo yondekudasaimase.
Kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-kudasai-mase
read-onn.ta-su.onn.base-su.imp.base
\Would you please read this book?"
It is possible (and required in ertain ontexts) to further inrease the
politeness by adding other elements.
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Conditional Forms
Verbs in the onditional have onditional mood. In the examples below,
sine the subjet of the verb \read" is zero-pronominalised and its identity
depending on the ontext, it also depends on the ontext whose life hanges:
(3.62) Kono honwo yomeba jinseiga kawaru.
Kono
This
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-eba
read-ond.base
jinsei-ga
life-SUBJ
kawar-u.
hange-del.base
\If one reads this book, (his or her) life will hange."
(3.63) Kono honwo yondara, jinseiga kawatta.
Kono
This
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-tara,
read-ond.ta
jinsei-ga
life-SUBJ
kawar-ta
hange-del.ta
\After reading this book, (my) life hanged."
The dierene of meaning between the onditional base form and the
onditional ta form is not temporal, but propositional; the onditional base
form implies that the ation of the verb atually has not taken plae, while
the onditional ta form does not have any suh impliation;
(3.64) Kono honwo yomeba jinseiga kawatta.
*Kono
This
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-eba
read-ond.base
jinsei-ga
life-SUBJ
kawar-ta
hange-del.ta
(3.65) Kono honwo yondara jinseiga kawaru.
Kono
This
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-tara
read-ond.ta
jinsei-ga
life-SUBJ
kawar-u.
hange-del.base
\Life will hange after reading this book."
This property is also the reason why the terms \present form" or \past
form" are not used for these forms.
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Connetive Forms
The funtion of onnetives is to show that a verb in this form is the main
prediate of a subordinate lause.
(3.66) Kono honwa yomi, ano honwa suteru.
Kono
This
hon-wa
book-TOP
yom-i,
read-onn.base
ano
that
hon-wa
book-TOP
sute-ru
throw.away-del.base
\I will read this book, while I will throw away that book."
(3.67) Kono honwa yonde, ano honwa suteta.
Kono
This
hon-wa
book-TOP
yom-te,
read-onn.ta,
ano
that
hon-wa
book-OBJ
sute-ta
throw.away-del.ta
\I read this book and threw away that book."
A verb in this form an be followed by a verbal suÆx:
(3.68) Watashiwa kono honwo yomitsuzuketa.
Watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-i-tsuzuke-ta
read-onn.base-SUF-del.ta
\I kept on reading this book"
3.5.2 Transitive-Intransitive Pairs
Some verbs onstitute Transitive-Intransitive pairs. These are verbs that
share the basi meaning, and the dierene of their ending forms indiates
the transitivity or intransitivity of the verb. Consider the examples below;
both of the verbs \ak-u" and \ake-ru" are onerned with the ation of
opening a door, and \ak-u" is an intransitive verb with the door being its
subjet, while \ake-ru" is a transitive verb with the door being its objet:
(3.69) Doaga aita.
doa-ga
door-SUBJ
ak-ta
open-del.ta
\The door opened."
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(3.70) Anega doawo aketa.
ane-ga
sister-SUBJ
doa-wo
door-OBJ
ake-ta
open-del.ta
\(My) sister opened the door."
The verbs whih onstitute a transitive-intransitive pair are two dierent
verbs, whih basially express the same event, but dier in terms of whether
the event should be expressed transitively or intransitively. Notie that the
two verbs do not share the root form; the root form of the intransitive is
\ak-", while the root form of the transitive is \ake-". This fat suggests
that the transitive-intransitive pairs are not motivated by morphologial op-
erations (suh as onditional forms, onnetive forms mentioned above) to
derive dierent inetional realisations of one root verb. This makes a good
ontrast with English, in whih a transitive-intransitive pair an be made
by two ompletely idential verbs, suh as \open" (intransitive) and \open"
(transitive):
[Yoshikawa, 1989℄ lists the morphologial types of transitive-intransitive
pairs:
Table 3.3: Transitive-Intransitive Pairs
Intransitive ending Transitive ending Examples
1 -ARU -U husagar-u husag-u
2 -ARU -ERU agar-u age-ru
3 -U -ERU ak-u ake-ru
4 -ERU -U tore-ru tor-u
5 -ERU -ASU nure-ru nuras-u
6 -RERU -SU taore-ru taos-u
7 -U -ASU kawak-u kawakas-u
8 -IRU -ASU nobi-ru nobas-u
9 -IRU -OSU ohi-ru otos-u
10 -RU -SU nokor-u nokos-u
11 -RU -SERU nor-u nose-ru
12 -IERU -ESU kie-ru kes-u
The rst olumn lists the intransitive endings, and the seond olumn the
transitive endings. Intransitive and transitive endings are apitalised. The
third olumn shows an example verb for eah of the intransitive endings,
and the fourth shows an example verbs for eah transitive ending. The
intransitive or transitive endings in these example verbs are italiised.
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Notie that the plae of the hyphens in the intransitive and transitive
endings and the plae of hyphens in the examples are dierent. This stresses
the fat that the boundary between intransitive or transitive ending and the
rest of the verb does not neessarily orrespond to the boundary between the
root and its inetion.
Table 3.3 shows that: for the verbs in the transitive-intransitive pairs,
a. a verb is a transitive if it ends with \SU" or \SERU" (types 5 to 12 in
Table 3.3);
b. a verb is a transitive if it ends with \-U" or \-ERU" and if it onstitutes a
transitive-intransitive pair with a verb whih ends with \-ARU" (types
1 to 2 in Table 3.3);
. a verb is a intransitive if it ends with `-U" or \-ERU" and if it onstitutes
a transitive-intransitive pair with a verb whih ends with \-ASU" (type
5 and type 7 in Table 3.3);
d. if a verb has the ending \-U" and it onstitutes a transitive-intransitive
pair with a verb whih ends with \-ERU", it is ambiguous (types 3 and
4 in Table 3.3).
When we have to determine the valene of verbs in a given ontext, the rst
step is to fous on the verbs whih end with \-U" and \-ERU". If one of the
verbs belongs to type 3 or type 4, the lemma forms of these verbs do not
help to determine their valene. We need to use some measures other than
morphology. I will return to this in the ontext of zero-pronoun identiation
in Setion 6.6.3.
Not all Japanese verbs belong to transitive-intransitive pairs; some verbs
are transitive without intransitive ounterparts (no-ounterpart transitives),
while some others are intransitive without transitive ounterparts (no-ounterpart
intransitives). Morphology does not help muh to identify whih verb is a
no-ounterpart transitive or a no-ounterpart intransitive.
Still, we an say that verbs ending with \su" tend to have transitivity;
atually, the majority of \su" ending verbs are transitive verbs without their
intransitive ounterparts: heking 628 \-SU" ending verbs in the JUMAN
ditionary, I found that 609 of them are transitive.
3.5.3 Adjetives
Attributive adjetives express the harateristis of, or a subjetive judge-
ment on, a noun. Japanese adjetives have inetions and they need no
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opula in their prediative use. Japanese adjetives are lassied into two
ategories aording to their inetion forms: i-adjetives and na-adjetives.
I-adjetives (pronouned \ee-adjetives") end with \-i" both in the attribu-
tive and prediative present tense, and na-adjetives end with \-na" in the
attributive usage and \-da" in the prediative present tense.
Table 3.4 gives the inetion forms of an i-adjetive \akai":
Table 3.4: Inetion forms of the i-adjetive \akai"
moods base forms ta forms
delarative aka-i aka-katta
onditional aka-kereba aka-kattara
adverbial aka-ku aka-kute, aka-kattari
The examples below show the attributive and prediative uses of an ad-
jetive \akai(red)". The attributive (in (3.71)) and the prediative (in (3.72))
have the same form:
(3.71) akai hana
aka-i
red-del.base
hana
ower
\a red ower"
(3.72) kono hanawa akai
kono
this
hana-wa
ower-TOP
aka-i
ower-del.base
\This ower is red."
The onditional form expresses the onditional mood. This is used in the
prediative only, and it is not used as the head of the main lause:
(3.73) Kono hanaga akakereba yokattanoni
kono
this
hana-ga
ower-SUBJ
aka-kereba
red-ond.base
yo-katta-noni
good-del.ta-partile
\If this ower had been red, it would have been better."
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The adverbial form of an adjetive is used when the adjetive depends on
another ineting element, or it is followed by an adjetival or a verbal suÆx.
Adjetives in the adverbial form funtion as adverbs:
(3.74) akaku saita hana
aka-ku
red-adv.base
saki-ta
bloom-del.ta
hana
ower
\a ower whih bloomed red."
(3.75) akakute ookii hana
aka-kute
red-adv.ta
ooki-i
big-del.base
hana
ower
\a red big ower."
(3.76) kono hanawa akakunai
kono
this
hana-wa
ower-TOP
aka-ku-nai
red-adv.base-NEG.del.base
\This ower is not red."
There are three systems for na-adjetives: plain, formal and polite. Table
3.5 shows the inetion forms of na-adjetives in the plain style:
Table 3.5: Inetion forms of the na-adjetive \kireida (beautiful)" in the
plain style:
moods base forms ta forms
delarative kirei-da kirei-datta
onditional N/A kirei-dattara
adverbial kirei-ni kirei-de, kirei-dattari
attributive kirei-na N/A
The examples below involve the na-adjetive \kireida (beautiful)":
(3.77) kireina hana
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kirei-na
beautiful-att.base.PLAIN
hana
ower
\a beautiful ower"
(3.78) kono hanawa kireida
kono
this
hana-wa
ower-TOP
kirei-da
beautiful-del.base.PLAIN
\This ower is beautiful."
The three-way system of inetions of na-adjetives resembles those of the
opula \-da". This fat leads some researhers to deompose a na-adjetive
into an \adjetival noun" and a opula. Aording to this analysis, the
na-adjetive \kireida" onsists of an na-adjetive \kirei" and a opula \-
da". The \adjetival noun" analysis fouses on the fat that na-adjetives in
prediative use are morphologially similar to \noun+opula" onstrution.
This onstrution denotes the identity of the referent of the subjet:
(3.79) Kenga kono hiimuno riidaada
Ken-ga
Ken-SUBJ
kono
this
hiimu-no
team-partile
riidaa-da
leader-opula.del.base.PLAIN
\Ken is the leader of this team."
In the example above, the referent of the noun followed by the opula
(the leader) is idential to the referent of the subjet (Ken). On the other
hand, the referent of the \adjetival noun" followed by the opula (\kirei"
in the example) is not idential to the referent of the subjet, but to an
attribute of the subjet. Morphologial similarity between na-adjetives and
noun+opula onstrution does not lead to semanti similarity. Besides,
in many ases the \adjetival noun" annot be used without the opula.
If \kireida", for example, is used without \-da" and is followed by a ase
partile, it sounds odd, even though not ungrammatial. Therefore, it is
better to analyse a na-adjetives as one word, rather than dividing them into
a noun and a opula.
3.5.4 Adjetival and Verbal SuÆxes
The funtion of adjetival and verbal suÆxes in Japanese is to show various
grammatial features suh as voie, aspet, tense and mood. For example,
the verbal suÆx `-iru' is used to indiate progressive aspet:
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(3.80) Watashiwa kono honwo yomu
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\I read this book."
(3.81) Watashiwa kono honwo yondeiru
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-iru
read-onn.ta-su.del.base
\I am reading this book."
The verbal suÆx \-aru" shows that the verb's ation has been ompleted:
(3.82) Watashiwa kono honwo yondearu
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-aru
read-onn.ta-su.del.base
\I have already read this book."
There are a variety of adjetival and verbal suÆxes with dierent mean-
ings (the ditionary of JUMAN registers 52 of them). Sine I annot desribe
all of them in detail, here I present some of them whih are relevant to the
disussions later in this thesis.
Negation
Negation of a verb or an adjetive is expressed by the negative suÆx \-
(a)nai". Type-I verbs (verbs whose root ends with a onsonant) are followed
by \-anai", while Type-II verbs (verbs whose root ends with a vowel) and
adjetives are followed by \-nai":
(3.83) Watashiwa kono honwo yomanai.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ana-i
read-NEG-del.base
\I don't read this book."
(3.84) Watashiwa sono eigawo minai.
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watashi-wa
I-TOP
sono
the
eiga-wo
movie-OBJ
mi-na-i
wath-NEG-del.base
\I don't wath the movie."
The inetions of \-(a)nai" are the same as those of i-adjetives. JUMAN
alls this and other suÆxes with the same inetions \adjetival prediate
suÆxes".
Causatives
Causative voie is expressed by the ausative suÆxes \-aser-" and \-saser-
". Type-I verbs are followed by \-aseru", Type-II verbs are followed by
\-saseru".
(3.85) Watashiwa ototoni kono honwo yomaseta.
watasi-wa
I-TOP
ototo-ni
yonger.brother-OBL
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ase-ta
read-aus.-del.ta
\I made my younger brother read this book."
(3.86) Watashiwa ototoni kono eigawo misaseta
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ototo-ni
younger.brother-OBL
kono
this
eiga-wo
movie-OBJ
mi-sase-ta
watshi-aus.-del.ta
\I made my younger brother wath this movie."
Causative suÆxes inet as Type-II verbs; the roots of both of the ausative
suÆxes end with a vowel. They an be followed by further suÆxes.
Causative suÆxes hange the number of arguments the verb an take;
in the example above, the transitive verb \yom-" omes to have three argu-
ments. The hange an be illustrated by the subategorisation frames:
(3.87) yom-<SUBJ, OBJ>
agent theme
(3.88) yom-ase-<SUBJ, OBL, OBJ>
agent ausee theme
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The SUBJ in the transitive \yom-" is the agent of the ation, and the
OBJ is the theme of the ation. In the ausative \yom-ase-", the SUBJ is
the agent of the ausing ation, and the OBL is the ausee, or the agent of
the aused ation, orresponding to the SUBJ of the transitive \yom-".
Some researhers, for example [Matsumoto, 1996℄, argue that Japanese
ausatives an be either bilausal or monolausal. \Bilausal" means that
the ausative suÆx is the head of the main lause, and the verbal root is
the head of the subordinate lause. \Monolausal" means that the suÆxed
verbal root is the head of the main lause. [Matsumoto, 1996℄ also argues
that the hoie of bilausal and monolausal reets the dierene in the
strength of ausation, pointing out that permissive ausative sentenes show
bilausality, while oerive ausative sentenes do not. Considering that the
argument in favour of bilausality is based on intuitive judgement, I do not
adopt this analysis but instead assume that a verb with a ausative suÆx is
always one word, derived through a lexial rule.
Passives
Passive voie is expressed by the passive suÆxes \-areru" or \-rareru". Both
follow the root of a verb, and they inet as Type-II verbs.
Passive voie of Japanese is ategorized into diret passive and indiret
passive (or adversative passive); diret passive is the passive in whih the
objet of a verb in the ative voie turned into the subjet, and the subjet
of the verb in the ative voie is expressed by the oblique-ase noun phrase.
Only transitive verbs an be in the diret passive:
(3.89) Ototoga watashino tsubowo kowashita.
Ototo-ga
younger.brother-SUBJ
watashi-no
I-of
tsubo-wo
vase-OBJ
kowas-ta
break-del.ta
\My younger brother broke my vase."
(3.90) Watashino tsuboga ototoni kowasareta.
watashi-no
I-of
tsubo-ga
vase-SUBJ
ototo-ni
younger.brother-OBJ
kowas-are-ta
break-pass.-del.ta
\My vase was broken by my younger brother."
The mapping between themati roles and grammatial funtions hanges
as follows:
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(3.91) kowas-<SUBJ, OBJ>
agent theme
(3.92) kowas-arer-<SUBJ, OBL>
theme agent
Indiret passive, on the other hand, expresses that the referent of the
subjet is inuened by, or suered from the ation or the result of the ation
aused by the referent of the oblique. The hange an be illustrated by the
subategorisation frames. Notie that the \agent" in both frames refers to
the same individual:
(3.93) kowas-<SUBJ, OBJ>
agent theme
(3.94) kowas-arer-<SUBJ, OBL, OBJ>
patient agent theme
(3.95) Ototoga watashino tsubowo kowashita.
Ototo-ga
younger.brother-SUBJ
watashi-no
I-of
tsubo-wo
vase-OBJ
kowas-ta
break-del.ta
\My younger brother broke my vase."
(3.96) Watashiwa tsubowo ototoni kowasareta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
tsubo-wo
vase-OBJ
ototo-ni
younger.brother-OBL
kowas-are-ta
break-pass.-del.ta
\I suer from my younger brother's breaking my vase."
Unlike diret passive, intransitive verbs an be in the indiret passive.
(3.97) Imotoga naita.
imoto-ga
younger.sister-SUBJ
nak-ta
weep-del.ta
\My sister wept."
(3.98) Watashiwa imotoni nakareta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
imoto-ni
younger.sister-OBL
nak-are-ta
weep-pass.-del.ta
\I suer from my sister's weeping."
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The subategorisation frames below illustrate the indiret passivisation
of an intransitive verb:
(3.99) nak-<SUBJ>
agent
(3.100) nak-arer-<SUBJ, OBL>
patient agent
As in the ase of ausative suÆxes, passive suÆxes hange the valene of the
verb, and a verb with a passive suÆx is one word. In the ase of the indiret
passive, the SUBJ is mapped onto the themati role patient, not onto the
agent.
Benefatives
Benefative voie is one of the harateristis of Japanese. It expresses the
speaker's subjetive judgement on the benet of the ation. This voie is
losely related to the honori system of Japanese, whih basially fouses
on where the benet of a given ation omes from; if it omes from someone
with high status, then it is expressed as if it \omes down". For more detail on
the Japanese honori system, see [Shibatani, 1990℄ and [Tsujimura, 2006℄.
Benefative suÆxes are in harge of expressing benefative voie. For
example, the suÆx \-kureru" emphasises the speaker's gratitude that the
ation by the subjet is beneial to the speaker. This suÆx shares the form
with the full verb \kureru", whih means `give':
(3.101) Anega watashino shukudaiwo tetsudatta.
ane-ga
elder.sister-SUBJ
watashi-no
I-of
shukudai-wo
assignment-OBJ
tetsudaw-ta
help-del.ta
\My elder sister helped my assignment."
(3.102) Ane-ga watashino shukudaiwo tetsudattekureta.
ane-ga
elder.sister-SUBJ
watashi-no
I-of
shukudai-wo
assignment-OBJ
tetsudaw-te-kure-ta
help-onn.ta-give-del.ta
\My elder sister gave me the benet of her helping my assignment."
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The suÆx \-morau", on the other hand, emphasises the speaker's grati-
tude that the ation by the referent of the oblique is beneial to the speaker,
who is expressed by the topi. This suÆx shares the form with the full verb
\morau", whih means `reeive':
(3.103) Watashiwa shukudaiwo aneni tetsudattemoratta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
shukudai-wo
assignment-OBJ
ane-ni
elder.sister-OBL
tetsudaw-te-moraw-ta
help-onn.ta-reeive-del.ta
\I reeived (from my elder sister) the benet of her helping my
assignment."
These three sentenes express the same event, but they show dierenes
in the speaker's attitudes toward the event. The rst sentene is just a
desription of the event. The seond expresses that the benet is direted
from the subjet's ation to the speaker. The third expresses that the benet
omes from the oblique's ation to the topi, whih happens to be the speaker
in this example.
As in the ases of ausative suÆxes and passive suÆxes, the benefa-
tive suÆx \-morau" hanges the valene of the verb, and a verb with this
benefative suÆx is analysed as one word.
\Possibility" or \Spontaneity"
\Possibility" or \spontaneous" suÆxes hange a transitive verb into an in-
transitive verb, and the objet of the transitive verb remains the subjet,
while the agent of the verb's ation is deleted or topialised:
(3.104) Kokokara Fujisanga mieru.
koko-kara
here-from
Fujisan-ga
Mt.Fuji-SUBJ
mi-eru
see-su.del.base
\One an see Mt.Fuji from here."
In example (3.104) above, the verb does not refer to a partiular event
of someone seeing Mt.Fuji, but the state that there is a possibility of anyone
seeing Mt.Fuji from there. The literal meaning of this will be \Mt.Fuji is in
the state of being possible to be seen from here." No agent of seeing Mt.Fuji
is presupposed by this sentene. The voie speied by this verbal suÆx is
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alled \jihatsu tai (spontaneous voie)" or \kanou tai(possible voie)". These
two voies are distinguished by semantis rather than morphology, as they
are both expressed by the same suÆx \-eru".
If the agent of the event must somehow be expressed with a \verbal root +
possible/spontaneous suÆx" verbal unit, a topialised noun unit serves this
purpose. In this ase, the voie will be \possible", rather than spontaneous:
(3.105) Watashiwa kono honga yomeru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-ga
book-SUBJ
yom-eru
read-su.del.base
\As for me, this book is readable." or
\I an read this book."
In example 3.105, the verb does not refer to a partiular event of reading
the spei book, but to the state that the referent of the topi is in the
state of being able, or having the potential, to read the book. The literal
meaning of this sentene will be \As for me, this book is in the state of being
able/possible to be read."
3.5.5 Copulas
Copulas ome after a noun to make a nominal prediate. The funtions
of nominal prediates are almost equivalent to the \be" opula of English
aompanied with an NP.
(3.106) Watashiwa gakuseida.
watashi-TOP
I-TOP
gakusei-da
student-Copula.plain.del.base
\I am a student."
(3.107) Korega kotaedearu.
kore-ga
This-SUBJ
kotae-dearu
answer-Copula.formal.del.base
\This is the answer."
(3.108) Shahowa kaigihuudesu.
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shaho-wa
manager-TOP
kaigi-hu-desu
meeting-during-Copula.polite.del.base
\The manager is at the meeting now."
The inetions for opulas are almost the same as those of na-adjetives.
The only dierene is the plain attributive base form.
3.5.6 Auxiliaries
Auxiliaries in Japanese express various moods. Auxiliaries follow a verb, a
verbal suÆx, or an i-adjetive in the delarative, and a na-adjetive or a
opula in the attributive:
(3.109) Kenwa kono honwo yomubekida.
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u-bekida
read-del.base-AUX
\Ken must read this book."
(3.110) Kenwa Naomini kono honwo yomaserubekida.
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
Naomi-ni
Naomi-OBL
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ase-ru-bekida
read-ause-del.base-AUX
\Ken must have Naomi read this book."
(3.111) Kono tenga hushizennanoda.
kono
this
ten-ga
point-SUBJ
hushizen-na-noda
unnatural-attr.base-AUX
\It is this point that is unnatural."
(3.112) Korega kotaenanoda.
kore-ga
this-SUBJ
kotae-na-noda
answer-opula.attr.base-AUX
\This IS the answer."
The inetion forms of auxiliaries are mainly those of na-adjetives, but
some auxiliaries have their partiular inetion forms.
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3.6 Non-Ineting Parts of Speeh
3.6.1 Nouns
Nouns refer to entities, either physial or abstrat, and they funtion as
an argument or an adjunt of a verb. In Japanese, a noun is the head of
a noun unit, and its grammatial funtion is determined by the type (or
absene) of the partile right after the head noun (f. Setion 3.6.2). Nouns
an be lassied into ategories aording to their meanings, or aording
to their morpho-syntati properties. This setion fouses on part-of-speeh
alternations of nouns derived from verbs and adjetives, formal nouns whih
are used as omplementisers or postpositions, and types of lassiers for
nouns.
Nouns Derived from Verbs and Adjetives
This setion introdues some instanes of both lexialised and produtive
nominalisations of verbs and adjetives. Some nouns are derived from other
parts of speeh suh as verbs and adjetives, and sometimes they are listed
as nouns in ditionaries. On the other hand, there are some produtive ways
of nominalisations of verbs and adjetives, whih are not listed as nouns in
ditionaries. When a morphologial analyser outputs these nominalised verbs
just as verbs in an NLP appliation, then this leads to inorret analyses.
Therefore, nominalisation of ineting parts of speeh is relevant to natural
language proessing of Japanese, inluding my study.
Some verbs in their onnetive forms funtion as nouns, and are listed
as nouns in ditionaries. In the example below, the noun \yomi" is derived
from the onnetive form of a verb \yomu", and this noun means something
like \predition of the future aording to the speulation on the urrent
situation":
(3.113) Ano seijikaha yomiga amakatta.
ano
that
seijika-wa
politiian-TOP
yomi-ga
reading-SUBJ
amak-atta
sweet-del.ta
lit. \As for the politiian, (his) reading was sweet." or
\That politiian predited the situation wrong."
A more produtive way of nominalisation of verbs onsists of a verb fol-
lowed by a nominal suÆx suh as \kata" (meaning \way" or \proess"):
(3.114) Ano gakuseino yomikatawa okashikatta
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ano
that
gakusei-no
student-of
yomi-kata-wa
read-way-TOP
okashi-katta
funny-del.ta
\The student's way of reading was funny."
The \onnetive + kata" onstrution is so produtive that virtually every
verb an be used in this onstrution. The meaning of the simple nominalised
onnetive form of a verb and that of the \onnetive + kata" nominalisation
onstrution are dierent: in general, the former refers to the result of the
ation of the verb, while the latter refers to the proess of the ation of the
verb.
Adjetives are nominalised by some nominal suÆxes. One of the examples
is \-sa" whih follows the root of both an i-adjetive and a na-adjetive:
(3.115) Kono heyawa akarui
kono
this
heya-wa
room-TOP
akaru-i
bright-del.base
\This room is bright."
(3.116) Kono heyano akarusawo hakatta
kono
this
heya-no
room-of
akaru-sa-wo
bright-SUFF-OBJ
hakar-ta
measure-del.base
\(Pro) measured the brightness of this room."
(3.117) Watashino anewa kireida
watashi-no
I-of
ane-wa
sister-TOP
kirei-da
beautiful-del.base
\My sister is beautiful."
(3.118) Watashino aneno kireisani Kenwa odoroita
watashi-no
I-of
ane-no
sister-of
kirei-sa-ni
beautiful-SUFF-OBL
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
odorok-ta
surprise-del.ta
\Ken was surprised by my sister's beauty."
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Formal Nouns
Formal nouns have only abstrat, idiomati meaning and are always modi-
ed by a lause or a postpositional phrase. They funtion like an English
omplementiser \that". The presene of a formal noun in syntax is more
important than its meaning. In the example below, the formal noun \koto"
takes a lause and is followed by a partile:
(3.119) Kenwa Naomiga rikonshitakotowo shiranakatta.
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
[Naomi-ga
[Naomi-SUBJ
rikonshi-ta℄-koto-wo
divore-del.ta℄-that-OBJ
shir-ana-katta
know-NEG-del.ta
\Ken didn't know that Naomi had divored."
The formal noun \no" an appear in the same onstrution:
(3.120) Kenwa Naomiga rikonshitanowo shiranakatta.
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
[Naomi-ga
[Naomi-SUBJ
rikonshi-ta℄-no-wo
divore-del.ta℄-that-OBJ
shir-ana-katta
know-NEG-del.ta
\Ken didn't know that Naomi had divored."
Some verbs exlusively hoose \no", and others prefer \koto", but in many
ases they are interhangeable. [Kuno, 1983℄ argues that \koto" introdues
an abstrat idea or knowledge, and \no" introdues a onrete, pereivable
event. The hoie of formal nouns will be relevant to automati generation
and surfae realisation of natural language, if we are to make the output as
natural as possible.
Other formal nouns onstitute adverbial units whih an be lassied into
four ategories: temporal, ausal, manner and others. These formal nouns
funtion like onjuntions or postpositions. The following four examples
illustrate eah ategory:
(3.121) Temporal; \saihuu", during
Kaigino saihu(ni) Kenwa okashinakotowo iidashita.
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kaigi-no
meeting-of
saihu(-ni)
during(-OBL)
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
okashi-na-koto-wo
funny-attr.base-thing-OBJ
ii-dashi-ta
say-SUFF-del.ta
\In the meeting, Ken began to talk about funny things."
(3.122) Causal; \sei", beause
Kenno okashina hanasino seide kaigiga sanjuppun nobita.
Ken-no
Ken-of
okashi-na
funny-attr.base
hanasi-no
talk-of
sei-de
beause-part
kaigi-ga
meeting-SUBJ
sanjuppun
thirty.minutes
nobi-ta
get.longer-del.ta
\Beause of Ken's funny talk, the meeting got thirty minutes longer
than planned."
(3.123) Manner; \you", as if
Karewa [toritsukareta℄ youni uhuno bouhounitsuite hanashita.
Kare-wa
He-TOP
[toritsuk-are-ta℄
possess-PASS-del.ta
you-ni
like-OBL
uhu-no
universe-of
bouhou-ni-tsuite
expansion-OBL-about
hanas-ta.
talk-del.ta
\He talked about the expansion of the Universe as if he had been
possessed."
(3.124) Others; \ippou", on the other hand
Ippoude gihouwa inemurishiteita.
ippou-de
the.other.side-part
gihou-wa
hairperson-TOP
inemuris-tei-ta
take.a.nap-PROG-del.ta
\On the other hand, the hairperson was taking a nap."
These formal nouns an be used like a omplementiser, introduing a
lause (f. Setion 4.2.10). For example, the formal noun \youni" in the
sentene (3.123) follows a lause, and this noun does not funtion as any of
the arguments of the head verb of the lause.
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Numerial Classiers
Numerial lassiers are the type of nominal suÆxes whih speify the num-
ber of the noun. One numerial lassier attahes to one numerial noun,
and this \numerial noun + numerial lassier" onstrution onstitutes
one unit. This unit (numerial unit) funtions as an adverbial unit, or as a
nominal unit when followed by ase partiles \-ga", \-wo" or \-ni", or as a
postpositional unit when followed by other partiles. The hoie of numer-
ial lassiers depends on the noun they modify. For example, a numerial
lassier \satsu" is used exlusively for books:
(3.125) Kenwa honwo daitai sensatsu motteiru.
Ken-wa
Ken-TOP
hon-wo
book-OBJ
daitai
about
sen-satsu
one.thousand-NC:book
mot-tei-ru
have-prog-del.base
\Ken has about a thousand books."
In the example above, the numerial unit \sensatsu" funtions as an
adverbial unit for the root verb. This onstrution is known as quantier
oating ([Dowty and Brodie, 1984℄, [Miyagawa, 1989℄). The numerial unit
depends on the root verb, and not the nominal unit \honwo". Notie that
there is no bakward dependeny in Japanese, and that the adverbial unit
\sensatsu" annot depend on (hene modify) the nominal unit \honwo". It
is expeted that treating numerial units as adverbial units will keep the
analysis simple.
Unit Classiers
The term \unit" in unit lassiers does not mean \syntati units" (as I have
been using the term in this thesis). Unit lassiers are the type of nominal
suÆxes whih speify partiular units, suh as time, date, urrenies, order,
et. One unit lassier follows after a numerial, and this onstitutes a noun
whih indiates the amount of the unit:
(3.126) Time; \-pun", minutes
Sampun
san-pun
three-UC:minute
\three minutes"
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(3.127) Curreny; \-doru", dollar
Hyakunijuugodoru
hyaku-nijuu-go-doru
one.hundred-twenty-ve-UC:dollar
\one hundred twenty ve dollar"
(3.128) Date; \-gatsu", month, \-nih", day
Kugatsusanjuunihi
ku-gatsu-sanjuu-nihi
nine-UC:month-thirty-UC:day
\the 30th of September"
(3.129) Frequeny; \-kai", time
Hyakkai mawaru
hyaku-kai
one.hundred-UC:times
mawar-u
turn-del.base
\to turn one hundred times"
(3.130) Order; \-bamme", Xth
Migikara kazoete yombamme
migi-kara
right-from
kazoe-te
ount-onn.ta
yon-bamme
four-UC:order
lit.\Counting from the right, the fourth" or
\fourth from the right"
3.6.2 Partiles
The partile after the head noun determines the grammatial funtion of
the noun unit. The absene of partile in a nominal unit also determines
its grammatial funtion, sine some nouns an funtion as adverbs when
they are not followed by a partile. For example, the noun \ashita" means
\tomorrow", and this noun an funtion dierently aording to the partile
right after it:
(3.131) Ashitawa tenkiga iidarou
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ashita-wa
tomorrow-TOP
tenki-ga
weather-SUBJ
ii-darou
good-AUX.del.base
\As for tomorrow, the weather will be nie."
(3.132) Ashitaga watashino tanjobida
ashita-ga
tomorrow-SUBJ
watashi-of
I-part
tanjobi-da
birthday-COPL.del.base
\Tomorrow is my birthday."
(3.133) Akarui ashitawo tsukurimashou.
akaru-i
bright-onn.base
ashita-wo
tomorrow-OBJ
tukur-i-mashou
reate-onn.base-SUFF.VOL
\Let's make tomorrow bright."
(3.134) Tsurini ikunowa ashitani shita.
tsuri-ni
shing-OBL
ik-u-no-wa
go-del.base-no-TOP
ashita-ni
tomorrow-OBL
shi-ta
do-del.ta
\I deided to go shing tomorrow."
(3.135) Ashitakara shingakkiga hajimaru.
ashita-kara
tomorrow-from
shingakki-ga
new
hajimar-u
aademi year-SUBJ start-del.base
\The new aademi year starts tomorrow."
(3.136) Atarashii terebiga ashita haitatsusareru
atarashi-i
new-del.base
terebi-ga
TV-SUBJ
ashita
tomorrow
haitatu-s-areru
deliver-do-SUFF.del.base
\A new TV will be delivered (to somewhere) tomorrow."
Partiles are lassied into a number of ategories aording to their fun-
tions. This setion explains the funtions of partiles in eah ategory. Sine
it is impossible to over all the details of how partiles are used and how they
funtion in eah usage, I hose only a few of them for eah ategory and the
examples are the most basi and typial ones.
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Case Partiles
Case partiles are used to speify the grammatial funtion of the noun unit
they attah to. The grammatial funtions they an speify are SUBJECT,
OBJECT, OBLIQUE, and Postpositional adjunt (PADJ). The JUMAN di-
tionary registers the following 12 ase partiles: -ga, -wo, -ni, -kara, -to, -de,
-made, -yori, -no, -nite, -tto. In general, one ase partile has several mean-
ings. For example, a noun unit with the ase partile \-kara" an mean the
following:
(3.137) The starting point of a movement:
Iekara gakkouni aruiteitta.
Ie-kara
house-from
gakkou-ni
shool-to
aruk-ite-ik-ta
walk-onn.base-go-del.ta
\I walked to shool from home."
(3.138) The soure of giving:
Anekara kono honwo moratta.
ane-kara
elder.sister-from
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
moraw-ta
reeive-del.ta
\My elder sister gave me this book."
(3.139) The starting time of an ation:
Kujikara jugyouga hajimaru.
ku-ji-kara
nine-time-from
jugyou-ga
lass-SUBJ
hajimar-u
start-del.base
\The lass starts at nine o'lok."
(3.140) The reason of an ation:
Ihigyouno puroguramumisukara daikibona sisutemudaunga okita.
ihi-gyou-no
one-line-of
puroguram-misu-kara
program-mistake-from
daikibo-na
large.sale-attr.base
sisutem-daun-ga
system-down-SUBJ
okir-ta
take.plae-del.ta
\A large-sale system down took plae beause of one line of program
mistake."
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(3.141) The reason of giving a partiular judgement
Shouraino dekigotowo genzaino jyoukyoukara yosokusuru.
shourai-no
future-of
dekigoto-wo
event-OBJ
genzai-no
present-of
jyoukyou-kara
situation-from
yosoku-sur-u
predition-do-del.base
\Prediting future events from the present situation"
(3.142) The material of something:
Sakewa komekara dekiteiru.
sake-wa
Japanese.sake-TOP
kome-kara
rie-from
deki-te-ir-u
make-onn.ta-su.-del.base
\Japanese sake is made from rie."
It seems that this ase partile has the prototypial meaning of speifying
the \soure" of an ation or thing, and the verb it depends on and the head
noun of the noun unit determine the meaning that this ase partile \-kara"
has.
Case partiles \-ga" and \-wo" speify the grammatial funtion SUBJ
and OBJ, respetively, and these are rare ases where there seems to be a one-
to-one orrespondene between a ase partile and a grammatial funtion.
Adverbial Partiles
Adverbial Partiles produe topi units or fous units from noun units. The
JUMAN ditionary registers 24 adverbial partiles. The adverbial partile
\-wa" is one of the most frequent ones, speifying the topi of a sentene.
The adverbial partile \-mo" is the seond most frequent one, meaning \too".
As for other adverbial partiles, they have various meanings whih would be
expressed adverbially in English, for example \too", \even" or \only":
(3.143) Watashiwa kono honwo yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book."
(3.144) Watashimo kono honwo yonda.
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watashi-mo
I-too
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I, too, read this book."
(3.145) Watashiwa kono honmo yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-mo
book-too
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book, too."
(3.146) Watashisae kono honwo yonda.
watashi-sae
I-even
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\Even I read this book(, therefore others should do so)."
(3.147) Watashiwa kono honsae yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-sae
book-even
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read even this book(, therefore it is natural for me to have read
other books)."
(3.148) Watashidake kono honwo yonda.
watashi-dake
I-only
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\Only I read this book(, while others didn't)."
(3.149) Watashiwa kon hondake yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-dake
book-only
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book(, but not other books)."
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Conjuntive Partiles
Conjuntive partiles are used for onjoining nouns or lauses.
(3.150) Kento Naomi
Ken-to
Ken-and
Naomi
Naomi
\Ken and Naomi"
(3.151) Sugu ikukara mattete.
sugu
soon
ik-u-kara
ome-del.base-part
mat-te-ite.
wait-onn.base-be-imp
\I'm oming soon, so wait for a moment."
In sentene (3.151), the onjuntive partile \kara" means literally \sine",
thus the literal translation of (3.151) would be \Sine I'm oming soon, wait
for a moment."
Conjuntive partiles onnet a noun to a noun or a lause to a lause.
The onnetion an be oordination or subordination. A oordination noun
unit an be followed by a ase partile or an adverbial partile, and its gram-
matial funtion is speied for all the oordinates, as in sentene (3.152).
Both Ken and Naomi are the subjet of the verb. A subordination noun
unit an be followed by a ase partile or an adverbial partile, but it only
speies the noun whih it attahes to. The subjet of the verb in sentene
(3.153) is \imouto", a sister, and the onjuntive partile has the funtion of
giving the grammatial funtion \possessive" to the noun, in this ase \Ken":
(3.152) Kento Naomiga goukakushita
[Ken-to
[Ken-oord.part
Naomi℄-ga
Naomi℄-SUBJ
goukaku-shita
pass.an.exam-do.del.ta
\Ken and Naomi passed the exam."
(3.153) Kenno imoutoga goukakushita
Ken-no
Ken-oord.part
imouto-ga
sister-SUBJ
goukaku-shita
pass.an.exam-do.del.ta
\Ken's sister passed the exam."
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It seems that subordination of nouns by onjuntive partiles should be
treated as a postpositional unit depending on the noun unit, in whih the
onjuntive partile is a kind of postposition whih takes a noun unit as its
argument, and this unit depends on the following noun unit. In example
(3.153), the unit \Ken-no" is a postpositional unit with the grammatial
funtion possessive (or just \postpositional", sine this partile an have
meanings other than possession, depending on the meaning of the noun it
attahes to), and this depends on the following noun unit \imouto-ga".
When a onjuntive partile onnets lauses, the onnetion an also be
oordination or subordination. The distintion between a oordinated lause
and a subordinated lause depends on the sope of the topi phrase, and
both of them are sentential adjunts (SADJs) to another lause.
Sentene-Ending Partiles
Sentene-ending partiles appear at the end of a sentene to express various
types of modal meanings, suh as question, assertion, prohibition:
(3.154) Kono honwo yomimashitaka
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-i-mas-ta-ka
read-onn.base-polite-del.ta-Q
\Have you read this book?"
(3.155) Kono honwo yomimashitane
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-i-mas-ta-ne
read-onn.base-polite-del.ta-part
\You have read this book, haven't you?"
(3.156) Kono honwa yomuna
kono
this
hon-wa
book-OBJ
yom-u-na
read-del.base-part
\As for this book, you shouldn't read this."
The partiles in the examples above have dierent funtions. In sentene
(3.154), the sentene-ending partile \-ka" indiates that this sentene is a
question. Without it, the sentene is just a delarative sentene; \Kono
honwo yomimashita (I read this book)." In sentene (3.155), the sentene-
ending partile \-ne" indiates that the speaker intends to make sure that his
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knowledge (in this ase, the listener's having read the book) is right. Again,
the sentene without the sentene-ending partile is a delarative sentene.
The \-na" in sentene (3.156) indiates that the speaker orders the listener
not to read the book. One of the interesting funtions of sentene-ending
partiles is that some of them, in partiular \-ne" and \-sa", an be used to
emphasise the syntati unit (bunsetsu) boundaries in a sentene:
(3.157) Watashiwane konone honwone yomimashita
watashi-wa-ne
I-TOP-part
kono-ne
this-part
hon-wo-ne
book-OBJ-part
yom-i-mas-ta
read-onn.base-polite-del.ta
\I have read this book."
Example (3.157) shows that sentene-ending partiles are not purely \sentene-
ending", but they an indiate the ending point of syntati units, so that the
listener would pay more attention to the unit. This is a simple and reliable
measure to approah the problem of syntati unit boundary identiation.
More than One Partile in a Single Unit
In some xed expressions, more than one partile an appear in a single unit.
For example, the expression \-ka-dou-ka", whih means \whether", has two
onjuntive partiles \-ka" whih introdues a question, and this is followed
by the ase partile \-wo".
(3.158) Kono honwo yomubekikadoukawo senseini tazuneta.
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u-beki-ka-dou-ka-wo
read-del.base-aux.root-Q-dem-Q-OBJ
sensei-ni
teaher-OBL
tazune-ta
ask-del.ta
\I asked (my) teaher whether I should read this book."
3.6.3 Non-Ineting Adjetives, or `Rentaishi'
Rentaishi (literally rentai \attributive" + shi \part of speeh") are non-
ineting adjetives. They modify a noun, and they do not admit prediative
usage, i.e., they annot be the root of a sentene or a lause. They are divided
into several ategories, and those that are derived from ineting parts of
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speeh need speial treatments by morphologial analysers or parsers, so
that they an be orretly distinguished from strings that are idential in
terms of morphology.
Non-ineting Adjetives from Verbs in the Base Form
Rentaishi in this ategory have the same form as the verbs from whih they
are derived, but the meaning is not simply the adjetivisation of these verbs.
For example, the rentaishi \aru" means \ertain", and has the same form as
the verb \aru", whih means \exist":
(3.159) aru jinbutsu
aru
ertain
jinbutsu
person
\a ertain person"
If a parser analyses sentene (3.159) as (3.160), then this is syntatially
orret, but often semantially odd:
(3.160) aru jinbutsu
ar-u
exist-del.base
jinbutsu
person
\a person who exists"
The distintion between \aru" as a rentaishi and \aru" as a verb depends
on the syntati environment in whih they appear. If \aru" appears before
a noun and nothing depends on this, then this \aru" is a rentaishi. If \aru"
appears before a noun and something depends on this \aru", then this \aru"
is the head of the relative lause whih modies the noun. For example, the
"aru" in sentene (3.161) is a verb, sine an oblique unit depends on \aru":
(3.161) Takai hiini aru jinbutsu
taka-i
high-del.base
hii-ni
position-OBL
ar-u
exist-del.base
jinbutsu
person
\a person who is at a high position"
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Non-Inetive Adjetives Derived from Verbs in the Ta Form
Some rentaishi are derived from verbs in the ta form, and the derived mean-
ing is dierent from the original meaning. The rentaishi \komatta" meaning
\troublesome", for example, is the same form as the ta form of a verb \ko-
maru" whih means \be troubled".
(3.162) komatta hito
komatta
troublesome
hito
person
\a troublesome person"
If something depends on \komatta", and this is one of the arguments or
adjunts of the verb \komaru", then it is obvious that this \komatta" is a
verb:
(3.163) Shakkinde komatta hito
shakkin-de
loan-partile
komar-ta
be.troubled-del.ta
hito
person
\A person who suered from loans"
If a parser analyses the sentene \komatta hito" as in (3.164), then this is
simply wrong in terms of semantis. The analysis is syntatially possible,
but the interpretation of this phrase by native speakers of Japanese is \a
troublesome person".
(3.164) komatta hito
komar-ta
be.troubled-del.ta
hito
person
\a person who suered"
These examples show the importane of morphologial analysers' proper
treatment of non-ineting adjetives derived from ineting parts of speeh.
One approah to this issue is to list all the possible rentaishi in the ditionary
of a morphologial analyser and analyse input aordingly. The JUMAN
ditionary has 81 entries for rentaishi, and these are all lexialised, xed
rentaishi. However, this approah annot over new rentaishi whih have
not been listed in the ditionary of the analyser. Even though it seems that
rentaishi is not as produtive as other parts of speeh, the problem remains
to be solved in future researh.
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3.6.4 Pronouns
Pronouns in Japanese are ategorised into two lasses: demonstrative pro-
nouns and personal pronouns. Other pronominal ategories we know in En-
glish are expressed by other means in Japanese.
Reexive pronouns and possessive pronouns do not exist as pronominal
ategories; possession is expressed by a noun, either pronominal or not, with
the postposition \-no" (f. Setion 3.6.2.3). Reexivity an be expressed
by a noun \jibun" for all the three persons and numbers, or by a personal
pronoun plus \jishin", suh as \watashijishin (myself)"
Relative pronouns do not exist at all in Japanese. The verbal inetion of
the head verb of a lause and the syntati environment in whih this lause
appears are the lues to determine whether it is a relative lause or not.
The following two setions introdue demonstrative pronouns and personal
pronouns.
Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns refer to something whih the speaker refers to in
reality, or whih is in the ontext. Japanese demonstrative pronouns are di-
vided into four ategories in terms of deixis, and eah ategory has dierent
demonstratives for dierent meanings. Table 3.6 summarises the demonstra-
tive pronominal system of Japanese. The rows give the ategories, and the
olumns the meanings:
Table 3.6: The system of demonstrative pronouns
thing plae diretion adjetival state adverbial
near speaker kore koko kohira kono + N konna kou
near listener sore soko sohira sono + N sonna sou
far from both are asoko ahira ano + N anna aa
indenite dore doko dohira dono + N donna dou
Adjetival demonstrative pronouns (in the fourth olumn from the left)
always appear before a noun, thus funtioning as determiners for the noun.
The demonstrative pronouns \kono", \ano", \sono" and \dono" funtion
as determiners, like \this" or \that" when used as demonstrative determiners,
suh as \this book" or \that book". However, they are analysed as one
syntati unit depending on a noun unit. The demonstrative pronoun \kono"
in example (3.165) is one unit depending on the next unit \honwo". These
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two units onstitute what would be expressed by an NP in English, namely
\this book":
(3.165) Watashiwa kono honwo yonda
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-del.ta
\I read this book."
As Table 3.6 shows, the rst syllable of eah demonstrative indiates
whih ategory it belongs to. For example, when a speaker refers to some-
thing near herself, then she refers to it by \kore":
(3.166) Korewa nani?
kore-wa
dem.thing.near.speaker-TOP
nani
what
\What is this?"
When a speaker refers to something near the listener, then she refers to
it by \sore":
(3.167) Sorewa nani?
sore-wa
dem.thing.near.listener-TOP
nani
what
\What is it?"
When a speaker refers to something distant from both the speaker and
the listener, then she refers to it by \are":
(3.168) Arewa nani?
are-wa
dem.thing.far-TOP
nani
what
\What is that?"
The indenite demonstratives annot appear with the topi partile \-
wa". This is beause the topi of a sentene must be something denite:
(3.169) Dorega kimino hon?
dore-ga
dem.thing.indef
kimi-no
you-of
hon
book
\Whih is your book?"
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Personal Pronouns
Personal pronouns refer to the person or the people in ontext. One of
the harateristis of Japanese is the variety of personal pronouns used by
dierent genders and dierent ages, with dierent soial status, regions, o-
upations, degrees of politeness, et. For example, the Japanese Wikipedia
has an entry \1st person pronouns of Japanese language" and this entry ex-
plains 50 dierent 1st person pronouns (atually, this entry only talks about
1st person singular pronouns and does not talk about the 1st person plural
pronouns orresponding to eah of the singular ones). The funtion of 1st
person singular pronouns is not just referring to the speaker, but showing
some of the personal attributes of the speaker. For example, the dierenes
between the 1st person singular pronouns show the dierene of the refer-
ent of the subjet in the following sentenes. All of them mean \I read this
book":
(3.170) Bokuwa kono honwo yonda. (The subjet is a boy, or an adult
talking in a nonformal ontext.)
Watashiwa kono honwo yomimashita. (The subjet is an adult, or a
hild in a formal ontext.)
Watakusiwa kono honwo yomimashita. (The subjet is an adult
talking in a formal ontext.)
Atashiwa kono honwo yonda. (The subjet is a woman in a nonformal
ontext.)
Orewa kono honwo yonda. (The subjet is a man trying to sound
masuline.)
Washiwa kono honwo yonda. (The subjet is an old man, or a man
born and raised in Western Japan.)
In English, \I" is always \I" anywhere anytime, while in Japanese the rst
person singular hanges (sometimes should be hanged) aording to the
time, plae and oasion. This may evoke some interesting soiolinguisti
ideas, but these are not relevant here. The variety of personal pronouns
an be explained dierently as follows. These so-alled personal pronouns
are not atually \pronouns", but ordinary nouns whih happen to have the
harateristi that they exlusively refer to the 1st person singular. These
nouns have their own meaning, suh as \boy", \male", \woman", \old man",
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et. and what they have in ommon is the grammatial feature whih an
be expressed LFG style as \PERSON=SINGULAR".
3.6.5 Adverbs
Adverbs are used to modify a prediate. They are divided into several se-
manti ategories suh as manner, degree, amount, tense and aspet. Some
adverbs funtion as sentential adverbs ([Masuoka and Takubo, 1992℄).
Manner Adverbs
Manner adverbs express the manner of an ation. In Sentene (3.171),
\yukkuri" is a manner adverb modifying the prediate \yom-":
(3.171) Watashiwa kono honwo yukkuri yondeiru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yukkuri
slowly
yom-te-ir-u
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I read this book slowly."
Japanese manner adverbs inlude a quite extensive number of mimeti
words, whih are divided into onomatopoeia and ideophones ([Tsujimura, 2006℄).
Degree Adverbs
Degree adverbs express the degree of a state. In Sentene (3.172), \taihen"
is a degree adverb modifying the prediate \omoshiro-" (interesting):
(3.172) Kono honwa taihen omoshiroi.
kono
this
hon-wa
book-TOP
taihen
very
omoshiro-i
interesting-del.base
\This book is very interesting."
Amount Adverbs
Amount adverbs express the amount of an argument of a prediate. Numer-
ial lassiers belong to this ategory. In Sentene (3.173), \takusan" is an
amount adverb:
(3.173) Watashiwa honwo takusan yonda.
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watashi-wa
I-TOP
hon-wo
book-OBJ
takusan
many
yom-ta
read-base.ta
\I read many books."
When the objet is zero-pronominalised, amount adverbs (and numerial
lassiers before the verb) indiate the amount of the objet:
(3.174) Watashiwa takusan yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
takusan
many
yom-ta
read-base.ta
\I read many."
Amount adverbs an also indiate the amount of a zero-pronominalised
subjet. Both in (3.175) and (3.176), \takusan" indiates the amount of the
subjet.
(3.175) Gakuseiga takusan kita.
gakusei-ga
student-SUBJ
takusan
many
ki-ta
ome-base.ta
\Many students have ome."
(3.176) Takusan kita.
takusan
many
ki-ta
ome-base.ta
\Many have ome."
Amount adverbs an be followed by the partile \-no" and depend on the
argument whih it modies:
(3.177) Watashiwa takusanno honwo yonda.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
takusan-no
many
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta
read-base.ta
\I read many books."
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Tense Adverbs
Tense adverbs speify the tense of an event. In Sentene (3.178), the main
verb \yomu" is in delarative base form, hene the tense feature is nonpast
(f. Setion 3.5.1). The adverb \mousugu" (near future) further speies
that the ation will take plae in near future:
(3.178) Watashiwa kono honwo mousugu yomu.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
mousugu
near.future
yom-u
read-del.base
\I will soon read this book."
Aspet Adverbs
Aspet adverbs speify aspetual features of sentenes. In Sentene (3.179),
\yok-u" is an adjetive in adverbial base form (f. Setion 3.5.3), whih
means \often", and it funtions as an aspet adverb indiating a repetition
of ation:
(3.179) Watashiwa kono honwo yoku yondeiru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yok-u
good/often-adv.base
yom-te-ir-u
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I often read this book."
3.7 Summary
This hapter desribed the ore syntati and morphologial properties of
Japanese. Setion 3.2 desribed the non-ongurationality of Japanese and
points out that the multi-level arhiteture of LFG is appropriate for dealing
with non-ongurational languages just as it is for ongurational languages.
Setion 3.3 introdued the idea of \bunsetsu", whih funtion as the unit of
syntati investigation for Japanese. Eah of these \bunsetsu" in a sentene
orresponds to a piee of f-struture, and these f-struture piees are om-
bined through the labelled dependeny relationships represented by the DAG
ontaining the \bunsetsu" units as verties, and dene the f-struture for the
sentene as a whole. A rough denition of DAG-based dependeny represen-
tations is also provided for further ross-linguisti investigations. Setion 3.4
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dealt with topialisation by a partiular partile and zero pronouns, and also
suggests that we need speial treatments for zero pronoun identiation for
natural language proessing of Japanese. Setion 3.5 desribed the ineting
parts of speeh, with some fous on the inetion forms and their funtions
whih play important roles in the automati annotation of grammatial fun-
tions of syntati units, the detail of whih will be desribed in later hapters.
Setion 3.6 desribes the non-ineting parts of speeh.
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Chapter 4
An LFG-Based Desription of
Core Japanese Grammar
4.1 Introdution
This hapter desribes ore aspets of Japanese grammar based on the frame-
work of LFG. In partiular, I look at how grammatial funtions and gram-
matial features are enoded in Japanese. In doing this, the ore aspets of
Japanese grammar presented in Chapter 3 will be relevant. As mentioned
in Chapter 3, Japanese sentenes are divided into \bunsetsu", or syntati
units, and eah of the dependenies among these units has a unique gram-
matial funtion whih is speied by the partile at its end, or by the part
of speeh of the head of the syntati unit. Sometimes, however, ambiguity
arises whih grammatial funtion should be assigned. Information whih
is lexially or morphologially enoded in eah syntati unit is integrated
through the dependeny relations into the f-struture for the sentene as a
whole. I use the DAG representation introdued in Chapter 3 to visualise the
basi dependeny relationships between the syntati units for eah example
sentene.
The struture of this hapter is as follows: Setion 4.2 desribes how gram-
matial funtions are enoded in Japanese, and what meaning they have in
atual sentenes. The grammatial funtions desribed are: TOPIC, FO-
CUS, SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, PADJ (postpositional adjunt), ADJ, DET, SADJ
(sentential adjunt), REL (relative lause), COMP, and COORD. In this
study, TOPIC and FOCUS are treated as grammatial funtions, rather than
\disourse funtions". This is beause the funtion assignment of TOPIC and
FOCUS in Japanese is in priniple the same as the funtion assignment for
other grammatial funtions. TOPIC and FOCUS are speied by partiu-
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lar partiles on syntati units, along with other grammatial funtions. The
DAG representation of the dependeny relations among units for eah of the
example sentenes, and the f-struture representations orresponding to the
paths of the DAG are given for the example sentenes. Setion 4.3 explains
eah of the grammatial features in Japanese f-strutures. The grammatial
features dealt with in this setion are basi ones whih are relevant ross-
linguistially: TENSE, ASPECT, MOOD, and VOICE. Finally, Setion 4.4
summarises the hapter. In general, LFG f-struture representations are
riher than the orresponding DAG representations in that (1) f-strutures
represent grammatial features in addition to grammatial relations and (2)
f-strutures represent ontrol relations (anaphori / funtional).
4.2 Grammatial Funtions
4.2.1 TOPIC
The grammatial funtion TOPIC is speied by the adverbial partile \-wa"
after a noun phrase. TOPIC often provides a ontextual referent for a zero
pronoun (in the same sentene) whose grammatial funtion is either SUBJ
or OBJ, but not always (f. Setion 3.4.3). So far in this thesis, we have
seen many ases of TOPIC providing a referent for a SUBJ zero pronoun.
Example (4.1) is a TOPIC setting up a referent for an OBJ zero pronoun.
Figure 4.1 is the DAG representation of the dependeny relationships among
the syntati units in (4.1), and Figure 4.2 is the f-struture for (4.1). The
format of \Sentene-DAG-F-struture" is used throughout this setion if not
stated otherwise. The existene of the OBJ pro is based on the observation
that the verb \yom- (read)" is a transitive verb, in other words, a reading
event entails the existene of something to be read:
(4.1) Kono honwa aniga mainihi yondeiru.
[kono℄
f1
this
[hon-wa℄
f2
book-TOP
[ani-ga℄
f3
elder.brother-SUBJ
[mainihi℄
f4
every.day
[pro℄
f5
pro-OBJ
[yom-te-ir-u℄
f6
read-onn.ta-su.-del.base
\As for this book, my elder brother reads this every day."
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Figure 4.1: DAG for (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: F-struture for (4.1)
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The big round brakets around the TOPIC value represent that the value
an be a set of topis. Note that in ontrast to the DAG in Figure 4.1, the f-
struture represents the anaphori ontrol between the TOPIC and the OBJ
(in terms of sharing the referential index i).
The adverbial partile \-wa" an follow another ase partile exept for \-
ga" and \-wo". The grammatial funtion of suh noun units is not TOPIC,
but OBL (when the ase partile is \-ni") as in example (4.2) or PADJ (when
the ase partile is not \-ni") as in example (4.3):
(4.2) imotoniwa kono honwo yomaseta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[imoto-ni-wa℄
f2
younger.sister-OBL-prtadv
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[yom-ase-ta℄
f5
read-aus.-del.ta
\As for my younger sister, I had her read this book".
Figure 4.3: DAG for (4.1)
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Figure 4.4: F-struture for (4.2)
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(4.3) Nagasakikarawa mainihi funega deteiru
[Nagasaki-kara-wa℄
f1
Nagasaki-from-prtadv
[mainihi℄
f2
every.day
[fune-ga℄
f3
ship-SUBJ
[de-te-i-ru℄
f4
depart-onn.ta-suf-del.base
\From Nagasaki, ships departs every day."
Figure 4.5: DAG for (4.3)
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Figure 4.6: F-struture for (4.3)
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One a syntati unit is given its unique grammatial funtion, then this
unit annot be further speied by any other grammatial funtion, unless
there is a zero pronoun referene involved. In addition, the order of a ase par-
tile and an adverbial partile is xed: an adverbial partile annot preede a
ase partile. For example, *\Watashiwa imotowani kono honwo yomaseta."
is ungrammatial. In example (4.2), the ase partile speies the grammat-
ial funtion of the noun phrase, and the adverbial partile \-wa" after the
ase partile just marks that the unit has topial status.
In some onstrutions the TOPIC in a sentene does not set up a referent
for any zero pronoun, but instead funtions as a modier for its target unit.
The \eel sentene" is an example of suh onstrutions:
(4.4) Bokuwa unagida
[boku-TOP℄
f1
I(young.male)-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[unagi-da℄
f3
eel-Copula.plain.del.base
\I am an eel." or \As for me, it is eel."
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Figure 4.7: DAG for (4.4)
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Figure 4.8: F-struture for (4.4)
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Figure 4.9: Another F-struture for (4.4)
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Example (4.4) has two dierent interpretations. One (Figure 4.8) is \I
am an eel," in whih the TOPIC shares its referential index with the SUBJ
zero pronoun, and the referent of the TOPIC is also the referent of the SUBJ
of the sentene.
The other interpretation (Figure 4.9) is \As for me, it is eel." Here
TOPIC does not share its referential index with the SUBJ zero pronoun
but funtions as a modier of the sentene and the zero pronoun refers to
something beyond this sentene.
Whih of these interpretations should be hosen depends upon the seman-
ti naturalness of the possible interpretations in a given ontext. In ertain
ontexts suh as fairy tales or artoons, it is natural to say \I am an eel."
Eels aside, sentenes of this type involving a Topi sharing their referential
index with a zero pronoun with a ore grammatial funtion are often found
in text and in onversation in a formal setting.
4.2.2 FOCUS
The grammatial funtion FOCUS is speied by one of the adverbial parti-
les (f. Setion 3.6.2.2) exept for \-wa" after a noun phrase. A noun unit
with FOCUS is the anteedent of a zero pronoun in the same sentene.
(4.5) Watashimo kono honwo yonda.
[watashi-mo℄
f1
I-FOC
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f5
read-del.ta
\I read this book(, and so did others)"
Figure 4.10: DAG for (4.5)
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Figure 4.11: F-struture for (4.5)
The OBJ of a sentene an also be foused by an adverbial partile. In
(4.6), the objet is foused to show that there are some other books that the
speaker has read:
(4.6) Watashiwa kono honmo yonda.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-mo℄
f4
book-FOC
[pro℄
f5
pro-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f6
read-del.ta
\I read this book(, along with other books)."
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Figure 4.12: DAG for (4.6)
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Figure 4.13: F-struture for (4.6)
When there is one TOPIC unit and one FOCUS unit and they depend on
a transitive verb, then the problem arises whih of them is the anteedent
of whih of the two zero pronouns (required by the transitive verb). This
problem an be solved only by the semanti aÆnity of the nouns and the
verb involved. In example (4.7), the TOPIC unit is the anteedent of the
SUBJ zero pronoun, while the FOCUS unit is the anteedent of the OBJ
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zero pronoun.
(4.7) Watashiwa konna honwa yomanai.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[konna℄
f3
suh.a
[hon-wa℄
f4
book-FOC
[pro℄
f5
pro-OBJ
[yom-ana-i℄
f6
read-NEG-del.base
\I won't read suh a book like this."
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Figure 4.14: DAG for (4.7)
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Figure 4.15: F-struture for (4.7)
4.2.3 SUBJ
Noun units followed by the ase partile "-ga" have the grammatial funtion
SUBJ (f. Setion 3.6.2). Figure 4.16 is the DAG representation of the
dependeny among syntati units in Example (4.8), and Figure 4.17 is the
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f-struture generated from Figure 4.16:
(4.8) Watashiga kono honwo yonda.
[watashi-ga℄
f1
I-SUBJ
[kono℄
f2
this
[hon-wo℄
f3
book-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f4
.
read-del.ta
\I read this book."
Figure 4.16: DAG for (4.8)
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Figure 4.17: F-struture for (4.8)
In written Japanese, it is rare to nd a nominal syntati unit without any
partile whih funtions as one of the ore grammatial funtions. However,
in spoken Japanese this is sometimes the ase, and it is intelligible:
(4.9) Watashi kono hon yonda
How to determine the grammatial funtion of nominal units without ase
partiles will be an important issue when dealing with spoken Japanese.
For both written and spoken Japanese, if a lause does not have any unit
with \-ga", then the subjet is a zero pronoun, as the Subjet Condition
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states that every verbal prediate must have a SUBJ ([Bresnan and Kanerva, 1989℄,
[Dalrymple, 2001℄). For Japanese, this ondition is satised at the level of
f-struture, not at the phonologial level of representation:
(4.10) Kono honwo yonda.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f2
this
[hon-wo℄
f3
book-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
4
read-del.ta
\Someone read this book."
Figure 4.18: DAG for (4.10)
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Figure 4.19: F-struture for (4.10)
It is often the ase that the subjet of a lause is topialised, i.e. the
subjet unit has the adverbial partile \-wa" at its end. Here the TOPIC
shares its referential index with the SUBJ pro:
(4.11) Watashiwa kono honwo yonda.
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[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOPIC
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f5
read-del.ta
\I read this book."
Figure 4.20: DAG for (4.11)
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Figure 4.21: F-struture for (4.11)
The Meaning of SUBJ
A syntati unit with SUBJ is often the agent of the event denoted by the
main verbal prediate in the ative voie, or the theme of the state denoted
by the main adjetival prediate:
There are some instanes where the SUBJ of the lause (or the syntati
unit whih ontains the grammatial funtion SUBJ) is not the agent of the
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event. One suh instane is a lause in the passive voie. The other is a lause
whih has a head with a spontaneous or possible verbal suÆx (f. Setion
3.5.3.5).
In these ases, it is ommon that the syntati unit has the ase partile
\-ga". These instanes support the laim that the ase partile \-ga" does
not indiate the agent of an ation or the theme of a state, but it indiates
the grammatial funtion SUBJ, whatever themati role it orresponds to.
4.2.4 OBJ
Noun units followed by the ase partile "-wo" have the grammatial funtion
OBJ, as we have already seen in examples in the previous setions and in
Chapter 3.
As in the ase of the grammatial funtion SUBJ, there are many in-
stanes of zero pronouns whih would be assigned with the grammatial
funtion OBJ, if they were phonologially or morphologially absent. The
referent of suh zero pronouns is something that is taken for granted by the
speaker and the hearer in the ontext, or something the speaker believes that
is taken for granted:
(4.12) Watashiga yonda.
[watashi-ga℄
f1
I-SUBJ
[pro℄
f2
pro-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f3
read-del.ta
\I read (something)."
Figure 4.22: DAG for (4.12)
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Figure 4.23: F-struture for (4.12)
The problem is that it is diÆult to distinguish verbs whih do not subat-
egorise for a wo-marked noun unit (hene OBJ) from transitive verbs whose
objet is zero-pronominalised, based on the syntati environment presented
in a partiular sentene alone.
1
Unlike identifying SUBJ zero pronouns, sim-
ply supposing the presene of OBJ zero pronoun in all lauses whih do not
have a wo-marked noun unit leads to inorret analyses postulating OBJ zero
pronouns for intransitive verbs. In (4.13), the verb \agar" is an intransitive
verb, and the absene of a wo-marked verb noun does not ause violation of
the Completeness Condition (f. Chapter 2):
(4.13) Sekiyuno nedanga mata agatta.
[sekiyu-no℄
f1
oil-PADJ
[nedan-ga℄
f2
prie-SUBJ
[mata℄
f3
again
[agar-ta℄
f4
rise-del.ta
\The prie of oil has risen again."
Figure 4.24: DAG for (4.13)
1
Of ourse this task would be easier if we had aess to omprehensive subategorisation
information for all Japanese verbs.
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Figure 4.25: F-struture for (4.13)
If, on the other hand, we do nothing about OBJ zero pronouns, then we pro-
due inorret analyses overlooking OBJ zero pronouns for transitive verbs
whih do not have an overt OBJ noun unit. In the absene of exhaustive
subategorisation information, the distintion must be made not by loal
syntati environment, but other linguisti features suh as the morphology
of the verb (f. Setion 3.5.2), the semantis of the verb, and the ontext in
whih a given sentene appears.
The Meaning of OBJ
OBJ is less ambiguous than other grammatial funtions. A syntati unit
with the grammatial funtion OBJ is usually the theme of the event ex-
pressed by the main verbal prediate of the lause in whih it appears.
4.2.5 OBL
The grammatial funtion OBL is speied by the ase partile "-ni" attahed
to a noun unit.
The Meaning of OBL
A noun unit with OBL has one of the following meanings:
(4.14) The reeiver in an event of giving:
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Watashiga imoutoni kono honwo kashita.
[watashi-ga℄
f1
I-SUBJ
[imouto-ni℄
f2
younger.sister-OBL
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[kas-ta℄
f5
lend-del.ta
\I lent this book to my younger sister."
Figure 4.26: DAG for (4.14)
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Figure 4.27: F-struture for (4.14)
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(4.15) The goal of an event of moving:
Kinou Uenoni itta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[kinou℄
f2
yesterday
[Ueno-ni℄
f3
Ueno-OBL
[ik-ta℄
f4
go-del.ta
\(Someone) went to Ueno yesterday."
Figure 4.28: DAG for (4.15)
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Figure 4.29: F-struture for (4.15)
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(4.16) The agent of a passive sentene:
Watashino kabinga aneni kowasareta.
[watashi-no℄
f1
I-PADJ
[kabin-ga℄
f2
vase-SUBJ
[ane-ni℄
f3
elder.sister-OBL
[kowas-are-ta℄
f4
break-passive-del.ta
\This vase was broken by my elder sister."
Figure 4.30: DAG for (4.16)
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Figure 4.31: F-struture for (4.16)
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(4.17) The ausee of a ausative sentene:
Watashiwa ototoni sono honwo yomaseta.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[ototo-ni℄
f3
younger.brother-OBL
[sono℄
f4
the
[hon-wo℄
f5
book-OBL
[yom-ase-ta℄
f6
read-ausative-del.ta
\I had my younger brother read the book.\
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Figure 4.32: DAG for (4.17)
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D
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E
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Figure 4.33: F-struture for (4.17)
In order to make the funtion name more preise, it would be better to
distinguish OBL whih is mapped onto the agent role and OBL whih is
mapped onto a themati role other than agent. However, this study does not
hoose this, for the sake of simpliity.
That fat that a noun unit with "-ni" an mean the agent of a passive
or a ausative is the reason why this partile is onsidered to speify one of
the ore funtions. Other ase partiles, exept for "-ga", are not used for
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speifying the agent of a passive, a ausative or any onstrution, hene they
are peripheral.
4.2.6 PADJ
Noun units followed by one of the ase partiles other than \-ga", \-wo" or
\-ni" have the grammatial funtion PADJ (Postpositional ADJunt). Eah
of the PADJ ase partiles has various meanings. For example, "-kara" has
the following meanings ([Masuoka and Takubo, 1992℄):
 Starting point
 The soure of information
 The data for a judgement
 The date of an event
 The material of a produt
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(4.18) Starting point: Ekikara ieni mukatta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[eki-kara℄
f2
station-PADJ
[ie-ni℄
f3
house-OBL
[mukaw-ta℄
f4
.
go-del.ta
\I went home from the station.\
Figure 4.34: DAG for (4.18)
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8
>
<
>
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f2
2
4
pred `eki; station'
prts `-kara'
3
5
9
>
=
>
;
obl
f3
2
4
pred `ie; home'
prts `-ni'
3
5
pred `mukaw-
D
subj, obl
E
; go to'
root `+'
v-infl `-ta'
tense `past'
mood `delarative'
3
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Figure 4.35: F-struture for (4.18)
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(4.19) The soure of information:
Watashikara anatani hanashiga aru.
[watashi-kara℄
f1
I-PADJ
[anata-ni℄
f2
you.(polite)-OBL
[hanashi-ga℄
f3
talk-SUBJ
[ar-u℄
f4
exist-del.base
(Literally)\There is something to talk from me to you."
\I have something to tell you.\
Figure 4.36: DAG for (4.19)
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f3
2
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s `-ga'
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root `+'
v-infl `-u'
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mood `de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Figure 4.37: F-struture for (4.19)
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(4.20) The data for a judgement:
Samazamana jijitsukara ketsuronwo mihibikidashita.
[pro℄
f1
pro
[samazama-na℄
f2
various-att.base.plain
[jijitsu-kara℄
f3
fat-PADJ
[ketsuron-wo℄
f4
onlusion-OBJ
[mihibikidas-ta℄
f5
indue-del.ta
\(Someone) indued a onlusion from various fats"
Figure 4.38: DAG for (4.20)
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2
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D
subj, obj
E
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e'
root `+'
v-infl `-ta'
tense `past'
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Figure 4.39: F-struture for (4.20)
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(4.21) The date of an event:
Ashitakara kakikyukada.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[ashita-kara℄
f2
tomorrow-PADJ
[kakikyuka-da℄
f3
summer.vaation-opula.plain.del.base
(Literally) \(It) is the summer vaation from tomorrow."
\The summer vaation will start tomorrow."
Figure 4.40: DAG for (4.21)
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Figure 4.41: F-struture for (4.21)
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(4.22) The material of a produt:
Nihonshuwa komekara tsukurareru.
[nihonshu-wa℄
f1
Japanese.sake-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kome-kara℄
f3
rie-PADJ
[tsukur-are-ru℄
f4
make-passive-del.base
\Japanese sake is made of rie."
Figure 4.42: DAG for (4.22)
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E
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Figure 4.43: F-struture for (4.22)
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Adjunt or Not?
In this study, I assume that noun units with ase partiles other than \-
ga", \-wo" and \-ni" are not subategorised for by the verb, hene the name
PADJ, or PostpositionalADJunt is given to them.
In priniple, it would be possible to analyse them as \governable gram-
matial funtions", whih are subategorised for by the prediate ([Dalrymple, 2001℄).
However, suh an analysis would have to onsider the semantis of eah noun
unit and the prediate. When it omes to the automati annotation of gram-
matial funtion, this semanti onsideration would make the annotation
proess omplex and liable to output inorret annotations for noun units
with PADJ ase partiles.
If probabilisti approahes to automati ase-frame extration nd that
ertain verbs have a high probability to appear with a noun unit attahed
with one of the PADJ ase partiles, then these verbs seem to subategorise
for a noun unit with this partile, and this onstitutes important information
provided by a probabilisti approah to linguisti data. In suh ases, the
name of the grammatial funtion should be something other than PADJ,
sine it is no longer an adjunt; however, a problem remains how high the
oourrene probability should be for suh units to have the status of argu-
ments, not adjunts. The notion of \governable grammatial funtion" must
be substantiated through further study, espeially for \pro-drop" languages
inluding Japanese.
In order to avoid these problems, in this study I have hosen to treat
noun units attahed with ase partiles other than \-ga", \-wo", and \-ni"
as having the grammatial funtion PADJ, while not ompletely exluding
the possibility that this \adjunt" an be found being subategorised for by
the verb it depends on.
4.2.7 ADJ
The grammatial funtion ADJ is an abbreviation for ADJunt; it is in-
stantiated by adverbs, adjetives in the adverbial form (f. Setion 3.5.2),
non-ineting adjetives modifying a noun, or noun units whih have no par-
tile at their right periphery. A unit with the funtion ADJ modies the unit
it depends on.
(4.23) ADJ projeted by an adverb:
Watashiwa kono honwo shohuu yondeiru.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[shohuu℄
f5
frequently
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[yom-te-ir-u℄
f6
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I read this book frequently."
Figure 4.44: DAG for (4.23)
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pred `pro'
prontype `zero'
index i
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f3
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i
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prts `-wo'
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7
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
f5
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pred `shohuu; frequently'
i

pred `yom-
D
subj, obj
E
; read'
root `+'
v-infl `-te-'
suf `-ir-'
suf-infl `-u'
tense `present'
mood `delarative'
aspet `progressive'
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Figure 4.45: F-struture for (4.23)
(4.24) ADJ projeted by an adjetive in the adverbial form:
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Watashiwa kono honwo yoku yondeiru.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[yok-u℄
f5
good/often-adv.base
[yom-te-ir-u℄
f6
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I often read this book."
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Figure 4.46: DAG for (4.24)
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Figure 4.47: F-struture for (4.24)
(4.25) ADJ projeted by a noun unit with no partile:
Watashiwa kono honwo mainihi yondeiru.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
this
[hon-wo℄
f4
book-OBJ
[mainihi℄
f5
every.day
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[yom-te-ir-u℄
f6
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I read this book every day."
Figure 4.48: DAG for (4.25)
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Figure 4.49: F-struture for (4.25)
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4.2.8 DET
In Japanese, the grammatial funtion DET is projeted by adjetival demon-
strative pronouns (f. Setion 3.6.3). Sine they appear without partile, it
is possible to analyse them as having the grammatial funtion ADJ. How-
ever, they are onerned with the deniteness of what they depend on, not
just modifying their loal heads; therefore, they are given the grammatial
funtion DETerminer, not ADJ.
The demonstrative pronoun "kono" has already been frequently used in
the examples so far. Some adjetival demonstrative pronouns express the
speaker's subjetive judgement on a noun, or interrogative adjetives:
(4.26) Speaker's judgement on a noun; e.g., \konna":
Konna honwa yomanai.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[konna℄
f2
suh.a
[hon-wa℄
f3
book-FOC
[pro℄
f3
pro-OBJ
[yom-ana-i℄
f7
read-NEG-del.base
\I won't read suh a book like this."
Figure 4.50: DAG for (4.26)
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Figure 4.51: F-struture for (4.26)
(4.27) Interrogative adjetive; e.g., \donna":
Kimiwa donna honga sukidesuka?
[kimi-wa℄
f1
you-TOP
[donna℄
f2
what.kind.of
[hon-ga℄
f3
book-SUBJ
[suki-desu-ka℄
f4
like-aux-Q
(Literally) \As for you, what kind of book is (your) favorite?" or
\What kind of book do you like?"
Figure 4.52: DAG for (4.27)
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Figure 4.53: F-struture for (4.27)
4.2.9 REL
Relative lauses projet the grammatial funtion RELative lause. The head
of a relative lause an be a verb or an adjetive. A relative lause depends
on a noun unit, and the head verb or adjetive has a zero pronoun as one of
its arguments whih refers to this noun unit.
Relative lauses are suh that the last morpheme of its head verb unit
ends with the base form or the ta form, and it is not the root of a sentene.
The last morpheme an be a verb, a verbal suÆx, an auxiliary or an adjetive.
One of the ore arguments of the head of a relative lause is a zero pronoun
whih refers to the noun on whih the relative lause depends:
(4.28) Watashiga kinou yonda honga miataranai.
[watashi-ga℄
f1
[I-SUBJ
[kinou℄
f2
yesterday
[pro℄
f3
pro-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f4
read-del.ta℄
rel
[hon-ga℄
f5
book-SUBJ
[miatar-ana-i℄
f6
an.be.found-NEG-del.base
(Literally) \The book whih I read yesterday annot be found" or
\I annot nd the book whih I read yesterday."
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Figure 4.54: DAG for (4.28)
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Figure 4.55: F-struture for (4.28)
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When both of the ore arguments are zero-pronominalised, then ambigu-
ity arises with regards to whih zero pronoun refers to whih anteedent. In
(4.29), the subjet zero pronoun of the relative lause refers to the topi of
the main lause, while the objet zero pronoun refers to the noun on whih
the relative lause depends.
(4.29) Watashiwa kinou yonda honwo imotoni ageta.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[pro℄
f3
[pro-SUBJ
[kinou℄
f4
yesterday
[pro℄
f5
pro-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f6
read-del.ta℄
rel
[hon-wo℄
f7
book-OBJ
[imoto-ni℄
f8
younger.sister-OBL
[ager-ta℄
f9
give-del.ta
\I gave my sister the book whih I had read yesterday."
Figure 4.56: DAG for (4.29)
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Figure 4.57: F-struture for (4.29)
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In (4.30), the objet zero pronoun of the relative lause refers to the topi
of the main lause, while the subjet zero pronoun refers to the noun on
whih the relative lause depends.
(4.30) kono honwa kinou yonda hitoni yogosareta.
[kono℄
f1
this
[hon-wa℄
f2
book-TOP
[pro℄
f3
pro-SUBJ
[pro℄
f4
pro-SUBJ
[kihou℄
f5
yesterday
[pro℄
f6
pro-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f7
read-del.ta
[hito-ni℄
f8
person-OBL
[yogos-are-ta℄
f9
dirty-pass.-del.ta
\This book is dirtied by the person who read it yesterday."
Figure 4.58: DAG for (4.30)
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Figure 4.59: F-struture for (4.30)
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When the subjet of the main lause is topialised by the adverbial par-
tile \-wa", it an be referred to by the zero pronoun within the relative
lause. Notie that the noun unit \watashiga" in (4.28) is within the rela-
tive lause, while the noun unit \watashiwa" in (4.29) and \kono honwa" in
(4.30) are outside the relative lause. This is beause topi units have wider
sope as regards dependeny relations than other ore-grammatial-funtion
units suh as subjet or objet units.
Attributive Adjetives as Relative Clauses
I propose in this study that Japanese attributive adjetives modifying a noun
should be treated as relative lauses. This is beause Japanese adjetives an
be the main prediate of a sentene without opula, just like verbs; Japanese
adjetives subategorise for SUBJ, and they have verblike inetions (f.
Setion 3.5.3). In Sentene (4.31), the adjetive \omoshiro-i" (interesting)
depends on \hon-wo" (book), whih is oindexed with the subjet PRO of
the adjetive (Figure 4.61):
(4.31) Watashiwa omoshiroi honwo ototoni kashita.
[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[pro℄
f3
pro-SUBJ
[omoshiro-i℄
f4
interesting-del.base
[hon-wo℄
f5
book-OBJ
[ototo-ni℄
f6
younger.brother-OBL
[kas-ta℄
f7
lend-del.ta
\I lent an interesting book to my younger brother." or \I lent my
younger brother a book whih was interesting."
Figure 4.60: DAG for (4.31)
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Figure 4.61: F-struture for (4.31)
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4.2.10 COMP
The grammatial funtion COMP labels a subordinate lause followed by a
ase partile \-to" whih is equivalent to an English omplementiser \that":
(4.32) Ookina yumewo moteto senseiwa watashitahini itta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[ookina℄
f2
big
[yume-wo℄
f3
dream-OBJ
[mot-e-to℄
f4
have-imperative-COMP
[sensei-wa℄
f5
sensei-TOP
[pro℄
f6
pro-SUBJ
[watashi-tahi-ni℄
f7
1st-pl-OBL
[iw-ta℄
f8
say-del.ta
\Have a big dream", said (our) teaher to us.
Figure 4.62: DAG for (4.32)
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Figure 4.63: F-struture for (4.32)
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Appositional COMP
COMP is also the grammatial funtion of appositional lauses. Appositional
lauses are suh that the last morpheme of their head verb unit ends with
the base form or the ta form, and it is not the root of a sentene. The
last morpheme an be a verb, a verbal suÆx, an auxiliary or an adjetive.
None of the ore arguments of the head of an apposition lause is related to
the noun on whih the appositional lause depends. [Tsujimura, 2006℄ alls
this onstrution \relative lauses without gaps", pointing out there is no
\gap" in the lause, unlike normal relative lauses in whih there is a ller-
gap relationship between the main noun as the ller and one of the missing
arguments of the verb as the gap. [Masuoka and Takubo, 1992℄ all this
onstrution \Naiyou-setsu (Content lauses)", pointing out the fat that
the lause in this onstrution desribes the ontent of the noun on whih
this lause depends:
(4.33) Hahawa watashiga ototoni kono honwo kashita jijitsuwo
shiranakatta.
[Haha-wa℄
f1
mother-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[watashi-ga℄
f3
I-SUBJ
[ototo-ni℄
f4
younger.brother
[kono℄f5
this
[hon-wo℄
f6
book-OBJ
[kas-ta℄
f7
lend-del.ta
[jijitsu-wo℄
f8
fat-OBJ
[shir-anakatta℄
f9
know-NEG.past
\My mother didn't know the fat that I had lent the book to my
younger brother."
Figure 4.64: DAG for (4.33)
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Figure 4.65: F-struture for (4.33)
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As for the grammatial funtion for suh appositional onstrutions, am-
biguity arises between REL and COMP in terms of zero pronoun resolution.
For example, onsider (4.34):
(4.34) Gakkaiwa karega mitsuketa jijitsuwo hiteishita.
[gakkai-wa℄
f1
assoiation-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kare-ga℄
f3
3rd.sg.-SUBJ
[pro℄
f4
pro-OBJ
[mitsuke-ta℄
f5
nd-del.ta
[jijitsu-wo℄
f6
fat-OBJ
[hitei-shi-ta℄
f7
denial-do-del.ta
\The assoiation denied the fat that he found" or
\The assoiation denied the fat that he found it."
If a verb unit depends on a noun unit, and a zero pronoun whih refers to this
noun unit is a dependent of this verb unit, then the grammatial funtion of
this verb unit is REL.
Figure 4.66: DAG for (4.34) with \REL"
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Figure 4.67: F-struture for (4.34) with \REL"
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If, on the other hand, there is no zero pronoun depending on the head
verb of an appositional lause (namely, all the arguments of the verb are
physially realised), or no zero pronoun in the appositional lause refers to
the noun unit on whih the onstrution depends, then this verb unit has
the grammatial funtion COMP, and is an apposition to this noun.
Figure 4.68: DAG for (4.34) with \COMP"
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Figure 4.69: F-struture for (4.34) with \COMP"
The distintion between REL and appositional COMP depends on zero-
pronoun resolution of unrealised arguments of the verbal head of a lause
dependent on a noun. One of the approahes to approximate the distin-
tion between COMP and REL is to nd nouns whih often take apposi-
tional lauses under ertain syntati or semanti irumstanes in a given
orpus, and if one of these nouns appears after a lause in the same irum-
stane in new, unseen text, then analyse this lause as appositional to this
noun. For example, the observation that formal nouns (f. 3.6.1) take an
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appositional lause with a high probability in a training orpus leads to the
analysis that they also take an appositional lause in the test orpus. This
approah has been taken by KNP, whih inludes some rules for the dis-
tintion whih expliitly speify the nouns whih often take an appositional
lause. In addition, this approah has also been studied probabilistially
([Fujimoto et al., 2002℄, [Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2002℄).
4.2.11 SADJ
Sentential adjunts or SADJ are the grammatial funtions whih are as-
signed to verbal units whose head has inetions other than the base form
or the -ta form (f. Setion 3.5.1), and whih depend on another verbal
unit. The head of SADJ has the onnetive form of an ineting part of
speeh (4.35), the onditional form of an ineting part of speeh (4.36) or a
onjuntive partile attahed to it (4.37):
(4.35) Kono honwo yonde jinseiga kawatta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f2
this
[hon-wo℄
f3
book-OBJ
[yom-te℄
f4
read-onn.ta
[jinsei-ga℄
f5
life-SUBJ
[kawar-ta℄
f6
hange-del.ta
\After reading this book, (my) life hanged."
(4.36) Kono honwo yomeba jinseiga kawaru.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f2
this
[hon-wo℄
f3
book-OBJ
[yom-eba℄
f4
read-ond.base
[jinsei-ga℄
f5
life-SUBJ
[kawar-u℄
f6
hange-del.base
\If one reads this book, (his or her) life will hange"
(4.37) Kono honwo yominagara jinseinitsuite kangaeta.
[pro℄
f1
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f2
this
[hon-wo℄
f3
book-OBJ
[yom-i-nagara℄
f4
read-onn.base-while
[pro℄
f5
life-about
[jinsei-nitsuite℄
f6
think-del.ta
[kangae-ta℄
f7
\While reading this book, I thought about life."
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The DAG representation and f-struture for (4.35) are Figure 4.70 and Figure
4.71, respetively:
Figure 4.70: DAG for (4.35)
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Figure 4.71: F-struture for (4.35)
4.2.12 COORD
Coordination is expressed by a ase partile \-to" or \-ya", or a puntuation
mark. Coordination is an instane where the DAG dependeny among syn-
tati units does not yield the orret f-struture representation. Consider
(4.38):
(4.38) Watashiwa kono honto ano honwo yonda.
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[watashi-wa℄
f1
I-TOP
[pro℄
f2
pro-SUBJ
[kono℄
f3
[this
[hon-to℄
f4
book-and
[ano℄
f5
that
[hon-wo℄
f6
book℄-OBJ
[yom-ta℄
f7
read-del.ta
\I read this book and that book."
The dependeny DAG of this sentene is below:
Figure 4.72: DAG for (4.38)
Notie that (4.72) does not properly represent the oordination of f4
and f6, in that in the DAG f4 depends on f6, hene in the f-struture
(Figure 4.73) diretly projeted from the DAG in Figure 4.72, the f-struture
for the rst onjunt (\kono hon-to" in this example) is embedded into the
f-struture for the seond onjunt (\ano hon-wo" in this example):
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Figure 4.73: F-struture from Figure 4.72
Coordinates must not be embedded, but they should be treated as el-
ements of a set whih has one grammatial funtion. Therefore, the de-
pendeny relationship must be modied as follows; the oordinates depend
on one \dummy" syntati unit whih has the grammatial funtion of the
last oordinate in the DAG in Figure 4.72. The DAG representation for the
example sentene (4.38) is then (4.74):
Figure 4.74: DAG for (4.38)
The syntati unit f7 is the dummy unit on whih the oordinates de-
pend. This unit ontains the ase partile \-wo", hene this has the gram-
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matial funtion OBJ. The f-struture projeted from (4.74) is (4.75). The
oordinates are analysed as elements of the set in the f-struture f7:
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Figure 4.75: F-struture for (4.38)
Later in this thesis, Setion 6.4 deals with how the KTC4/KNP repre-
sentation for oordination is properly treated in the LFG annotation proess
using funtional equations.
Coordination by \-to" indiates that the speaker has enumerated every-
thing that are the ase, while oordination by \-ya" indiates that the speaker
has piked up the examples that are the ase:
(4.39) Watashiwa gengogakuya jinruigakuwo kenkyuushita.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
gengogaku-ya
linguistis-and
jinruigaku-wo
anthropology-OBJ
kenkyuu-shi-ta
study-do-del.ta
\I studied linguistis, anthropology, and others."
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Figure 4.76: F-struture for (4.39)
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4.3 Grammatial Features
This setion introdues the grammatial features used in the Japanese f-
struture representation in this thesis. These features are mainly derived
from information provided by eah of the morphemes in a syntati unit,
and these piees of information are ombined to form the f-struture for the
syntati unit. However, we do not always nd a simple one-to-one orre-
spondene between a morpheme and an atomi grammatial feature; there
are many instanes where, even though the value of a partiular grammatial
feature is atomi, this value is represented by more than one morpheme, i.e.
resulting in many-to-one orrespondenes between morphemes and a gram-
matial feature. In addition, there are idiomati onstrutions in whih the
interpretation of a unit is not the sum of the interpretations of its parts.
Furthermore, syntati information, suh as adverbial units modifying a ver-
bal unit, must be taken into aount, espeially identifying the modal fea-
ture of a given sentene. This setion presents the grammatial features in
the Japanese f-strutures developed in this thesis, and approahes the is-
sues at stake in terms of the orrespondene between the form and funtion.
The grammatial features dealt with in this setion are: TENSE, ASPECT,
MOOD, and VOICE.
Before starting the presentation of the grammatial features, it is nees-
sary to make some omments on how inetional features are presented in
the f-strutures of this study. As far as the orrespondene between the form
and funtion is onerned, the forms of ineting morphemes in syntati
units, espeially those in verbal units, play important roles in establishing
the orrespondene. In this study, all the inetional forms are onsidered
to be the value of an attribute of INFL, and INFL is subdivided into part-
of-speeh ategories, suh as follows:
1. V-in (verbal inetion)
2. A-in (adjetival inetion)
3. AUX-in (auxiliary inetion)
4. SUF-in (suÆx inetion)
The projeted features at the level of f-strutures take the surfae form as
their values. If the surfae form of a morpheme is the same as its lemma
form, then the INFL value is zero, represented as \". If there are more
than one morpheme of the same ategory in one syntati unit, then they
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are represented in the linear order of their appearane. It is postulated that
there is no hierarhial relationship among them.
Along with these inetion features, the root of eah ineting form is the
value of the feature V, AUX, SUF. In the f-strutures of this study, the surfae
forms of all inetions are represented as the values of relevant grammatial
features. This is beause it will be possible to take the patterns of inetion
forms in f-struture representations, and utilise these patters for onstruting
language models or other purposes, for example, natural language generation
whih takes f-strutures as input, whih is an issue of further study in future.
4.3.1 Tense
The grammatial ategory Tense is a feature whih loates the state or the
ation expressed by a sentene onto a timesale. In general, there are three
values for Tense: past, present and future. How these values are expressed
varies from language to language. In English, the present and the past tense
are expressed by verbal morphology, and the future tense is expressed by the
auxiliary verbs \will" and \shall". In Japanese, verbal morphology speies
the tense of a sentene, but the story does not end here.
For tense, the inetion forms of Japanese verbs are divided into two
lasses (base forms and ta forms). Ta forms express the past tense, while base
forms never express the past tense (f. Setion 3.5.1). These fats lead us to
name the f-struture grammatial feature orresponding to ta forms \past",
while the grammatial feature of base forms is \nonpast". The term \non-
past" inludes the future tense of both stative and ation verbs, the present
and present perfet tenses of stative verbs, and the generi tense. The tense
feature of a given sentene an be disambiguated by lexial semantis of the
verb (stative or ation), adverbial modiation, and ontextual onsideration
by the listener.
Examples of Stative-Verb Tense Speiation
Stative verbs in their delarative base form projet the tense feature \non-
past". For example, in sentene (4.40), a stative verb `iru' is in the delarative
base form, and the tense feature in the f-struture for this sentene is nonpast:
(4.40) Watashiwa ieni iru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
pro
pro-SUBJ
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I am in a house."
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Figure 4.77: F-struture for (4.40)
In (4.41) the adverbial phrase \kono issuukan" projets the tense feature
`present' and the aspet `perfet' (Figure 4.78): these features are not derived
from any morphologial inetions, but speied by the lexial semantis of
the adverbial phrase:
(4.41) Kono isshukan watashiwa ieni iru
kono
this
issukan
one.week
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I have been home for this one week."
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Figure 4.78: F-struture for (4.41)
By ontrast, the adverbial unit \ashitamo" projets the tense feature as
`future' (Figure 4.79):
(4.42) Watashiwa ashitamo ieni iru
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ashita-mo
tomorrow-FOC
ie-ni
house-OBL
ir-u
exist-del.base
\I will be home tomorrow, too."
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Figure 4.79: F-struture for (4.42)
Examples of Ation-Verb Tense Speiation
An ation verb `yom-' in the delarative base form projets the tense feature
`nonpast' (Figure 4.80):
(4.43) Watashiwa kono honwo yomu.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\I read this book."
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Figure 4.80: F-struture for (4.43)
The tense feature `nonpast' an be further speied into `future' by ad-
verbial expressions (Figure 4.81, Figure 4.82, and Figure 4.83):
(4.44) Watashiwa imakara kono honwo yomu.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ima-kara
now-from
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u
read-del.base
\I read this book from now."
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Figure 4.81: F-struture for (4.44)
(4.45) Watashiwa imakara kono honwo yomutsumorida.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ima-kara
now-from
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u-tsumorida
read-del.base-aux.del.base
\I will read this book from now."
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Figure 4.82: F-struture for (4.45)
(4.46) Watashiwa ashita kono honwo yomutsumorida.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ashita
tomorrow
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-u-tsumorida
read-del.base-aux.del.base
\I will read this book tomorrow."
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Figure 4.83: F-struture for (4.46)
4.3.2 Aspet
In general, an ation is always hanging: it starts, ontinues, sometimes halts,
and then nishes. And the result of an ation also is important; an ation
may or may not bring about a hange of state on someone or something. The
grammatial feature Aspet fouses on these hanges or results of an ation.
There are several values for this feature, and dierent languages have many
dierent ways of expressing eah of these. In English, the progressive and the
perfetive aspets are syntatially expressed. In Japanese, verbal suÆxes are
in harge of expressing aspetual meanings, and adverbial modiation also
plays an important role in speifying aspetual meaning.
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\-teiru" Aspet
One of the most frequently used aspetual expressions in Japanese is a verb
in its onnetive ta form plus a verbal suÆx \-iru", for example, \yom-te-
iru". This expression overs various aspets. The examples below exhibit
progressive, perfetive, resultative and iterative aspets:
Sentene (4.47) is an example of progressive \-teiru". There is no adverbial
modiation in this sentene, and the aspetual feature is progressive (Figure
4.84):
(4.47) Watashiwa kono honwo yondeiru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-ir-u
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onn.ta-su-del.base
\I am reading this book."
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Figure 4.84: F-struture for (4.47)
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Sentene (4.48) is an example of perfetive \-teiru". This sentene is
modied by an adverbial phrase \senshuu-kara" (sine the last week), and
the aspetual feature is perfetive (Figure 4.85):
(4.48) Watashiwa senshuukara kono honwo yondeiru
watashi-wa
I-TOP
senshuu-kara
last.week-from
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-ir-u
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I have been reading this book sine the last week."
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Figure 4.85: F-struture for (4.48)
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Sentene (4.49) is an example of resultative \-teiru". This sentene is
modied by an adverbial phrase \sudeni" (already), and the aspetual feature
is resultative (Figure 4.85):
(4.49) Watashiwa sudeni kono honwo yondeiru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
sudeni
already
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te-ir-u
read-onn.ta-su-del.base
\I have already read this book."
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Figure 4.86: F-struture for (4.49)
What seems to be ommon among these various aspetual meanings ex-
pressed by the V-teiru onstrution is that something onerning the ation
is ontinued. This \something" an be the ation itself, or the result of the
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ation. In the progressive, the ation is ontinued by the referent of the
subjet. In the perfetive, the ation has been ontinued until the time of
the utterane. In the resultative, the result of the ation in the past has
ontinued to be valid until the present.
Considering the fat that these various aspetual meanings are expressed
by one onstrution, and that they seem to share a ertain aspetual meaning
best expressed as \ontinuing", these aspetual meanings an be subsumed
under the ategory \-teiru aspet." In atual language use, this aspetual
ategory an be further speied into subategories suh as the progressive
or the resultative, mainly by adverbial modiation.
4.3.3 Mood
Mood is the grammatial ategory whih is onerned with the speaker's
subjetive judgement on a proposition. The values of the grammatial fea-
ture Mood inlude \delarative", \imperative", \subjuntive", \negative",
et. Dierent moods are expressed in a variety of dierent ways in dierent
languages, and in English the modal auxiliaries suh as \may" or \must" an
express mood in a sentene.
(4.50)
Ken must read this book.
Ken may read this book.
A variety of other modal auxiliaries express various modal features in a
sentene, and one of the most important axes of modality is the possibil-
ity/neessity axis, whih is the ore of modal logi.
Along with the modal auxiliaries, dierent adverbs an disambiguate the
modality in terms of deonti/epistemi distintions ([Palmer, 2001℄). Deonti
mood is onerned with duty or obligation, while epistemi mood is onerned
with pereption or reognition:
(4.51)
It is possible that Ken reads this book. (epistemi possibility)
It is neessarily the ase that Ken reads this book. (epistemi
neessity)
It is possible for Ken to read this book. (deonti possibility)
It is neessary for Ken to read this book. (deonti neessity)
In Japanese, the mood feature of a sentene is speied by verbal inetions,
verbal suÆxes, auxiliaries, adverbial modiations, or a number of idiomati
expressions for modality. This setion highlights some typial instanes of
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modal expressions, and introdues how the orresponding mood features are
represented in f-struture. First, I disuss inetional moods, whih are
expressed by verbal inetions of a verb (f. Setion 3.5.1). Seond, I fous
on moods expressed by more than one morpheme, whih an be alled \non-
inetional moods" in order to make the ontrast with moods expressed by
verbal inetions.
Inetional Moods
Inetional moods are expressed by verbal inetions of a verb, and there is a
one-to-one orrespondene between the name of the verbal inetion and the
modal value. Sentene (4.52) exhibits volitional mood, and the f-struture
for this sentene is Figure 4.87. The verb is in the volitional form (f. Table
3.1 in Setion 3.5.1):
(4.52) Watashiwa kono honwo yomo.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-o
read-vol.base
\I will read this book."
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Figure 4.87: F-struture for (4.52)
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Sentene (4.53) exhibits imperative mood, and the f-struture for this
sentene is Figure 4.88.
(4.53) Kono honwo yome.
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-e
read-imp.base
\Read this book."
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Figure 4.88: F-struture for (4.53)
The subordinate lause in Sentene (4.54) exhibits onditional mood, and
the f-struture for this sentene is Figure 4.89:
(4.54) Kono honwo yomeba, kimino jinseiwa kawaru.
kono
this
hon-wo
book-obj
yom-eba,
read-ond.base
kimi-no
you-PADJ
jinsei-wa
life-SUBJ
kawar-u.
hange-del.base
\Your life will hange if you read this book.
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Figure 4.89: F-struture for (4.54)
The subordinate lause in Sentene (4.55) exhibits onnetive mood, and
the f-struture for this sentene is Figure 4.90:
(4.55) Kono honwo yonde jibunno ikikatawo kangaenaoshita.
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-te
read-onn.ta
jibunno
onself-of
ikikata-wo
way.of.life-OBJ
kangaenaos-ta
reonsider-del.ta
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\Reading this book, I reeted on my way of life."
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Figure 4.90: F-struture for (4.55)
Morphologial Moods
Japanese has a variety of non-inetional ways to express mood, and ex-
plaining how eah of them is used would require another volume. Here I
onentrate on the two major axes of modality: possible/neessary and epis-
temi/deonti.
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Table 4.1 shows one example modal expression for one verb unit for eah
of the modal ategories. As the table shows, the epistemi/deonti and pos-
sible/neessary distintions an be made by verbal morphology:
Table 4.1: Morphologial Moods for \kak-" (write)
Possible Neessary
Epistemi kak-ukamoshirenai kak-unihigainai
Deonti kak-temoii kak-anebanaranai
Sentene (4.56) exhibits epistemi possible mood:
(4.56) Naomiwa shousetsuwo kakukamoshirenai.
Naomi-wa
Naomi-TOP
shousetsu-wo
novel-OBJ
kak-u-kamo-shire-na-i
write-del.base-prtnj-know-NEG-del.base
(Lit.)\It annot be known whether Naomi writes a novel/novels."
\It is epistemially possible that Naomi writes a novel/novels."
\Naomi may write a novel/novels."
The f-struture representation for (4.56) is Figure 4.91:
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Figure 4.91: F-struture for (4.56)
Sentene (4.57) exhibits epistemi neessary mood; the expression \higai-
nai" (lit. no dierene) sometimes means \right":
(4.57) Naomiwa shousetsuwo kakunihigainai
Naomi-wa
Naomi-TOP
shousetsu-wo
novel-OBJ
kak-u-ni-higai-na-i
write-del.base-prtnj-dierent-NEG-del.base
(Lit.)\There is no dierene that Naomi writes a novel."
\It is epistemially neessarily the ase that Naomi will write a novel."
\It is ertain that Naomi will write a novel/novels."
The f-struture representation for (4.57) is Figure 4.92:
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Figure 4.92: F-struture for (4.57)
Sentene (4.58) exhibits deonti possible mood:
(4.58) Naomiwa shousetsuwo kaitemoii.
Naomi-wa
Naomi-TOP
shousetsu-wo
novel-OBJ
kak-te-mo-i-i.
write-onn.ta-prtnj-good-del.base
(Lit.) \It is also good for Naomi to write a novel/novels."
\It is deontially possible for Naomi to write a novel/novels."
\Naomi is allowed to write a novel/novels."
Figure 4.93 is the f-struture representation for (4.58):
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Figure 4.93: F-struture for (4.58)
Sentene (4.59) exhibits deonti neessary mood. Literally, this expres-
sion ontains double negation:
(4.59) Naomiwa shousetsuwo kakanebanaranai.
Naomi-wa
Naomi-TOP
shousetsu-wo
novel-OBJ
kak-an-eba-nar-ana-i
write-NEG-ond.base-beome-NEG-del.base
(Lit.)\Things doesn't beome good if Naomi doesn't write a
novel/novels."
\It is deontially neessary for Naomi to write a novel/novels."
\Naomi must write a novel."
Figure 4.94 is the f-struture representation for (4.59):
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Figure 4.94: F-struture for (4.59)
One modal expression orresponds to one modal value, but not vie versa.
For eah modal ategory, there are dierent expressions with dierent degree
of possibility or neessity. For example, deonti neessity an also be ex-
pressed by \kakubekida" or \kakuhougaii", the latter being less demanding.
In addition, these modal expression an be ombined to express omplex
modality, suh as \verb root + nebanaranai + kamoshirenai (it is epistemi-
ally possible that it is deontially neessary)", \verb root + temoii + nihi-
gainai (it is epistemially neessary that it is deontially possible)".
4.3.4 Voie
Causative
Causative voie is expressed by the ausative suÆxes \-aser-" and \-saser-
". Type-I verbs are followed by \-aseru", Type-II verbs are followed by \-
saseru". I assume that a verb with a ausative suÆx is always one word (f.
Setion 3.5.4). In sentene (4.60), the root verb \yom-" and the ausative
suÆx \-aser-" onstitute one ausative verb, and the f-struture for this sen-
tene (Figure 4.95) is monolausal:
(4.60) Watashiwa ototoni kono honwo yomaseta.
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watashi-wa
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kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-aser-ta
read-aus.-del.ta
\I made my younger brother read this book."
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Figure 4.95: F-struture for (4.60)
Diret Passive
Passive voie is expressed by the passive suÆxes \-areru" or \-rareru". Both
follow the root of a verb, and they inet as Type-II verbs (f. Setion
3.5.4). In diret passive, the objet of a verb in the ative voie turned into
the subjet, and the subjet of the verb in the ative voie is expressed by
the oblique-ase noun phrase. Only transitive verbs an be in the diret
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passive. In sentene (4.61), the root verb \kowas-" and the passive suÆx
\-are-" onstitute a diret passive verb, and Figure 4.96 is the f-struture for
it:
(4.61) Watashino tsuboga ototoni kowasareta.
watashi-no
I-of
tsubo-ga
vase-SUBJ
ototo-ni
younger.brother-OBL
kowas-are-ta
break-pass.-del.ta
\My vase was broken by my younger brother."
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Figure 4.96: F-struture for (4.61)
Indiret Passive from a Transitive Verb
Indiret passive expresses that the referent of the subjet is inuened by,
or suered from the ation or the result of the ation aused by the referent
of the oblique. Sentene (4.62) is an example of indiret passive, and the
f-struture representation is Figure 4.97:
(4.62) Watashiwa ototoni tsubowo kowasareta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
ototo-ni
younger.brother-OBL
tsubo-wo
vase-OBJ
kowas-arer-ta
break-pass.-del.ta
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\I suer from my younger brother's breaking my vase." or \I had my
vase broken by my younger brother."
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Figure 4.97: F-struture for (4.62)
Indiret Passive from an Intransitive Verb
Unlike diret passive, intransitive verbs an be in the indiret passive. Sen-
tene (4.63) is an example of indiret passive from an intransitive verb, and
its f-struture representation is Figure 4.98:
(4.63) Watashiwa imotoni nakareta.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
imoto-ni
younger.sister-OBL
nak-arer-ta
weep-pass.-del.ta
\I suer from my sister's weeping."
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Figure 4.98: F-struture for (4.63)
Causative-passive
A ausative verb an be followed by the passive suÆx to onstitute a verb
whih projets \ausative-passive" voie. Sentene (4.64) is an example of
ausative-passive voie, and the f-struture representation of it is Figure 4.99:
(4.64) Aneni kono honwo yomasareta.
Ane-ni
elder.sister-OBL
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-as-arer-ta.
read-aus-pass-del.ta
\Someone
i
was made to read this book by his(or her)
i
sister."
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Figure 4.99: F-struture for (4.64)
Benefative
Benefatives express the speaker's subjetive judgement on the benet of
the ation (f. Setion 3.5.4). The suÆx \-kureru" emphasises the speaker's
gratitude that the ation by the subjet is beneial to the speaker. Sentene
(4.65) is an example of \-kureru" benefative, and Figure 4.100 is the f-
struture representation for it. The gloss for `hanas-te-kurer<subj,obl,obj>'
in Figure 4.100 is `give someone the favor of telling':
(4.65) Anega watashini shinjitsuwo hanashitekureta.
ane-ga
elder.sister-SUBJ
watashi-ni
I-OBL
shinjitsu-wo
shinjitsu-OBJ
hanas-te-kurer-ta
tell-onn.ta-give-del.ta
\My elder sister gave me the favour of telling me the truth."
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Figure 4.100: F-struture for (4.65)
The suÆx \-morau", on the other hand, emphasises the speaker's grati-
tude that the ation by the referent of the oblique is beneial to the speaker.
Sentene (4.66) is an example of the \-morau" benefaitve, and Figure 4.101
is the f-struture representation for the sentene. The gloss for `hanas-te-
moraw<subj, obl, obj>' in Figure 4.101 is `reeive the benet of being told
from someone':
(4.66) Watashiwa aneni shinjitsuwo hanashitemoratta.
watashi-top
I-TOP
ane-ni
elder.sister-OBL
shinjitsu-wo
truth-OBJ
hanas-te-moraw-ta
talk-onn.ta-reeive-del.ta
\I reeived from my sister the benet of being told the truth".
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Figure 4.101: F-struture for (4.66)
Valeny-hanging Voie
\Possibility" or \spontaneous" suÆxes turn a transitive verb into an intran-
sitive verb, and the objet of the transitive verb beomes its subjet, and the
agent of the verb's ation is either not expressed or topialised:
Sentene (4.67) exhibits spontaneous voie, and the f-struture represen-
tation for the sentene is Figure 4.102:
(4.67) Kokokara fujisanga mieru.
koko-kara
here-prts
fujisan-ga
Mt.Fuji-SUBJ
mi-er-u
see-su.-del.base
\From here, Mt.Fuji is visible." or \We an see Mt.Fuji from here."
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Figure 4.102: F-struture for (4.67)
Sentene (4.68) exhibits possible voie and the f-struture representation
for the sentene is Figure 4.103:
(4.68) Watashiwa kono honga yomeru.
watashi-wa
I-TOP
kono
this
hon-ga
book-SUBJ
yom-er-u
read-su.-del.base
\As for me, this book is readable." or \I an read this book."
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Figure 4.103: F-struture for (4.68)
Ideally, it is better to be able to make a morpho-syntati distintion
between the spontaneous voie and the possible voie; however, sine the
distintion is of a semanti nature, morpho-syntati information in a orpus
or parser output is not enough to automatially and unequivoally determine
the voie of a sentene in whih the possible/spontaneous \-eru" is used.
4.4 Summary
This hapter desribed ore aspets of Japanese grammar based on and en-
oded in the framework of LFG. In partiular, I looked at how ore gram-
matial funtions and grammatial features are enoded in Japanese and in
the orresponding LFG representations. Japanese sentenes are divided into
\bunsetsu", or syntati units, and eah of the dependenies among these
units an be labelled by a unique grammatial funtion whih is speied by
the partile at the right periphery of the bunsetsu, or by the part of speeh
of the head of the unit. It is pointed out that the problem of ambiguity for
grammatial funtion assignment, suh as the distintion between REL and
COMP, requires more data and study for their resolution. DAG representa-
tions of unit dependenies are provided for eah of the example sentenes,
showing that the DAG representation an be used as a basi framework for
desribing Japanese syntax, as an alternative to phrase-struture trees. For
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grammatial features, it is shown that the morphemes in a syntati unit
provide information to determine its grammatial features. Along with the
grammatial features mentioned in this hapter (TENSE, ASPECT, MOOD,
and VOICE), in further work it will be neessary to represent other gram-
matial features in the framework of LFG. LFG f-strutures go beyond DAG
representations in that (1) they show grammatial features not represented
in the DAG representations and (2) they show ontrol and raising (anaphori
and funtional) not represented in the DAG representations.
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Chapter 5
KNP and Kyoto Corpus Ver.4
5.1 Introdution
This hapter introdues KNP and the Kyoto Text Corpus ver.4 (KTC4).
KNP ([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄) is a dependeny parser for Japanese.
KNP takes the output of JUMAN ([Kurohashi and Kawahara, 2005℄), a Japanese
morphologial analyser, as its input. The auray of both JUMAN and
KNP was improved while being used for the development of KTC4, an unla-
belled dependeny, POS and morphologially annotated orpus of Japanese
text ([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄). Setion 5.2 desribes how KNP parses
Japanese text and Setion 5.3 desribes how texts are annotated in KTC4.
5.2 KNP
KNP is a dependeny parser for Japanese. KNP takes the output of JU-
MAN, a morphologial analyser for Japanese whih was rst developed by
Sadao Kurohashi in 1992 ([Kurohashi and Kawahara, 2005℄). Morphologial
information is important to identify the boundaries of bunsetsu, or synta-
ti units, and also to determine the dependeny relationships among them.
The proess of dependeny parsing for Japanese using KNP proeeds as fol-
lows: rst, JUMAN hanges eah of the input sentenes into a sequene of
morphemes whih are annotated with morphologial features, then this se-
quene of annotated morphemes is sent to KNP to produe an unlabelled
dependeny tree for the sentene. Before explaining KNP, it is neessary to
desribe how JUMAN works.
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5.2.1 Morphologial Analysis of Japanese
One of the harateristis of Japanese text is the absene of white spaes
between words. What is more, a sentene ends with puntuation-based de-
limiters. The rst task of morphologial analysis for Japanese is to identify
the boundaries between syntati units.
As we have seen in Chapter 3, bunsetsus are the basi unit of syntati
dependeny for Japanese sentenes. Eah unit has one head, and the type
of partile following the head determines its grammatial funtion in the
sentene.
Identifying unit boundaries often requires disambiguation, espeially when
the sentene is written in hiragana sript. Using dierent sript systems is
the means to make unit or word boundaries expliit; in ordinary Japanese
text, partiles and verbal inetions must be written in hiragana, and the
majority of nouns and the root of verbs are written in Chinese haraters or
in katakana. It is a formidable task to read an ordinary Japanese text all
written in hiragana or in katakana, and it is impossible to write Japanese
text in Chinese haraters only.
In example (5.1), assume that the noun `karada'(body) is written in hi-
ragana. In this ase, the form happens to be the same as a partile plus a
opula, and hene this fragment has two dierent analyses:
(5.1) hashirukarada
hashir-u-kara-da
run-del.base-beause-opula.del.base
\It is beause someone runs."
hashir-u
run-del.base
karada
body
\a body that runs"
Semantially, given appropriate ontext, it is rather easy to hoose the in-
tended interpretation. Morphologially, however, it is not obvious whih
analysis is appropriate, espeially when it omes to automati morphologial
analysis. JUMAN is one of the answers to these problems.
5.2.2 Morphologial Analysis by JUMAN
JUMAN implements the idea of a minimum ost path analysis for resolving
ambiguity in identifying morphemes in an input string. The analysis is to
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nd paths, or a sequene of morphemes, and hoose the minimum ost path
as the output. Minimum ost path analysis has been implemented in input
methods for Japanese ([Hisamitsu and Nitta, 1991℄), suh as MS-IME.
JUMAN takes a sequene of Japanese haraters as input and yields
a path (or paths) of morphemes with minimum ost as output. Morpho-
logial analysis for eah input sequene of haraters proeeds as follows
([Kurohashi and Kawahara, 2005℄):
1. Ditionary lookup: nd all harater ombinations whih are registered
in the morpheme ditionary.
2. Connetability hek: look up the onnetability ditionary, and nd
possible onnetions between adjaent morphemes, and the ost of eah
onnetion.
3. Cost alulation: alulate the osts of eah of the possible morpheme
sequenes for the input, and hoose the minimum ost path as the
morphologial analysis for the input. Lemma weight, POS osts and
onnetivity osts ontribute to overall osts.
Ditionary Lookup
Ditionary lookup tries to nd all the possible morphemes that begin with a
ertain harater in the input sequene. The ditionary of JUMAN has the
following format in BNF (5.2) (eah term is translated from Japanese):
(5.2)
<definition> ::= (<#pos><morphemes>)j
(<#pos>(<#subpos><morphemes>))
<morphemes> ::= <info> j <info><morphemes>
<info> ::= (<lemma info><phonology info><infletion info><semantis info>)
<lemma info> ::= (lemma <lemma sequene>)
<lemma sequene> ::= <lemma ontent> j <lemma sequene>
<lemma ontent> ::= <#spelling> j
(<#spelling> <#value>)
<phonology info> ::= (pronuniation <#pronuniation in hiragana haraters>)
<infletion info> ::= (infletion <#infletion type>) j NIL
<semantis info> ::= (semantis <#semanti desription>) j NIL
<#pos> and <#subpos> must be dened in the morpho-pos ditionary. If a morpheme is dened
in terms of its <#pos>, then its <#subpos> must also be dened.
<infletion info> annot be omitted if it is an inetional pos.
<lemma ontent> is a pair of the base delarative form of a morpheme and its weight. The
weight is 1 in default, and omitted if it is in default.
As for ineting morphemes, their base delarative forms are written in
<#pronuniation in hiragana haraters>.
Texts in \" an be written in <#semanti desription>.
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Consider the latinised harater sequene below:
(5.3) hashirukarada
The part from the rst harater `h' to the seventh harater `u' orresponds
to the morpheme `hashiru' registered in the morpheme ditionary, hene this
part is a possible morpheme in a morphologial analysis of the sequene.
The ditionary also speies the part of speeh of eah morpheme. If the
morpheme is an ineting part of speeh, then the inetion form ditionary
is looked up in order to determine the inetion form of the morpheme. In
the example, the morpheme `hashiru' is a verb in the delarative base form.
The entry for this morpheme in the ditionary is (5.4); the terms exept for
lemma and orthography are translated from Japanese, and `inetion type-I
r' means that this is a type-I verb whose root ends with a onsonant `r':
(5.4)
Starting with the eighth harater `k', there are two possible ways to analyse
the rest of the harater sequene in example (5.1): one is to divide the part
into two morphemes `kara' and `da', and the other is to keep the part as one
morpheme `karada'. The entries for them are (5.5):
(5.5)
The noun \karada" has three dierent lemma forms, and the last one, whih
is written in hiragana, has weight 1.6, while other lemmas have the default
weight 1, sine it is less ommon to write this lemma all in hiragana hara-
ters. The rst lemma is the standard lemma as speied in \semantis".
Eah morpheme is given a \part of speeh ost" aording to whih part
of speeh (POS) the morpheme belongs to. The POS osts in the JUMAN
ditionary are shown in Table 5.1:
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Table 5.1: Part-of-Speeh Costs
pos subpos pos ost
speial * 100
verb N/A 100
adjetive N/A 100
opula N/A 11
auxiliary N/A 10
noun ardinal 40
noun formal 70
noun adverbial 70
noun others 100
demonstrative adverbial 60
demonstrative others 40
adverb * 100
partile sentene ending 20
partile others 10
onjuntive N/A 100
nonineting adjetive N/A 100
exlamative N/A 110
prex * 50
suÆx nominal prediative 14
suÆx nominal 35
suÆx nominal ardinal 35
suÆx nominal speial 35
suÆx adjetival prediative 14
suÆx adjetival nominal 14
suÆx verbal 14
unspeied katakana 5000
unspeied alphabet 100
unspeied others 5000
* N/A 10
After ditionary lookup of \hashirukarada", we have two possible mor-
pheme sequenes: \hashiru-kara-da" and \hashiru-karada". These are passed
on to the next step.
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Connetability Chek
Eah pair of morphemes in morpheme sequenes is heked in terms of its
onnetability by looking up the onnetability ditionary. Two morphemes
are onnetable if they an appear next to eah other in a sequene. Con-
netability is dened by the morphologial environment in whih ertain
types of morphemes an appear side by side, and it is represented in the
onnetability ditionary in the following BNF (5.6):
(5.6)
<onnetability rule> ::= ((<morphemes>) (<morphemes>))j
((<morphemes>) (<morphemes>) <onnetability ost>)
<morphemes> ::= <struture>j
<struture> <morphemes>
<struture> ::= (<#pos>) j
(<#pos><#subpos>) j
(<#pos><#subpos><#infletion type>) j
(<#pos><#subpos><#infletion type><#infletion form>) j
(<#pos><#subpos><#infletion type><#infletion form><#lemma>)
\*" an be used for <#pos>, <#subpos>, <#inetion type >,
<#inetion form>, <#lemma>.
<#onnetability ost> is an integer from 0 to 255 (default: 10).
For example, the two morphemes \kara-da" are onnetable sine the
onnetability ditionary has the rule (5.7). This rule states that a opula
an follow partiles as speied, inluding \kara", and that its ost is 10 by
default:
(5.7) (((partile ase partile * * made)
(partile adverbial partile * * dake)
(partile adverbial partile * * bakari)
(partile adverbial partile * * bakkari)
(partile adverbial partile * * nomi)
(partile adverbial partile * * nado)
(partile adverbial partile * * nanka)
(partile adverbial partile * * kurai)
(partile adverbial partile * * gurai)
(partile ase partile * * kara)
(partile onjuntive partile * * ka)
(partile onjuntive partile * * kara)
(partile onjuntive partile * * ka)
(partile onjuntive partile * * no))
((opula)))
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Cost Calulation
The ost of an output is the sum of the osts of individual morphemes and
of the osts of onnetability between eah of the adjaent morphemes in a
possible morpheme sequene, where POS osts an be multiplied by weights
(e.g., a noun \karada" written in hiragana has weight 1.6). Morpheme osts
and onnetability osts are manually speied and listed in the morpheme
ditionary and the onnetivity ditionary, and used for ost alulation.
The proess of ost alulation is as follows ([Kurohashi et al., 2005℄).
Dummy morphemes \start" and \end" are postulated at the beginning and
the end of the input string, providing the start and end points of a DAG
representing possible morphologial analyses. The remaining verties of the
graph are the morphemes in the input string, with their POS osts and
weights. Among possible graphs for the same input string, the graph with
the minimum ost is seleted as the morphologial analysis of the input string.
The graph from the example \hashirukarada" is given in Figure (5.1):
Figure 5.1: DAG for \hashirukarada"
In the graph, eah of the verties represents a morpheme, and eah of
the ars represents the onnetion between two morphemes. The paths from
m1 to m7 represent the sequenes of andidate morphemes. The POS ost
of eah morpheme is speied above the vertex, and the onnetability ost
is speied above the ar. All the verties exept for m6 are weighted by 1.
The vertex m6 is weighted by 1.6 beause the entry for the noun represented
by m6 (5.5) speies that it should be weighted if it is written all in hiragana
haraters. The output is the least ostly graph among the possible graphs
from \start" to \end". In Figure (5.1), the path m1m2m3m4m7 is less ostly
than the path m1m2m6m7, hene \hashiru(verb)-kara(partile)-da(opula)"
is produed as the morphologial analysis. The atual output by JUMAN is
Figure 5.2; eah line orresponds to one morpheme:
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Figure 5.2: JUMAN output for \Hashirukarada"
It is possible that the same string yields more than two output paths,
if these paths have the same ost. The ost of morphemes is set based on
their part of speeh. Therefore, the ost of two homonyms is the same if
they belong to the same part of speeh, or if they belong to dierent parts
of speeh whose osts are the same, hene there an be two outputs for the
same string. Ambiguities in morphologial analysis due to the same ost an
sometimes be resolved in the KNP dependeny analysis.
5.2.3 Dependeny Analysis by KNP
A dependeny analysis of a Japanese sentene an be represented as a DAG
for the sentene (f. Setion 3.3.2). Its verties are the syntati units (bun-
setsu) of the sentene, and its ars are the dependeny relations.
KNP proesses eah morpheme sequene in the output of JUMAN in the
following steps:
1. Disambiguate homonyms (morphemes in the same form but dierent
meanings) if any.
2. Annotate eah morpheme with features used for unit onstrution.
3. Annotate eah unit with features.
4. Generate an unlabelled dependeny tree aording to the features.
In the JUMAN/KNP analysis, whih aims at providing deep linguisti
resoures, the input is morphologially analysed before unit boundary iden-
tiation takes plae; JUMAN analyses the input into a sequene of mor-
phemes, but does nothing about unit boundaries. It is the task of KNP to
ompute unit boundaries, and to link units in terms of an unlabelled depen-
deny analysis.
As far as Japanese is onerned, it would also be possible to have unit
boundary identiation (before deep morphologial analysis) by nding par-
tiles and assuming them as unit boundaries; this would result in a kind of
shallow dependeny parser, and omparing the performane of dependeny
analysis of after-morphology deep analysis (like JUMAN/KNP) to that of
before-morphology shallow analysis will be one of the topis of future re-
searh.
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Homonym Disambiguation
First of all, homonyms must be disambiguated, if there are any in the input.
Consider the string \aru jinbutsu"; in Setion 3.6.3, I pointed out that this
sentene has two possible analyses beause of the homonym \aru":
(5.8) aru
ertain
jinbutsu
person
\a ertain person"
(5.9) aru
exist-del.base
jinbutsu
person
\a person that exists"
(5.10) is the output by JUMAN for \aru jinbutsu"; the `' at the beginning of
the seond line speies that this morpheme is a homonym of the morpheme
speied in the rst line:
(5.10)
Homonym disambiguation in KNP is rule-based. Rules have the following
format:
(5.11)
(
(previous morpheme)
([pos features℄[pos features℄*)
features
)
The braketed part after (previous morpheme) lists the possible POS fea-
tures of the homonymous morphemes. The order of these possible POS
features reets the preferene among them, and the rst feature is given to
the morpheme. This preferene order is set manually. If other features must
be assigned to it, they are speied in features.
For example, rule (5.12) states that if there are two possible POS features
for a given homonym, one of whih is verb and the other is non-ineting
adjetive, then this homonym is analysed as a verb with the additional feature
`light verb', regardless of its previously assigned morpheme.
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(5.12)
(
(*?)
([verb℄ [non-infleting adjetive℄)
light verb
)
When this rule is applied to the example \aru jinbutsu", then `aru' would
be inorretly analysed as a verb. Suh misanalyses will be xed in the next
step.
KNP has 62 manually-onstruted rules for homonym disambiguation.
All the rules are applied to eah homonym, until one of the rules applies and
the homonym is disambiguated.
Feature Annotation on Morphemes
After homonym disambiguation, morphemes are assigned features used for
ombining morphemes into syntati units. These features are assigned based
on the environment in whih morphemes appear. The environment is spei-
ed by rules in the same format as (5.11).
KNP has 351 rules for feature annotation. The main features given at
this step are: POS hange, ompounding, and syntati unit boundaries.
POS Change
There are ases where the morphologial environment is required to reliably
determine the POS of ertain morphemes. The \aru" in (5.8) is one suh ase.
Rule (5.13) hanges the POS of \aru" from verb to non-ineting adjetive,
if it appears in the beginning of a sentene:
(5.13)
(( ( ?* ) ( [verb * * * aru (beginning of sentene)℄ ) ( ?* )
&poshange:non-infleting adjetive:* ))
Compound nouns
There are a variety of rules for ompounds, and many of them reet lexial or
onventional aspets of noun ompounding. In general, a morpheme is given
a feature \ " if it an onstitute a ompound with the previous morpheme,
and \^ " if not. A morpheme is given a feature \!" if it an onstitute a
ompound with the following morpheme, and \^!" if not.
For example, if a Chinese-origin adverb omes diretly before a noun,
then it is likely that together they onstitute a ompound noun; in (5.14),
the adverb \futsu" is a part of the ompound. There is no unit boundary
between \futsu" and \senkyo":
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(5.14) Futsusenkyo
futsu-senkyo
ordinary-eletion
(Lit.)\ordinary eletion" or
\popular eletion"
If the same adverb appears before morphemes other than nouns, then they
do not onstitute a ompound; in (5.15), e.g. the adverb \futsu" does not
onstitute a ompound with the following verb. There is a unit boundary
between \futsu" and \okonawareru". In addition, an ineted element annot
onstitute a nominal ompound:
(5.15) Futsu okonawareru senkyo
futsu
ordinarily
okonaw-arer-u
do-passive-del.base
senkyo
eletion
\an eletion whih is held usually"
By means of feature annotation rules, the noun \senkyo" in (5.14) is assigned
a \ " feature, indiating that \futsu" and \senkyo" onstitute a ompound.
However, the same noun is not assigned a \ " feature in (5.15), indiating
that \okonaw-arer-u" and \senkyo" do not onstitute a ompound.
Syntati Unit Boundary
Basially, KNP tries to determine the leftmost morpheme of a syntati unit,
and will assign the feature \leftmost morpheme" if suh a morpheme an be
found. A prex or an open-lass ontent word (noun, verb, adjetive) an
be the leftmost morpheme of a syntati unit. The syntati requirements
for suh a morpheme to onstitute the leftmost morpheme in a given mor-
pheme sequene are that it appears at the beginning of a sentene or that it
annot be ompounded to the previous morpheme. The requirements an be
summarised in rule (5.16); the format is the same as that for other feature
assignments:
(5.16) ((*? \^!") ((prex \^ " ) (ontent \^ " ) ) leftmost morpheme)
Applied to example (5.15), the adverb \futsu", the verb \okonawareru", and
the noun \senkyo" annot be ompounded to their previous morphemes,
hene eah of them funtions as a single syntati unit.
The auray of unit-boundary identiation by the simple rule suh as
(5.16) depends on the auray and overage of noun-ompound rules.
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Feature Annotation on Units
Eah syntati unit is assigned with a feature relevant for subsequent oordi-
nation heks and dependeny resolution. Feature assignment is rule-based,
and rules have the following format:
(5.17)
(
(previous unit)
(urrent unit)
(following unit)
feature
)
For example, rule (5.18) speies that a unit has \-wo" ase if its head is not
an ineting element and if it is followed by the partile \-wo", regardless of
what kind of unit omes before and after itself:
(5.18)
(
( ?* )
( < ( ?* [* * * * * ((^infleting pos))℄ [partile * * * wo℄ ) > )
( ?* )
ase: wo
)
KNP has 675 manually-onstruted rules for feature annotation on units. All
rules are applied to eah of the units in the input, and when one of the rules
mathes a unit, then the feature that the rule speies is annotated to the
unit. One math does not break the feature assignment loop, hene one unit
an be assigned more than one feature. If none of the rules applies to a unit,
then this unit reeives a \NONE" feature assignment by default. No unit is
left featureless.
Dependeny Generation
Dependeny relations (mainly unlabelled) among units are determined by
rules in the following format:
(5.19)
(
(dependendent unit feature)
(dependee unit feature, dependeny type )
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boundary
preferene
)
KNP distinguishes between three oarse-grained dependeny types: appo-
sition (`A'), oordination (`C') and others (`D'). KNP uses all the 40 de-
pendeny rules for eah of the units in an input sentene. If the unit fea-
ture of a unit mathes the dependent unit feature of a rule, then the
rule heks whether the input ontains any further unit whih mathes the
dependee unit feature in the same rule. If there is suh a unit, then it is
the dependee unit, and the rule is applied to both units, establishing a de-
pendeny relationship between them. The dependeny assignment loop for
a unit breaks when it reeives a dependeny type feature and its dependee
is determined.
The boundary feature is a unit feature beyond whih a dependeny an-
not go, i.e., if there is a unit whih mathes boundary, then all the units
after this unit annot be a dependee unit for the urrent dependent unit.
Feature mathing stops at boundary units, and feature heking using other
rules ontinues. The presene of stop points for feature mathing makes the
proess shorter, espeially when the input sentene ontains more than one
subordinate lause. The arguments and adjunts of one subordinate lause
are never dependent on other lauses.
Preferene indiates the preferred distane between the dependent and
the dependee units. If, for example, preferene is set to 1 for a ertain rule,
and there are more than one possible dependee unit for the urrent dependent
unit, then the nearest among these dependee units is hosen as the dependee
unit. If preferene is set to 2, then the seond nearest is hosen, and so on.
For example, the skeletal rule (5.20) speies that a unit with ase \-ga"
is dependent on the nearest possible ineting unit, and that its dependeny
is D, i.e., neither apposition nor oordination:
(5.20)
(
(ase: ga)
(infleting, D)
()
1
)
Atual dependeny rules arry more detailed feature speiations in order to
reliably handle a variety of environments in whih a given type of morpheme
may appear.
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After the steps above, KNP outputs the dependeny parse for input sen-
tenes. The parser output for a sentene has the following format:
(5.21)
# Sentene ID
* target.unit.number <unit tags>*
morpheme pronuniation lemma pos subpos <morpheme tags>*
morpheme pronuniation lemma pos subpos <morpheme tags>*
* target.unit.number <unit tags>*
morpheme pronuniation lemma pos subpos <morpheme tags>*
...
* -1D <unit tags>*
morpheme pronuniation lemma pos subpos <morpheme tags>*
EOS
Lines starting with `*' exept for the sentene ID line speify unit boundaries.
The target unit number (the unit on whih a given unit depends) and unit
tags are given at this line. Eah of the following lines speify eah of the
morphemes in the unit, until the next unit boundary line. The last syntati
unit does not have a target unit, hene its target unit number is \-1D".
For example, KNP output for sentene (5.22) is (5.23):
(5.22) Watashiga kono honwo yonda.
watashi-ga
I-SUBJ
kono
this
hon-wo
book-OBJ
yom-ta.
read-del.ta
\I read this book."
(5.23)
5.2.4 Summary
This setion provides an overview over JUMAN, a morphologial analyser
for Japanese, and KNP, a dependeny parser for Japanese. KNP operates on
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the output of JUMAN. Morphologial information is important to identify
the boundaries of bunsetsu, or syntati units, and also to determine the
dependeny relationship among them. The proess of dependeny parsing for
Japanese using KNP is as follows: JUMAN analyses eah of input sentenes
into a sequene of morphemes whih are annotated with relevant features,
then this sequene of annotated morphemes is sent to KNP to determine unit
boundaries and output a (oarse-grained and mostly unlabelled) dependeny
tree for the sentene.
5.3 Kyoto Corpus Ver.4 (KTC4)
5.3.1 Introdution
KNP is a rule-based dependeny parser, and the rules had to be orreted
and extended manually in order to ahieve optimal overage and auray.
In order to obtain aurate and omprehensive rules, it is possible to analyse
text data using KNP, and to iteratively improve the rules so that they yield
orret parses. This parser improvement goes hand-in-hand with the on-
strution of a parsed orpus. This setion introdues Kyoto Corpus version
4.0 (KTC4), a Japanese parsed orpus whih was built while improving KNP
([Kurohashi and Nagao, 1998℄).
5.3.2 Overview of KTC4
KTC4 is a orpus of Japanese newspaper text whih was automatially parsed
and annotated by KNP with part-of-speeh tags and dependeny relations
between syntati units, and then orreted manually. KTC4 ontains about
40,000 sentenes taken from Mainihi Shimbun, a Japanese newspaper, anno-
tated with POS tags, morphologial tags and lemma forms; in addition, eah
sentene is segmented into syntati units (bunsetsu). Abstrat, unlabelled
dependeny relations among syntati units are speied. 5447 sentenes are
also annotated with ase relations, ellipsis, and oreferene information. The
basi statistis of the KTC4 data are given in Table 5.2:
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Table 5.2: Statistis of KTC4
Number of words 972894
Number of units 372130
Number of sentenes 38400
Words per unit 2.614
Units per sentene 9.691
Words per sentene 25.336
POS and Dependeny Annotation Sheme
As an example, the KTC4 POS and dependeny annotation for sentene
(5.24) is given in (5.25). The pronuniation is transribed into English:
(5.24) Somariano shutomogadisiode enjokatsudowo tsudukeru
kokurenkikanya hiseifusoshikiwa juusannihi subeteno katsudowo
huushishita.
[Somaria-no℄
f1
Somalia-PADJ
[shuto-mogadishio-de℄
f2
apital-Mogadishu-PADJ
[enjo-katsudo-wo℄
f3
aid-ativity-OBJ
[tsuzuke-ru℄
f4
ontinue-del.base
[kokuren-kikan-ya℄
f5
UN-organization-and
[hi-seifu-soshiki-wa℄
f6
non-government-organization-TOP
[juusan-nihi℄
f7
thirteen-day
[subete-no℄
f8
all-PADJ
[katsudo-wo℄
f9
ativity-OBJ
[huushi-shita℄
f10
stop-do.del.ta
\The UN organisations and NGOs working for aid in Mogadishu, the
apital of Somalia, stopped all their ativities on 13th (of January,
1995)".
(5.25)
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The rst line in (5.25) gives the sentene ID. The lines whih start with `*'
are the rst lines of syntati units. They also speify the unit ID number
and the target unit ID number of the unit on whih this unit is dependent,
and the harater after the target unit ID speies the type of dependeny.
For example, the lines starting with `*' in (5.25) above speify that the 0th
unit is dependent on the 1st unit, the 1st and the 2nd units on the 3rd, and
the 3rd and the 4th on the 5th, and so on. If a unit does not have any target
unit, then it is the root unit of the sentene, and this is indiated by \-1D".
Eah line between a unit ID and the next orresponds to one morpheme
in the unit (in the order in whih they our in the string) and the tags
relevant to this unit. This format is similar to the format of KNP output.
Case Relation Annotation Sheme
As mentioned before, a subset of 5447 sentenes in KTC4 arries additional
ase, ellipsis and oreferene mark-up. An example of KTC4 annotation of
ase relations for sentene (5.26) is given in (5.27):
(5.26) Nipponto Kankokuwa, kotoshide kokkouseijoukakara sanjuunenwo
mukaeta.
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[Nippon-to℄
f1
Japan-and
[Konkoku-wa,℄
f2
Korea-TOP
[kotoshi-de℄
f3
this.year-PADJ
[kokkou-seijou-ka-kara℄
f4
diplomati.relations-normal-su-PADJ
[sanjuu-nen-wo℄
f5
thirty-years-OBJ
[mukae-ta℄
f6
meet-del.ta
\Japan and Korea meet thirty years this year sine the normalisation
of diplomati relations." or
\Japan and Korea mark this year their 30th anniversary of
normalisation of diplomati relations."
(5.27)
The tags are annotated on relevant syntati units or morphemes, and
they have the following format:
(5.28) <rel type=\a" target=\b" sid=\" tag=\d">
The syntati unit annotated with (5.28) has a target word \b", the \d"th
unit (in the sentene) whose ID is \", and the relation type is \a". Rela-
tion types are the names of ase partiles. In example (5.27), the root unit
\mukaeta" is annotated with ve ase relation tags (the 6th tag speies that
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the units whih have the relation type \ga" are in a oordination relation).
The rst of these ve tags is (5.29):
(5.29) <rel type=\ga" target=\kankoku" sid=\950105042-001" tag=\1">
This tag speies that the unit whih arries this annotation (in this exam-
ple, \mukaeta") has a target \kankoku", the 1st unit in the sentene whose
ID is \950105042-001", and the relation type is \ga", the ase partile for
the grammatial funtion SUBJ, meaning that \kankoku" is the subjet of
\mukaeta".
Notie that the unit \kankoku" does not have the ase partile \ga", but
\wa". This means that the relation type does not speify the ase partile
whih the unit atually has; rather, the relation type speies the grammat-
ial funtion of the unit (though it does not use the term \SUBJ" or \OBJ",
but the name of ase partiles).
The sentene ID enables us to speify the inter- and intra-sentential ref-
erene. If the sentene ID speied by a given relation tag is not the same
as the sentene ID of itself, then the target is not in the sentene.
The identity of an extra-sentential target an be indenite, suh as people
in general, or the speaker/writer.
Nominal units are also annotated with ase relations. The third unit
\kokkouseijouka (normalisation of diplomati relations)" is annotated with
three relation tags, and the last one is annotated with the morpheme \sei-
jouka". The rst two of these three tags speify that \nippon" and \kankoku"
both have the relation whih an be speied by the ase partile \no (of )".
The last of the three speies that the morpheme \seijou", whih is an ad-
jetive, an take \kokkou" as its subjet.
The Advantage of Common Format of KTC4/KNP
The format of KTC4 annotations strongly resembles that of KNP outputs.
This similarity is due to the fat that both have been developed in tandem.
The main dierenes between the two annotation shemes are that syntati
units are annotated with their unit IDs in KTC4, but not in KNP. In addi-
tion, KNP ontains unit features and morpheme features whih are used for
morphologial analyses, unit boundary analyses, and dependeny analyses
by JUMAN and KNP. KTC4, on the other hand, ontains only the features
produed as a result of these analyses.
The resemblane between KTC4 annotations and the outputs of KNP
enables us to develop an NLP appliation whih an be appliable to both
of them. For example, an appliation based on KTC4 input an be used also
for the output of KNP. The LFG funtional equation annotation on KTC4
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is an attempt to utilise KTC4-style information for aquiring LFG resoures
from raw text parsed by KNP, whih will be presented in the next hapter.
5.4 Summary
This hapter has introdued KNP and the Kyoto Corpus version 4 (KTC4).
KNP is a dependeny parser for Japanese, and its auray was improved
while being used for the development of the Kyoto Corpus, a parsed orpus
of Japanese. KNP takes the output of JUMAN, a Japanese morphologial
analyser, as its input. The output of JUMAN is a sequene of morphemes for
an input sentene, and KNP establishes the unit boundaries in the sequene,
and the dependeny relations among these units. Both JUMAN and KNP
are rule-based. KTC4 has been developed while improving the auray
of KNP rules. In addition, KTC4 representations and KNP output share
similar formats, hene it will be easy to develop an NLP appliation for both
of them.
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Chapter 6
A Method for the Automati
Annotation of F-Struture
Funtional Equations to KTC4
Representations and KNP
Output
6.1 Introdution
This hapter introdues the LFG annotation method for KTC4 representa-
tions and KNP output. I use KTC4 as the orpus from whih wide-overage
LFG resoures are aquired. The method I introdue implements the idea
that the part-of-speeh tags on eah morpheme and the unlabelled depen-
deny tags on eah syntati unit in KTC4 provide us with enough informa-
tion for onstruting what [Cahill et al., 2003, Cahill et al., 2004, Cahill, 2004℄
all \proto" f-strutures for the texts in the orpus, without employing
PCFG-style syntati trees.
The f-struture funtional annotation method assumes the ideas whih
I have introdued in Chapter 4: eah of the syntati units in a sentene
orresponds to a sub-f-struture; they ombine to form the f-struture for
the sentene; the ore aspets of the f-struture (exept for grammatial
features and ontrol relations) are represented in terms of a DAG.
KTC4/KNP represent unlabelled dependeny relations among syntati
units whih are annotated with part-of-speeh tags on eah morpheme, and
the information represented in KTC4 annotations enables us to aquire LFG
funtional equations automatially for a large number of Japanese sentenes.
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Furthermore, applying the automati annotation method to KNP output, we
an produe f-struture representations for raw text, whih an be utilised
for other appliations. Essentially, the annotation method is to label eah
of the unlabelled dependeny relations among syntati units, and apture
the labels and the loal morphologial information in terms of LFG fun-
tional equations. By resolving these equations, we produed the f-struture
representation for the input sentene.
However, this method enounters problems when the representation in
KTC4/KNP is used as is; some additional operations for improving and en-
haning them are required in order to aquire better LFG representations
for the input. The major problems are oordination, one-to-many orrespon-
denes between one unit and more than one f-struture, and zero-pronoun
identiation. Some of them require speial treatments sine the information
whih is enoded expliitly by tags in KTC4/KNP is not enough to derive
the aquisition of fully appropriate LFG f-strutures.
This hapter has the following struture: Setion 6.2 gives an overview
of the automati annotation method, its omponent parts and the ow of
information. Setion 6.3 explains how appropriate funtional equations are
assigned to syntati units. In Setion 6.4, the treatment of oordination
is explained. Setion 6.5 desribes how problemati morphologial environ-
ments whih fail to be assigned with a orret grammatial funtion are
treated. In Setion 6.6, the proess of assigning zero-pronoun equations is
introdued. The evaluation of the f-struture representation aquired by the
method developed in this hapter is the topi of Chapter 7.
6.2 Overview of the Method
The automati f-struture annotation method is summarised as follows:
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Figure 6.1: The automati f-struture annotation method for Japanese
6.3 Automati Funtional Annotation on Syn-
tati Units
In priniple, there are three types of funtional equations to be annotated for
one syntati unit; its PRED value, its grammatial features, and its gram-
matial or disourse funtion. In this study, I make no distintion between
grammatial funtions and disourse funtions.
1
The poliy of automati annotation implemented in this study is to add
everything whih is obvious from the tag information in the original orpus
1
This is beause the funtion assignment of TOPIC and FOCUS in Japanese is in
priniple the same as the funtion assignment for other grammatial funtions (f. Setion
4.1).
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(or parser output), so as to be able to fully reonstrut the original orpus
information from the funtional equations we aquire automatially. This
issue is relevant to e.g. natural language generation from f-struture rep-
resentation. Therefore, all grammatial features in this study are based on
what is expliitly speied morphologially.
Some grammatial-feature speiations, suh as tense disambiguation
(f. Setion 4.3.1), disambiguation of \-teiru aspet" by adverbial modi-
ation (f. Setion 4.3.2) and idiomati modal expressions (f. Setion
4.3.3), are not addressed in this study; they need speial treatments whih
over the semantis of adverbial modiation and other morpho-syntati
onstrutions, and a variety of idiomati expressions should also be handled
properly, whih are objetives of further study. F-struture representations
for KTC4/KNP will be of help for this diretion of researh.
6.3.1 Annotation of PRED Values
A syntati unit onsists of at least one ontent word or morpheme (f.
Setion 3.3), and the lemma orresponding to this word is (or these words
are) the value of the PRED attribute of the f-struture orresponding to this
unit. Partiles and puntuation marks are not ontent words, while words of
all the other parts of speeh are ontent words. For example, a syntati unit
\watashi-ga (I-SUBJ)" has \watashi" as its ontent word, hene \watashi"
is the value of the PRED attribute of the f-struture whih orresponds to
this unit, and the ase partile just ontributes to the value of grammatial
feature \CASE".
There are some instanes in whih one syntati unit has more than one
ontent word, for example, ompound nouns and verbs with a series of suÆxes
or auxiliaries. In this study, the sequene of the lemmas of these ontent
words as a whole is onsidered to be the value of the PRED attribute. A
more detailed automati analysis will be required in terms of the intra-unit
dependeny relationship among the ompounded nouns or among the main
verb and verbal suÆxes, but this is one of the objetives of future researh.
As for valene-hanging verbal suÆxes, the value of the PRED attribute
ontains the main verb followed by the suÆx. For example, a verbal unit
\yomaseru (make someone read)" has one main verb \yom-u" and a ausative
suÆx \-ase-ru". For the f-struture Fx whih orresponds to this verbal unit,
the funtional equation for the PRED value is \Fx:PRED===`yomaseru<SUBJ,
OBL, OBJ>"'.
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6.3.2 Annotation of Grammatial Features
As we have seen in Setion 4.3, grammatial features suh as TENSE, AS-
PECT, MOOD and VOICE are speied morphologially. Part of speeh
tags on eah of these morphemes in KTC4 provide us with information to
annotate eah of the syntati units with LFG funtional equations for these
grammatial features.
Along with the grammatial features, the morphologial environment of
a given syntati unit is also taken as the value of a ertain attribute in
this study. For example, the inetion forms of adjetives, verbs, verbal
suÆxes, auxiliaries and opulas are inluded into the attribute-value pairs
of f-struture representations. Currently, the sequene of parts of speeh
are also inluded. These features will be useful for automati generation of
sentenes from f-struture representations.
6.3.3 Annotation of Grammatial Funtion
The grammatial funtion of a given syntati unit is determined aording
to the morphologial information whih is provided as KTC4/KNP tags. In
order to make the grammatial funtion assignment proess easy to maintain,
I divide syntati units into the following ategories:
 Partiled inetive units: units whih have at least one partile, and
whih have an ineting element (verb, adjetive, verbal suÆx or op-
ula) as their head.
 Partiled non-inetive units: units whih have at least one partile,
and whih do not have an ineting element as their head.
 Non-partiled, inetive units: units whih have no partile, and whih
have an ineting element as their head.
 Non-partiled, non-inetive units: units whih have no partile, and
whih do not have an ineting element as their head.
Every syntati unit belongs to one of these ategories. The units in one
ategory are further divided into subategories aording to the type of the
partile they have, or aording to the inetion form of the head ineting
element. To eah of the subategories, a partiular grammatial funtion
is assigned. The proess is summarised as follows. The proess proeeds
automatially and is implemented with muh use of regular expressions:
For eah syntati unit,
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Step 1. Chek the root.
If the urrent syntati unit is the root of the sentene, go to Step 9.
Else, go to Step 2.
Step 2. Chek the presene of partiles.
If the urrent syntati unit has a partile, go to Step 3.
Else, go to Step 4.
Step 3. (for partiled units) Chek the presene of ineting elements.
If this syntati unit has at least one ineting element, go to Step 5.
Else, go to Step 6.
Step 4. (for non-partiled units) Chek the presene of ineting elements.
If this syntati unit has at least one ineting element, go to Step 7.
Else, go to Step 8.
Step 5. (for partiled, inetive units) Chek the partile.
If this unit has the ase partile \-to", then the grammatial funtion
of this unit is COMP.
Else, if this unit has a formal noun and either of the ase partiles
\-ga", \-wo", \-ni", then this unit has the grammatial funtion
SUBJ, OBJ, or OBL, respetively.
Else, if this unit has a formal noun and a ase partile other than
\-ga", \-wo" and \-ni", then this unit is has the grammatial
funtion PADJ. (Complement lause in this unit will be treated
later).
Else, if this unit has a partile other than ase partile, then this unit
has the grammatial funtion SADJ.
Go to Step 9.
Step 6. (for partiled, non-inetive units) Chek the partile.
If the dependeny type of this unit is oordination, then the gram-
matial funtion is COORD.
Else, if the dependeny type of this unit is apposition, then the gram-
matial funtion is APP.
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Else, if the partile is \-ga", then the grammatial funtion is SUBJ.
Else, if the partile is \-wo", then the grammatial funtion is OBJ.
Else, if the partile is \-ni", then the grammatial funtion is OBL.
Else, if the partile is a ase partile other than \-ga", \-wo" and
\-ni", then the grammatial funtion is PADJ.
Else, if the partile is \-wa", then the grammatial funtion is TOPIC.
Else, if the partile is an adverbial partile other than \-wa", then the
grammatial funtion is FOCUS.
Else, the grammatial funtion is PADJ.
Go to Step 9.
Step 7. (Non-Partiled, Inetive)
If the inetion form of the last morpheme of this syntati unit is
the delarative base form, or the delarative ta form, then the
grammatial funtion is REL.
Else, the grammatial funtion is SADJ.
Go to Step 9.
Step 8. (Non-Partiled, Non-Inetive)
If the dependeny type of this unit is oordination, then the gram-
matial funtion is COORD.
Else, if the dependeny type of this unit is apposition, then the gram-
matial funtion is APP.
Else, if the part of speeh of the head of this unit is determiner, then
the grammatial funtion is DET.
Else, the grammatial funtion is ADJ.
Go to Step 9.
Step 9. (Root or not)
If the urrent unit is the root of the sentene, then stop.
Else, move to the next unit and go to Step 1.
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6.3.4 A Worked Example
Let us see how the funtional annotation proess proeeds for a given sen-
tene. Example (6.1) is a sentene from KTC4, and (6.2) is its representation
in KTC4 annotated with POS tags but without ase relations (both of whih
have been shown in the previous hapter as (5.24) and (5.25)):
(6.1) Somariano shutomogadisiode enjokatsudowo tsudukeru
kokurenkikanya hiseifusoshikiwa juusannihi subeteno katsudowo
huushishita.
[Somaria-no℄
f0
Somalia-PADJ
[shuto-mogadishio-de℄
f1
apital-Mogadish-PADJ
[enjo-katsudo-wo℄
f2
aid-ativity-OBJ
[tsuzuke-ru℄
f3
ontinue-del.base
[kokuren-kikan-ya℄
f4
UN-organization-and
[hi-seifu-soshiki-wa℄
f5
non-government-organization-TOP
[juusan-nihi℄
f6
thirteen-day
[subete-no℄
f7
all-PADJ
[katsudo-wo℄
f8
ativity-OBJ
[huushi-shita℄
f9
stop-do.del.ta
\The UN organisations and NGOs working for aid in Mogadishu, the
apital of Somalia, stopped all their ativities on 13th (of January,
1995)".
(6.2)
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Eah bunsetsu unit orresponds to a fragment f-struture in the f-struture
for the whole sentene.
The f-struture funtional equations are divided into three types: equa-
tions for the value of PRED attribute (semanti form), grammatial fun-
tions, and grammatial features.
Let us see how eah of the ten units in (6.1) is annotated with funtional
equations.
0
th
unit:
Line \* 0 1D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 0th unit of this sentene
and this unit diretly depends on the 1st unit.
PRED: The ontent word in this unit is the noun \Somalia", hene we gen-
erate a funtional equation for the PRED value of this unit as follows:
(6.3)
F0:PRED===`Somalia'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has a partile and no ineting element,
and the partile is not a partile inluding a SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, TOPIC
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or FOCUS funtion. Therefore the grammatial funtion of this unit is
PADJ. We generate the funtional equation for the grammatial fun-
tion of this unit as follows:
(6.4)
F0 elm F1:PADJ
The operator \x elm y" states that x is an element of a set y.
Grammatial features: The seond line in this unit in (6.2) speies that
this unit has a noun \Somalia", whih is a plae name. The third line
in this unit speies that this unit has a onjuntive partile \-no'. We
generate the funtional equations for the grammatial features of this
unit as follows
2
:
(6.5)
F0:SUBPOS===`plaejprtnj',
F0:PRTCNJ===`-no'
1
st
unit:
The line \* 1 3D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 1st unit of the sentene
and that this unit diretly depends on the 3rd unit.
PRED: This unit has two ontent words \shuto (apital ity)" and \Mo-
gadish", and they onstitute a ompound noun. They are therefore
taken to be a single value of the PRED attribute for the f-struture
orresponding to this unit. The funtional equation for PRED is
(6.6)
F1:PRED===`shutojMogadish; the apital Mogadish'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has a partile and no ineting element,
and the partile is not for SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, TOPIC or FOCUS. There-
fore the grammatial funtion of this unit is PADJ. We generate the
funtional equation for the grammatial funtion of this unit as follows:
(6.7)
F1 elm F3:PADJ
Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh tags speify that \Shuto" is a
normal noun,\Mogadish" is a plae name, and the partile \-de" is a
2
The vertial line between `plae' and `prtnj' means that they are onatenated.
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ase partile. We generate the funtional equations for the grammatial
features of this unit as follows:
(6.8)
F1:SUBPOS===`normjplaejprts',
F1:PRTCS===`-de'
2
nd
unit:
Line \* 2 3D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 2nd unit of the sentene
and that this unit diretly depends on the 3rd unit.
PRED: This unit has two ontent words \enjo (help)" and \katsudo (a-
tivity)", and together they onstitute a ompound noun. They are
taken to be a single value of the PRED attribute for the f-struture
orresponding to this unit. The funtional equation for PRED is as
follows:
(6.9)
F2:PRED===`enjojkatsudo; aid ativity'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has a partile and no ineting element,
and the partile is \-wo", whih is for OBJ. We generate the funtional
equation for the grammatial funtion of this unit as follows:
(6.10)
F3:OBJ===F2
Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh tags speify that \enjo" and
\katsudo" are sahen nouns, and that \-wo" is a ase partile. We
generate the funtional equations for the grammatial features of this
unit as follows:
(6.11)
F2:SUBPOS===`sahenjsahenjprts',
F2:PRTCS===`-wo'
3
rd
unit:
Line \* 3 5D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 3rd unit of the sentene
and that it diretly depends on the 5th unit.
PRED: The ontent word in this unit is \tsudzukeru (ontinue)". This verb
is a transitive verb. The funtional equation for PRED is as follows:
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(6.12)
F3:PRED===`tsuzukeru<subj, obj>; ontinue'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has an ineting element with no par-
tile, and the inetion form is the delarative base form, and the unit
is analysed as a relative lause modier of the 5th unit:
(6.13)
F3 elm F5:REL
Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh of \tsudukeru" is \Type-II verb"
and its inetion form is the base form. There is no other morpheme,
so it is not neessary to speify a sequene of morphemes. The tense is
present, and the mood is delarative. The funtional equations for this
unit are as follows:
(6.14)
F3:INFL===`base'
F3:TENSE===`present'
F3:MOOD===`delarative'
4
th
unit:
Line \* 4 5P" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 4th unit of the sentene
and it depends on the 5th unit as a oordinate.
PRED: This unit has two ontent words \kokuren (abbreviation for the
United Nations)" and \kikan (organisation)", and they onstitute a
ompound noun. They are taken to be a single value of the PRED
attribute for the f-struture orresponding to this unit. The funtional
equation for PRED is as follows:
(6.15)
F4:PRED===`kokurenjkikan; UN organisations'
Grammatial funtion: The dependeny type of this unit is oordination,
and the grammatial funtion is COORD.
(6.16)
F4 elm F5:COORD
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Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh tags speify that \kokuren"
and \kikan" are normal nouns, and that \-ya" is a onjuntive partile.
We generate the funtional equations for the grammatial features of
this unit as follows:
(6.17)
F4:SUBPOS===`normjnormjprtnj',
F4:PRTCNJ===`-ya'
5
th
unit:
Line \* 5 9D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 5th unit of this sentene
and that it diretly depends on the 9th unit of this sentene.
PRED: This unit has three ontent words \hi (non-)", \seifu (government)"
and \soshiki (organization)", and they onstitute a ompound noun.
They are taken to be a single value of the PRED attribute for the f-
struture orresponding to this unit. The funtional equation for PRED
is as follows:
(6.18)
F5:PRED===`hijseifujsoshiki; non-government organisations'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has a partile and no ineting element,
and the partile is \-wa". The grammatial funtion of this unit is
TOPIC:
(6.19)
F5 elm F9:TOPIC
Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh tags speify that \hi-" is an
adjetival prex, \seifu" is a normal noun, \soshiki" is a sahen noun,
and \-wa" is an adverbial partile. The prex is \hi-", and the adverbial
partile is \-wa".
(6.20)
F5:SUBPOS===`adjetivalprexjnormaljsahenjprtadv'
F5:PRF===`hi'
F5:PRTADV===`-wa'
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6th
unit:
Line \* 6 9D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 6th unit of this sentene
and that it diretly depends on the 9th unit of this sentene.
PRED: This unit has two ontent words `juusan (thirteen)' and `nihi (day)',
and they onstitute a ompound noun \the 13th day of a month". The
month is not speied expliitly, sine it is onsidered to be known by
the reader. The funtional equation for PRED is as follows:
(6.21)
F6:PRED===`juusannihi; the 13th day'
Grammatial funtion This unit has no partile and no ineting part-
of-speeh, hene its grammatial funtion is ADJ.
(6.22)
F6 elm F9:ADJ
Grammatial features The part-of-speeh tags speify that `juusan' is a
numeral noun and `nihi' is a nominal-ardinal suÆx, whih is a type
of unit lassier for dates (f. Setion 3.6.1). This unit has a omma:
(6.23)
F6:SUBPOS===`numeraljnominal-ardinaljomma'
F6:NUMERAL===`juusan; thirteen'
F6:SUF===`nihi;date'
F6:COMMA===`,'
7
th
unit:
Line \* 7 8D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 7th unit of this sentene
and that it diretly depends on the 8th unit of this sentene.
PRED: The ontent word in this unit is `subete (all)':
(6.24)
F7:PRED===`subete; all'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has no ineting part-of-speeh and one
partile, and this partile is not for SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, TOPIC or FO-
CUS. The grammatial funtion of this unit is PADJ:
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(6.25)
F7 elm F9:PADJ
Grammatial features: `Subete' is an adverb and `-no' is a onjuntive
partile. Adverbs are not divided into sub parts of speeh, hene \*":
(6.26)
F7:SUBPOS===`*jprtnj'
F7:PRTCNJ=`-no'
8
th
unit:
Line \* 8 9D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 8th unit of this sentene
and that it diretly depends on the 9th unit of this sentene.
PRED: The ontent word is `katsudou (ativity)':
(6.27)
F8:PRED===`katsudou; ativity'
Grammatial funtion: This unit has the ase partile `-wo' and does
not have inetional part-of-speeh, hene the grammatial funtion
is OBJ:
(6.28)
F9:OBJ===F8
Grammatial features: The part-of-speeh of `katsudou(ativity)' is `sa-
hen noun' and `-wo' is a ase partile:
(6.29)
F8:SUBPOS===`sahenjprts'
F8:PRTCS===`-wo'
9
th
unit:
Line \* 9 -1D" in (6.2) speies that this unit is the 9th unit of this sentene
and that it depends on no other unit, hene it is the root unit of this sentene.
PRED: The ontent word is `teishi' and `shita'. The lemma form of `shita'
is `suru'.
(6.30)
F9:PRED===`teishisuru<subj, obj>; stop'
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Grammatial funtion: This unit is the root unit of this sentene. Hene
it does not have grammatial funtion.
Grammatial features: The part of speeh of `teishi' is `sahen noun'. `Suru'
is a verb, and verbs are not divided into sub parts of speeh. This unit
has a period. The inetion form of `suru' in this unit is the delarative
-ta form:
(6.31)
F9:SUBPOS===`sahenj*jperiod'
F9:INFL===`del.ta'
F9:PERIOD===`.'
F9:TENSE===`past'
F9:MOOD===`delarative'
We have now produed the omplete set of funtional equations to om-
pute the labelled dependeny among syntati units. The funtional equa-
tions represent the dependeny among the syntati units as a DAG:
Figure 6.2: DAG representation for the example sentene (6.1)
The orresponding f-struture (Figure 6.3) adds the PRED grammatial
feature speiations to the main dependeny representation:
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Figure 6.3: F-struture for the example sentene (6.1)
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Notie that this f-struture is not omplete; the grammatial funtion
SUBJ is subategorised for by the verbal prediate `teishisuru' in the relative
lause REL funtion, but it is absent in this f-struture; hene this f-struture
is inomplete. For this f-struture to be omplete, the SUBJ zero pronoun
for the prediate `teishisuru' must be added into this f-struture. This issue
is the topi of Setion 6.6.
6.4 Coordination
Setion 4.2.12 points out that the dependeny representation in KTC4 and
the dependeny parse output by KNP do not treat oordination properly;
that is, in KTC4/KNP representations, one oordinate phrase depends on
another oordinate phrase (see f4 and f5 in Figures 6.2 and 6.3). This
leads to an inorret struture in whih one oordinate is embedded into
another oordinate. In order to avoid generating this type of struture for
oordination, we need to reate a dummy unit whih has the oordinates as
its elements for the set-valued COORD-feature.
6.4.1 Coordination Fixing
The following desription summarises the proess of reating dummy units
for oordination in terms of LFG funtional equations:
For eah sentene,
Step 1. Searh oordinates in the equations for a sentene.
If there are oordinates, then go to Step 2.
If there is not, then go to Step 10.
Step 2. Initialise the dummy unit number d. Go to Step 3.
Step 3. Put the equations into an array; eah ell ontains one equation.
Go to Step 4.
Step 4. Searh an equation \Fx elm Fy:COORD" (y is not equal to d) in
the array.
If there is, go to Step 5.
Else, go to Step 9.
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Step 5. Searh an equation \Fz:GF===Fy" or \Fy elm Fz:GF". (Searh
the last oordinate whih has a GF funtion)
If there is one, go to Step 6.
Else, go to Step 7.
Step 6. Rewrite and add funtional equations.
Rewrite the equation \Fz:GF===Fy" into \Fz:GF===Fd", or \Fy
elm Fz:GF" into \Fd elm Fz:GF".
Add a new equation \Fy elm Fd:NCOORD" into the array.
Rewrite the equation \Fx elm Fy:COORD" into \Fx elm Fd:COORD".
Inrement d with one.
Go to Step 4, after the ell in whih the equation \Fx elm Fy:COORD
(now Fx elm Fd:NCOORD)" is stored.
Step 7. Searh an equation \Fy elm Fz:COORD". (Searh a oordinate
depended on by another oordinate)
When there is one, go to Step 8.
Else, go to Step 4, starting from the ell after the ell in whih the
equation \Fx elm Fy:COORD" is stored.
Step 8. Rewrite \Fy elm Fz:COORD" into \Fy elm Fd:COORD", and go
to Step 4, after the ell in whih the equation \Fx elm Fy:COORD" is
stored.
Step 9. Rewrite \NCOORD" into \COORD". Go to Step 10.
Step 10. Stop.
The dummy unit number must be initially set more than the number of
the units in the input sentene. In this ase, it is set 10. The interim funtion
name \NCOORD" is required to prevent an innite loop.
Sentene (6.1) ontains funtional equations \F4 elm F5:COORD" and
\F5 elm F9:TOPIC". The proess nds \F4 elm F5:COORD" at Step 4, and
\F5 elm F9:TOPIC" at Step 5. These funtional equations are rewritten,
and a new funtional equation is added at Step 6 as follows:
1 \F4 elm F5:COORD" ! \F4 elm F10:COORD": the rst oordinate de-
pends on the dummy unit.
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2 \F5 elm F9:TOPIC" ! \F10 elm F9:TOPIC": the dummy unit is the
TOPIC of F9.
3 \F5 elm F10:NCOORD"(a new equation): the seond oordinate depends
on the dummy unit.
The proess goes bak to Step 4, but this time there is no more \Fx
elm Fy:COORD", therefore the proess goes to Step 9 and \NCOORD" is
written into \COORD", then stops.
The DAG representation for example sentene (6.1) after oordination
xing is given in Figure 6.4. Compared with the DAG before oordination
xing (Figure 6.2), this DAG has a dummy vertex f10 whih has two oor-
dinate unit dependents.
Figure 6.4: DAG representation for sentene (6.1) after oordination xing
The f-struture for Figure 6.4 is Figure 6.5; the relative lause modies
only one of the two oordinates:
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Figure 6.5: F-struture for the example sentene (6.1) after xing oordina-
tion
6.4.2 Adjunt Modiation of Coordinates
If one oordinate is modied by an adjunt, there are two possibilities in
terms of what this phrase modies. One possibility is that it modies both
of the oordinate phrases, and the other is that it modies the oordinate
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on whih it diretly depends. For example, line \* 3 5D" in the KTC4
representation in (6.2) for sentene (6.1) speies that the 3
rd
unit depends
on the 5
th
unit. Semantially, however, the relative lause modies both of
the oordinates, hene the 3
rd
unit must depend on the 10
th
and modify both
of the oordinate units, as in Figure 6.6:
Figure 6.6: DAG representation for sentene (6.1) after xing oordination
and adjunt modiation
Therefore, if a oordinate is depended on by adjunts, their dependen-
ies must be xed so that they depend on the dummy syntati unit for
oordinates, as shown in e.g. Figure 6.6.
The f-struture for sentene (6.1) after oordination xing is given in
Figure 6.7:
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Figure 6.7: F-struture for the example sentene (6.1) after xing oordina-
tion and adjunt modiation
It is diÆult to automatially determine whether one adjunt modies
both (or all) of the oordinate phrases, or it modies the oordinate on
whih it diretly depends. In the oordination-xing module of this study,
I assume that an adjunt depends on the dummy unit, as shown in Figure
6.7. This assumption leads to an inlusive analysis when one adjunt only
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modies the oordinate on whih it diretly depends. For example, onsider
sentene (6.32):
(6.32) Akai honto jishoga teeburuno ueni aru.
Aka-i
f0
red-del.base
hon-to
f1
book-COORD
jisho-ga
f2
ditionary-SUBJ
teeburu-no
f3
table-of
ue-ni
f4
above-OBL
ar-u
f5
be-del.base
\A red book and ditionary are on the table." or \A red book and a
ditionary are on the table"
Sentene (6.32) has two dierent meanings; one is that there are a book
and a ditionary on the table and both of them are red, and the other is
that there are a red book and a ditionary on the table. The seond meaning
sounds more natural than the rst beause the adjetive \akai" diretly de-
pends on \hon", but we annot exlude the possibility that the rst meaning
better desribes the situation. Sine this problem of ambiguous modiation
for oordinates an be solved by taking into onsideration the ontext in
whih a given sentene is used, I leave it to future study.
6.5 \Cath-All" and \Clean-Up"
There are a variety of instanes in whih the annotation proess desribed
above fails to properly apture the morphologial harateristis of a given
unit, and annotates an inorret grammatial funtion. In partiular, there
are instanes in KTC4/KNP output in whih one unit has more than one
head. Suh units fail to be assigned proper grammatial funtions by an
automati method whih assumes that one unit has only one head. Therefore,
these instanes must be deteted and treated properly. This setion desribes
some of these instanes and how they are treated.
6.5.1 COMP-Taking Formal Nouns
\No" as a formal noun takes a COMP (f. Setion 3.6.1):
(6.33) Kenga Naomiga rikonshitanowo shiranakatta.
Ken-ga
f0
Ken-SUBJ
[Naomi-ga
f1
[Naomi-SUBJ
rikonshi-ta℄-no-wo
f2
divore-del.ta℄-that-OBJ
shir-ana-katta
f3
know-NEG-del.ta
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\Ken didn't know that Naomi had divored."
The inorret DAG representation for (6.33) is shown below:
Figure 6.8: DAG for (6.33)
Figure 6.9 is the f-struture representation for (6.33) from the automati
annotation method (on KTC4/KNP representations):
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Figure 6.9: F-struture for (6.33)
The f-struture above does not represent the grammatial funtion COMP
of the formal noun `no'. This results from an inorret funtional equation
\(f3 PRED === `rikonshita<SUBJ>-no')". Sine syntati unit f3 has two
ontent words (the verb `rikonshita' and the formal noun `no'), the automati
annotation method onatenates the PRED value of the verb and that of the
formal noun, hene it outputs an inorret funtional equation.
This inorret annotation must be xed automatially, as soon as it is
deteted in the KTC4 representation or KNP parsed output. There are
three things to be done: the PRED form for the verb must be xed, the
funtional equations for the PRED value of `no' must be added, and a new
unit for the formal noun is added to the original representation, so that the
verb depends on this new unit with the grammatial funtion COMP. The
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DAG representation after automati xing is shown in Figure 6.10; the unit
f4 is the new unit whih is added for the formal noun:
Figure 6.10: DAG for (6.33) after automati xing
Figure 6.11 below is the f-struture for the sentene after automati xing:
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Figure 6.11: F-struture for (6.33) after xing the equation
6.5.2 Formal Nouns and Adverbs Taking an Apposi-
tional COMP
A verbal unit ending with an ineting morpheme in its base form or the ta
form and depending on a noun reeives the grammatial funtion REL (f.
Setion 6.3.3). The problem is that this fails to distinguish a relative lause
from an appositional lause. As pointed out in Setion 4.2.10, the distintion
between REL and appositional COMP depends on zero-pronoun resolution
for a missing argument of the verbal head of the lause dependent on a noun.
Fortunately, there are some nouns and adverbs whih often take an appo-
sitional omplement and do not funtion as the argument of the verb in the
omplement lause. One suh instane is the formal noun `koto' (meaning `a
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thing') and a set of other formal nouns whih onstitute adverbial units (f.
Setion 3.6.1). If it is found that a lause is dependent on suh a noun or
adverb, and the grammatial funtion REL is given to this lause, then this
assignment is rewritten into COMP. In order to make a distintion between
COMPs of this kind and COMPs with the ase partile \-to", the former are
alled APCOMP (APpositional COMPlement) in this study.
6.6 Zero-Pronoun Identiation
6.6.1 LFG Representation of Zero Pronouns
Japanese is a language with a high prevalene of zero pronouns, unrealised
arguments whih an be inferred from ontext. Zero-pronoun identia-
tion is required for an f-struture to satisfy the well-formedness onditions,
viz., Completeness and Coherene. Consider the following sentene (6.34) in
whih the OBJ of the verb is a zero pronoun whih is oindexed with the
TOPIC:
(6.34) Kono madowa watashiga ake-ta.
[kono℄
f1
this
[mado-wa℄
f2
window-TOP
[watashi-ga℄
f3
I-SUBJ
[pro℄
f4
pro
[ake-ta℄
f5
open-del.ta
\As for this window, I opened it."
An f-struture satises the Completeness ondition i it ontains values
for all grammatial funtions that are subategorised for by its prediates (f.
Setion 2.3.3). If we ignore zero pronouns, then the f-struture in Figure 6.12
for (6.34) will violate the Completeness ondition. The verb \ake-<SUBJ,
OBJ>" in (6.34) subategorises for an OBJ, but the f-struture does not
ontain an OBJ attribute, hene this f-struture is not well-formed:
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Figure 6.12: An inomplete f-struture for (6.34)
The omplete f-struture for (6.34) is shown in Figure 6.13:
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Figure 6.13: The omplete f-struture for (6.34)
F-struture in Figure 6.13 represents an unrealised OBJ with PRED `pro',
whose referential index is oindexed with the referential index of the TOPIC
funtion. The zero pronoun in 6.13 is oindexed with something whih ap-
pears somewhere in the loal ontext, but this is not the ase in sentene
(6.35), in whih the OBJ zero pronoun refers to something beyond the sen-
tene boundary:
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(6.35) Watashiga ake-ta.
[watashi-ga℄
f1
I-SUBJ
[pro℄
f2
pro
[ake-ta℄
f3
open-del.ta
\I opened it."
The f-struture for (6.35) does not inlude anything oindexed with the
OBJ zero pronoun:
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Figure 6.14: The omplete f-struture for (6.35)
Next, onsider the following sentene (6.36) in whih the verb \ak-" is an
intransitive verb:
(6.36) Kono madoga kazede aita.
kono
this
mado-ga
window-SUBJ
kaze-de
wind-by
ak-ta
open-del.ta
\This window opened by the wind."
The Coherene ondition requires that an f-struture should be non-
redundant; for example, ore grammatial funtions (SUBJ, OBJ, OBJ2,
OBL2 for English) must be subategorised for by the prediate (i.e., the
prediate requires these funtions) in the f-struture for a lause (f. Setion
2.3.2). The f-struture for (6.36) is shown in Figure 6.15 below:
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Figure 6.15: The oherent f-struture for (6.36)
If we inorretly assume the presene of a zero pronoun (Figure 6.16),
then the resulting f-struture will violate the Coherene ondition:
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Figure 6.16: An inoherent f-struture for (6.36)
Therefore, zero pronouns must be properly identied in order to aquire
a omplete and oherent f-struture for eah sentene in the input text. The
key to do this is to have aess to subategorisation frames of verbs, in
other words, information about whih grammatial funtion a given verb
subategorises for.
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6.6.2 Zero-Pronoun Identiation for Japanese
Zero-pronoun identiation for Japanese will be proessed in the following
steps:
For eah verb in the input sentene,
Step 1. Chek whether its subjet is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Step 2.
If it is not, then this verb's subjet is a zero pronoun. Put a subjet
zero pronoun dependent on this verb into the f-struture, then go to
Step 2.
Step 2. Chek whether this verb should take an objet, using a list of objet-
taking verbs.
If this verb belongs to this list, then got to Step 3.
If it is not, go to Step 4.
Step 3. Chek whether its diret objet is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Step 4.
If it is not, then this verb's objet is a zero pronoun. Put an objet
zero pronoun dependent on this verb in the f-struture. Go to Step 4.
Step 4. Chek whether this verb should take an oblique, using a list of
oblique-taking verbs.
If this verb belongs to this list, then go to Step 5.
If not, go to Step 6.
Step 5. Chek whether its oblique is overtly expressed.
If it is, go to Step 6.
If not, then this verb's oblique is a zero pronoun. Put an oblique zero
pronoun dependent on this verb in the f-struture, then go to Step 6.
Step 6. Stop.
In the proess desribed above, we need to have a list of objet-taking
verbs and a list of oblique-taking verbs. There are two approahes to on-
strut these lists automatially for zero-pronoun identiation: a morphology-
based approah and a probabilisti approah.
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6.6.3 AMorphology-Based Approah to Zero-Pronoun
Identiation
As desribed in Setion 3.5.2, some verbs onstitute Transitive-Intransitive
pairs. The ategories of transitive-intransitive pairs are shown again in Table
6.1 from [Yoshikawa, 1989℄ and an be identied based on word endings:
Table 6.1: Transitive-Intransitive Pairs
Intransitive ending Transitive ending Examples
1 -ARU -U husagar-u husag-u
2 -ARU -ERU agar-u age-ru
3 -U -ERU ak-u ake-ru
4 -ERU -U tore-ru tor-u
5 -ERU -ASU nure-ru nuras-u
6 -RERU -SU taore-ru taos-u
7 -U -ASU kawak-u kawakas-u
8 -IRU -ASU nobi-ru nobas-u
9 -IRU -OSU ohi-ru otos-u
10 -RU -SU nokor-u nokos-u
11 -RU -SERU nor-u nose-ru
12 -IERU -ESU kie-ru kes-u
Transitive-intransitive pairs are automatially extrated from the ontent-
word ditionary of JUMAN by a Ruby sript. This sript yields the verb
pairs belonging to eah of the twelve ategories. As for the ategory U-
ERU and ategory ERU-U, the automati extration does not distinguish
between them. The verb pairs belonging to these ategories are the same.
Among them, some of ERU-ending verbs are transitive verbs with U-ending
intransitive partners (belonging to the ategory U-ERU), while other ERU-
ending verbs are intransitives with U-ending transitive partners (belonging
to the ategory ERU-U). Therefore, this distintion must be made manually.
The number of verbs belonging to eah ategory is shown in Table 6.2
below:
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Table 6.2: Number of Transitive-Intransitive Pairs
Intransitive ending Transitive ending Number
1 -ARU -U 16
2 -ARU -ERU 99
3 -U -ERU 74
4 -ERU -U 46
5 -ERU -ASU 27
6 -RERU -SU 21
7 -U -ASU 33
8 -IRU -ASU 7
9 -IRU -OSU 4
10 -RU -SU 21
11 -RU -SERU 7
12 -IERU -ESU 1
Sum: 356
Among these pairs, the majority of verbs ending with \SU" paired with no
other verbs are transitive verbs. Manually heking 628 \-SU" ending verbs
in the JUMAN ditionary, I found that 609 are transitive. So far, we have a
list of 965 transitive verbs, whih onsist of the paired verbs (356 types) and
\su" transitive verbs (609 types). We also have a list of 356 intransitive verb
types.
The list of transitive verbs an be used for zero-pronoun identiation. If
a verb appears without an overt objet, then hek whether this verb belongs
to the list of transitive verbs. If it does, then it has a zero-pronominalised
objet in the ontext. If it does not, then this verb is intransitive and does
not have zero-pronominalised objet.
The main problem with the Morphologial approah is its low overage.
The JUMAN ditionary lists a total of 4171 verbs, and the transitive verb list
overs only 30% of them. The rest of them are non-paired verbs not ending
with \su". Their valeny must be determined somehow.
6.6.4 A Probabilisti Approah to Zero-Pronoun Iden-
tiation
The Probabilisti approah is a measure to overome the problem of low
overage in the Morphologial approah. The probabilisti approah looks at
the syntati environment in whih verbs appear. I estimate the probability
that eah of the verbs takes an overt objet (a noun unit with the ase
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partile \-wo") as its argument. This probability is estimated by the number
of ourrenes of a verb with an overt objet V
0
o
divided by the number
of ourrenes of this verb appearing in the training orpus V
0
s
. I all this
probability \transitivity rate" Tr:
Tr =
V
0
o
V
0
s
(6.37)
If the transitivity rate of a verb is near 100%, then this verb has almost
always been used as a transitive verb with its overt objet in the training
orpus, hene it is highly likely that this verb is used as a transitive verb
also in the unseen part of the orpus. If this verb is used without any overt
objet, then it is also highly likely that there is an objet zero pronoun.
If, on the other hand, the transitivity rate of a verb is low, then it is
unlikely to enounter this verb used as a transitive verb with its overt objet
in the unseen part of the orpus. In addition, it is unnatural to suppose that
a verb is a transitive verb if the objet is not overt. In partiular, if the
transitivity rate is zero, we do not have to worry too muh about this verb.
Figure 6.17 below shows the transitivity rates of verbs in KTC4:
Figure 6.17: Transitivity Rates of Verbs in KTC4
As Figure 6.17 shows, use of transitivity rates in determining the va-
leny of verbs an help solve the problem of low overage enountered in
the Morphologial approah; now we know the verbs with zero transitivity
rate (intransitive verbs) and the verbs with 100% transitivity rate (transitive
verbs), and together they over about 65% of all verbs.
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The problem here is to determine the middle ground; in other words,
how high should the transitivity rate be to onlude that a given verb is a
transitive verb or an intransitive verb?
6.7 Summary
This hapter has introdued the LFG annotation method for KTC4 represen-
tations and KNP output. I use KTC4 as the orpus from whih wide-overage
LFG resoures are aquired. The method I introdued implements the idea
that the part-of-speeh tags on eah morpheme and the unlabelled depen-
deny tags on eah syntati unit in KTC4 provide us with enough informa-
tion for onstruting what [Cahill et al., 2003, Cahill et al., 2004, Cahill, 2004℄
all \proto" f-strutures for texts in a orpus, without employing PCFG-style
syntati trees.
The method is to label eah of the unlabelled dependeny relations among
syntati units aording to the ase tags and other information given by
KTC4/KNP, and to represent these labels and the morphologial information
in terms of LFG funtional equations. By resolving these equations, we
produe the f-struture representation for the input sentene.
The problems of this method (oordination, one-to-many orrespondene
between one unit and more than one f-struture, and zero-pronoun identi-
ation) are treated by some some additional operations in order to aquire
improved LFG representations for the input. Some of them require speial
treatments (suh as an externally supplied or omputed subategorisation
list) sine the information whih is enoded expliitly by tags in KTC4/KNP
is not enough to solve the partiular problem. The evaluation of the f-
struture representations aquired by the method is the topi of Chapter
7.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation of the LFG
Annotation for KTC4/KNP
7.1 Introdution
This hapter explains how the automati annotation of LFG funtional equa-
tions for KTC4/KNP is evaluated, presents and disusses the evaluation re-
sults, and outlines future researh. First, the f-strutures aquired by the
automati annotation of KTC4 representations are evaluated against Gold-
Standard f-strutures for 500 sentenes randomly extrated from KTC4.
These Gold-Standard f-strutures are automatially annotated and then man-
ually orreted. Dierent methods for zero-pronoun identiation are om-
pared in terms of preision, reall and f-sores for grammatial funtions.
It is shown that zero-pronoun identiation using both morphologial and
probabilisti methods yields the best result among other methods. Seond,
the same 500 sentenes (but without KTC4 annotations) are parsed with
KNP, then the KNP output is automatially annotated with LFG funtional
equations, and the aquired f-strutures are ompared against the Gold Stan-
dard f-strutures. The results are lower than those of KTC4, due to the noise
introdued by the parser ompared to the KTC4 treebank representations.
7.2 Proedure
The quality of the f-strutures automatially aquired from KTC4 is eval-
uated against gold standard f-strutures for 500 sentenes randomly hosen
from one half of KTC4. To reate the gold standard, f-struture funtional
equations are annotated automatially by the method developed in my re-
searh without zero-pronoun identiation and then the f-strutures are man-
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ually orreted and extended.
The types of orretions and extensions are as follows:
 Zero pronoun annotation
 Corretion of dependeny relations (grammatial funtions)
 Corretion of morphologial analysis (grammatial features)
Zero pronouns in the 500 Gold Standard f-strutures are added manually,
based on the ontext in whih eah of them appears in the original text, verbal
morphology, and A Japanese Lexion ([Ikehara et al., 1999℄), a hand-oded
Japanese ase-frame ditionary.
Table 7.1 shows the numbers of ore arguments in the 500 Gold Stan-
dard f-strutures, and the numbers of zero pronouns for eah ore argument.
Almost all subjets are zero-pronouns, and most obliques are not overtly
realised:
Table 7.1: The numbers of SUBJ, OBJ and OBL arguments and the numbers
of zero pronouns for eah ore grammatial funtion argument in the Gold
Standard f-strutures:
Grammatial funtions Token numbers Token numbers of pro
SUBJ 1720 1667 (approx. 96% of all SUBJ)
OBJ 526 198 (approx. 37% of all OBJ)
OBL 740 456 (approx. 61% of all OBL)
Eah of 500 f-strutures aquired by the method desribed in the previ-
ous hapter (for both the original KTC4 treebank representations and KNP
parser output) are onverted into dependeny triples, and these triples are
ompared with the dependeny triples of the Gold Standard f-strutures, and
preision, reall and f-sore are alulated using the software of [Crouh et al., 2002℄.
7.3 Overall Results Using KTC4 Treebank
Representations Without Zero Pronoun
Identiation
The overall results for all grammatial funtions and features using KTC4
treebank representations are shown in Table 7.2:
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Table 7.2: Overall Results for All Grammatial Funtions and Features Using
KTC4 Treebank Representations
Feature preision reall f-sore
All 23144 / 23412 = 0.9885 23144 / 25285 = 0.9153 0.9505
subj 300 / 300 = 1.0 300 / 1720 = 0.1744 0.2970
obj 414 / 417 = 0.9928 414 / 526 = 0.787 0.8780
obl 397 / 398 = 0.9974 397 / 740 = 0.5364 0.6977
adj 456 / 457 = 0.9978 456 / 457 = 0.9978 0.9978
padj 995 / 997 = 0.9979 995 / 997 = 0.9979 0.9979
sadj 423 / 427 = 0.9906 423 / 444 = 0.9527 0.9712
rel 300 / 410 = 0.7317 300 / 307 = 0.9771 0.8368
omp 155 / 160 = 0.9687 155 / 155 = 1.0 0.9841
apomp 69 / 73 = 0.9452 69 / 165 = 0.4181 0.5798
topi 285 / 285 = 1.0 285 / 285 = 1.0 1.0
fous 98 / 98 = 1.0 98 / 98 = 1.0 1.0
det 73 / 73 = 1.0 73 / 73 = 1.0 1.0
tense 1339 / 1341 = 0.9985 1339 / 1343 = 0.9970 0.9977
mood 1504 / 1507 = 0.9980 1504 / 1507 = 0.9980 0.9980
aspet 62 / 120 = 0.5166 62 / 120 = 0.5166 0.5166
voie 112 / 112 = 1 112 / 112 = 1 1
pos 4787 / 4797 = 0.9979 4787 / 4796 = 0.9981 0.9980
prts 1699 / 1703 = 0.9976 1699 / 1703 = 0.9976 0.9976
prtnj 788 / 790 = 0.9974 788 / 790 = 0.9974 0.9974
prtadv 596 / 597 = 0.9983 596 / 597 = 0.9983 0.9983
prtend 18 / 18 = 1 18 / 18 = 1 1
in 1652 / 1656 = 0.9975 1652 / 1656 = 0.9975 0.9975
v-in 1187 / 1191 = 0.9966 1187 / 1191 = 0.9966 0.9966
suf-in 427 / 431 = 0.9907 427 / 431 = 0.9907 0.9907
aux-in 110 / 111 = 0.9909 110 / 111 = 0.9909 0.9909
adj-in 245 / 245 = 1 245 / 245 = 1 1
opula-in 109 / 109 = 1 109 / 109 = 1 1
app 28 / 28 = 1 28 / 28 = 1 1
prf 129 / 129 = 1 129 / 129 = 1 1
numeral 315 / 315 = 1 315 / 315 = 1 1
aux 110 / 111 = 0.9909 110 / 111 = 0.9909 0.9909
suf 927 / 931 = 0.9957 927 / 931 = 0.9957 0.9957
opula 109 / 109 = 1 109 / 109 = 1 1
style 224 / 224 = 1 224 / 224 = 1 1
negative 150 / 152 = 0.9868 150 / 152 = 0.9868 0.9868
nform 136 / 136 = 1 136 / 136 = 1 1
interrogative 41 / 41 = 1 41 / 41 = 1 1
oord 351 / 351 = 1 351 / 351 = 1 1
r-parenthesis 138 / 140 = 0.9857 138 / 140 = 0.9857 0.9857
l-parenthesis 139 / 140 = 0.9928 139 / 140 = 0.9928 0.9928
omma 694 / 698 = 0.9942 694 / 698 = 0.9942 0.9942
period 510 / 510 = 1 510 / 510 = 1 1
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Most of the grammatial features are properly analysed, while the perfor-
mane for grammatial funtions SUBJ, OBJ, OBL and APP are relatively
low, hene additional proedures are required to improve the performane.
The overall results for all grammatial funtions and features using KNP
parser output are shown in Table 7.3:
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Table 7.3: Overall Results for All Grammatial Funtions and Features Using
KNP parser output
Feature preision reall f-sore
All 20222 / 23697 = 0.8533 20222 / 25284 = 0.7997 0.8257
subj 238 / 297 = 0.8013 238 / 1720 = 0.1383 0.2359
obj 358 / 417 = 0.8585 358 / 526 = 0.6806 0.7592
obl 316 / 391 = 0.8081 316 / 740 = 0.4270 0.5587
adj 236 / 461 = 0.5119 236 / 457 = 0.5164 0.5141
padj 780 / 1016 = 0.7677 780 / 997 = 0.7823 0.7749
sadj 307 / 426 = 0.7206 421 / 444 = 0.9481 0.7090
rel 260 / 416 = 0.625 260 / 307 = 0.8469 0.7192
omp 143 / 538 = 0.2657 143 / 155 = 0.9225 0.4126
apomp 57 / 61 = 0.9344 57 / 165 = 0.3454 0.5044
topi 226 / 285 = 0.7929 226 / 285 = 0.7929 0.7929
fous 75 / 95 = 0.7894 75 / 98 = 0.7653 0.7772
det 62 / 77 = 0.8051 62 / 73 = 0.8493 0.8266
tense 1339 / 1341 = 0.9985 1339 / 1343 = 0.9970 0.9977
mood 1451 / 1498 = 0.9686 1451 / 1507 = 0.9628 0.9657
aspet 62 / 120 = 0.5166 62 / 120 = 0.5166 0.5166
voie 110 / 121 = 0.9090 110 / 112 = 0.9821 0.9442
pos 4184 / 4790 = 0.8734 4184 / 4796 = 0.8723 0.8729
prts 1554 / 1733 = 0.8967 1554 / 1703 = 0.9125 0.9045
prtnj 696 / 777 = 0.8957 696 / 790 = 0.8810 0.8883
prtadv 562 / 598 = 0.9397 562 / 597 = 0.9413 0.9405
prtend 9 / 9 = 1.0 9 / 18 = 0.5 0.6666
in 1570 / 1647 = 0.9532 1570 / 1656 = 0.9480 0.9506
v-in 1137 / 1198 = 0.9490 1137 / 1191 = 0.9546 0.9518
suf-in 415 / 429 = 0.9673 415 / 431 = 0.9628 0.9651
aux-in 101 / 111 = 0.9099 101 111 = 0.9099 0.9099
adj-in 240 / 243 = 0.9876 240 / 245 = 0.9795 0.9836
opula-in 93 / 97 = 0.9587 93 / 109 = 0.8532 0.9029
app 14 / 29 = 0.4827 14 / 28 = 0.5 0.4912
prf 97 / 133 = 0.7293 97 / 129 = 0.7519 0.7404
numeral 56 / 316 = 0.1772 56 / 315 = 0.1777 0.1774
aux 101 / 111 = 0.9099 101 / 111 = 0.9099 0.9099
suf 643 / 935 = 0.6877 643 / 931 = 0.6906 0.6891
opua 93 / 97 = 0.9587 93 / 109 = 0.8532 0.9029
style 204 / 210 = 0.9714 204 / 224 = 0.9107 0.9400
negative 136 / 145 = 0.9379 136 / 152 = 0.8947 0.9157
nform 136 / 136 =1 136 / 136 = 1 1
interrogative 39 / 68 = 0.5735 39 / 41 = 0.9512 0.7155
oord 246 / 336 = 0.7321 246 / 351 = 0.7008 0.7161
r-parenthesis 133 / 140 = 0.95 133 / 140 = 0.95 0.95
l-parenthesis 130 / 140 = 0.9285 130 / 140 = 0.9285 0.9285
omma 639 / 696 = 0.9181 639 / 698 = 0.9154 0.9167
period 489 / 516 = 0.9476 489 / 510 = 0.9588 0.9532
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The performane for grammatial funtions and grammatial features in
KNP output is lower than that in KTC4 treebank representations. This is
due to the noise in the morphologial analysis by JUMAN, for e.g. homo-
phoni partiles (e.g., \-ka" as a onjuntive partile and a sentene-ending
partile), homophoni verbs (e.g., when \aw-" (meet) in past tense is written
in hiragara, it is homophori with \ar-" in past tense; \atta"), and inorret
syntati unit hunking by KNP (e.g., for some instanes, words without
partile funtioning as adverbial units are inorretly analysed as part of the
next following unit). In order to obtain higher performane for the automati
annotation of LFG funtional equations on KNP output, we need to improve
the performane of JUMAN and KNP. This is a topi of future researh.
7.4 Zero Pronoun Identiation
7.4.1 Experiment 1: Zero Pronoun Identiation for
KTC4
For the evaluation of zero-pronoun identiation, the KTC4 treebank repre-
sentations orresponding to the 500 gold standard f-strutures are automati-
ally onverted into f-strutures with the following dierent methods for zero
pronoun identiation:
Method 1 Null Method: ignore all zero pronouns.
Method 2 SimplistiMethod: add pro-SUBJ, pro-OBJ and pro-OBL when-
ever full NPs with the partile \-ga", \-wo" or \-ni" are missing for loal
verbs, regardless of the ase frame of the verb.
Method 3 Morphologial Method: use the list of verbs whose morphol-
ogy unambiguously speies their transitivity. The list is automati-
ally onstruted from KTC4 (exept for the Gold Standard sentenes),
based on the morphology of the verbs as desribed in Setion 3.5.1.
Method 4 Probabilisti Method: use the list of morphologially ambiguous
verbs with high transitivity rate. The list of verbs and their transitivity
rate is automatially aquired from one half of KTC4, whih ontains
no Gold Standard sentenes. In this experiment, the threshold of the
transitivity rate was 0.3; that is, the verbs whose transitivity rates are
above 0.3 are assumed to be transitve verbs, hene inluded into the
list.
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Method 5 CombinationMethod: add to the list of verbs in the third method
those verbs whose morphology does not speify their transitivity but
whose transitivity rate is high (as in Method 4), and use this ombined
list.
Method 2 serves as the lower bound of the zero-pronoun identiation
method.
It is expeted that Method 2 will yield a good result in terms of reall,
but that preision will be quite low. Method 3 is expeted to show an im-
provement in terms of preision, but at the same time lower overage beause
of the limited number of morphologially identiable transitive verbs. The
performane of Method 4 and 5 are more diÆult to predit.
Table 7.4 shows the results of the ve methods. The gures in parentheses
are the reall, preision and f-sore for zero pronouns only. \Pred-only" in the
table means the result inludes the preision, reall and f-sore of dependeny
triples of the prediates, arguments and adjunts in the 500 test sentenes,
but not atomi features suh as tense, mood, aspet features:
Table 7.4: Results of Experiment 1
Preision Reall F-sore
Method 1 (Null)
Pred-only 95.71 75.18 84.22
SUBJ 100.0(0) 17.44(0) 29.70(0)
OBJ 99.28(0) 78.7(0) 87.80(0)
OBL 99.74(0) 53.64(0) 69.77(0)
Method 2 (Simplisti)
Pred-only 78.22 95.51 86.01
SUBJ 98.64(98.91) 97.38(97.60) 98.00(98.25)
OBJ 39.47(14.13) 97.67(95.80) 56.22(24.62)
OBL 39.25(19.10) 89.94(88.46) 54.65(31.41)
Method 3 (Morphologial)
Pred-only 95.75 92.69 94.20
SUBJ 98.64(98.91) 97.38(97.60) 98.00(98.25)
OBJ 92.83(71.55) 88.01(58.04) 90.35(64.09)
OBL 92.48(88.05) 68.28(28.36) 78.55(42.90)
Method 4 (Probabilisti)
Pred-only 95.19 93.31 94.24
SUBJ 98.64(98.91) 97.38(97.60) 98.00(98.25)
OBJ 97.97(87.09) 77.99(18.88) 86.94(31.03)
OBL 82.17(63.92) 82.32(67.30) 82.24(65.56)
Method 5 (Combination)
Pred-only 95.08 94.37 94.72
SUBJ 98.64(98.91) 97.38(97.60) 98.00(98.25)
OBJ 93.26(76.29) 91.59(72.02) 92.41(74.09)
OBL 84.46(68.65) 81.97(66.34) 83.19(67.47)
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In all methods exept for Method 1, SUBJ-pro is added trivially; sine
every verb subategorises for a subjet, if a lause laks a subjet NP, then
SUBJ-pro is added to the lause. However, this does not yet yield 100%
auray beause of inorret annotation of funtional equations, espeially
those on nominal prediates funtioning as sentential adjunts, hene more
leaning-up operations are required.
Trivially, Method 2 yields higher results for SUBJ-pro than for OBJ and
OBL. Compared to Method 2, Method 3 yields better results for OBJ than for
OBL, due to the fat that passive, ausative and benefative voies, whih
are projeted by verbal suÆxes (f. Setion 4.3.4), are less frequent than
other voies. Passive, ausative and benefative voies are expressed mor-
phologially, but there is no other morphologial lues to show that a given
verb subategorises for OBL. Hene, in order to identify OBL zero pronouns,
morphologial information might not be as helpful as the syntati environ-
ment. This laim an be supported by the relatively higher result for OBL
zero pronoun identiation in Method 4, whih uses the rate that a given verb
appears with an oblique NP. The lower reall on OBJ in Method 4 reets
the small size of the verb list extrated from KTC4; extration from a larger
amount of text might improve the result. Method 5 yields the best pred-only
f-sore among these methods, due to the slight improvement in OBJ.
The results show that Method 5 is urrently the best for OBJ zero pro-
noun identiation. The results of zero pronoun identiation for OBL is
lower than that for OBJ, beause of the ambiguity of \-ni" marked NPs.
This partile an only be used as the OBL ase marker, or as a postposition
whih funtions as a temporal or a loative adverbial. This ambiguity of the
ase-marker \-ni" an only be resolved by a more ne-grained semanti-based
improvement of the annotation algorithm.
7.4.2 Experiment 2: Zero Pronoun Identiation for
KNP Output
The next experiment explores how the methods evaluated in Experiment 1
an identify zero pronouns in raw texts, using the KNP dependeny parser.
For the experiment, I removed the annotations on the 500 Gold Standard
sentenes, and parsed these raw sentenes with KNP. The parser output
is automatially annotated with f-struture funtional equations, and zero
pronouns are identied using the same methods as in Experiment 1. The
output f-strutures are onverted into dependeny triples and ompared to
the original Gold Standard triples. Table 7.5 shows the results of eah zero
pronoun identiation method.
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Table 7.5: Results of Experiment 2
Preision Reall F-sore
Method 1 (null)
Pred-only 81.91 64.82 72.37
SUBJ 80.13(0) 13.83(0) 23.59(0)
OBJ 85.85(0) 68.06(0) 75.92(0)
OBL 80.81(0) 42.70(0) 55.87(0)
Method 2 (Simplisti)
Pred-only 68.01 83.62 75.01
SUBJ 89.60(92.16) 88.84(90.33) 89.21(92.04)
OBJ 35.88(12.88) 88.90(87.41) 51.12(22.45)
OBL 34.68(16.63) 79.89(78.36) 48.36(27.43)
Method 3 (Morphologial)
Pred-only 83.41 80.91 82.14
SUBJ 89.60(92.16) 88.84(90.33) 89.21(92.04)
OBJ 85.26(65.95) 77.63(43.35) 81.26(52.31)
OBL 84.96(82.85) 61.69(27.88) 71.47(41.72)
Method 4 (Probabilisti)
Pred-only 82.68 81.53 82.10
SUBJ 89.60(92.16) 88.84(90.33) 89.21(92.04)
OBJ 89.31(84.00) 70.30(14.68) 78.67(24.99)
OBL 72.82(53.33) 72.44(57.69) 72.62(55.42)
Method 5 (Combination)
Pred-only 82.63 82.14 82.38
SUBJ 89.60(92.16) 88.84(90.33) 89.21(92.04)
OBJ 85.82(68.91) 77.99(44.75) 81.71(54.23)
OBL 72.82(56.33) 72.44(57.69) 72.62(57.00)
Table 7.5 shows that the overall result is lower than Experiment 1. The
ve methods do not x inorret dependenies in the KNP output. As
pointed out in Setion 7.2, we need to improve the parse quality of KNP
in order to obtain higher results in the automati annotation of LFG fun-
tional equations to KNP output.
Similar to Experiment 1, Method 5 yields the best pred-only f-sore om-
pared to the other methods. The experiments show that the morphology-
based approah and the probability-based approah improve the f-sores of
the annotation algorithm in terms of the pred-only f-sores of the sentene
as a whole.
However, these two approahes do not properly identify zero pronouns
as preisely as expeted: for example, the f-sore for zero-pronoun OBJ in
Method 5 for KNP parser output is only about 54%.
[Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2004b℄ onstruted ase frames for 23,000 pred-
iates from KNP parser output of newspaper artiles of 20 years (about
21,000,000 sentenes), and used them for zero-pronoun identiation and
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resolution for 100 artiles (the number of sentenes is not speied). The
preision and reall of zero-pronoun identiation are 87.1% and 74.8%, re-
spetively. Their ase frames inlude OBJ nouns and OBL nouns whih are
used as arguments of eah verb in the original artiles; if a given verb has a
ase frame with a \-wo"-marked OBJ noun
1
and a \-ni"-marked OBL noun
2
,
and the test text ontains the same verb used with an OBL noun
2
but not
with an OBJ, then it is assumed that this verb has an OBJ zero pronoun.
Besides, if the noun
1
appears somewhere near the sentene in whih the verb
appears, then this noun is more probable than other nouns to funtion as
the unrealised OBJ of this verb.
There are a number of possible ways to improve eah of the zero-pronoun
methods: for example, for the morphologial approah, it is possible to on-
strut a more preise and wide-overage list of transitive verbs and use it
for our purpose. However, this task implies manual extration of transitive
verbs whih do not have their intransitive ounterparts, and employing the
extrated list for zero pronoun identiation. This proess itself might be
linguistially interesting, even though it will be time-onsuming and runs
against the general aim of automati extration of linguisti resoures. For
the probabilisti method, alulating the transitivity rate of more verbs would
improve the result, but this implies that we need a Japanese Treebank whih
is larger and has wider overage than KTC4, whih is still not available
to date. In order to yield better results for zero pronoun identiation, it
seems to be neessary to try alternative approahes along with improving the
methods now available, whih is one of the objetives of my future work.
7.5 Summary
This hapter explained how the automati annotation of LFG funtional
equations for KTC4/KNP is evaluated, disussed the results, and outlined
future researh. First, the f-strutures aquired by the automati annotation
of KTC4 representations are evaluated against Gold-Standard f-strutures
for 500 sentenes randomly extrated from KTC4. These Gold-Standard
f-strutures are automatially annotated and then manually orreted. Dif-
ferent methods for zero-pronoun identiation are ompared in terms of pre-
ision, reall and f-sores for grammatial funtions. It is shown that zero-
pronoun identiation using both morphologial and probabilisti methods
yields the best result so far. Seond, the same 500 sentenes (but without
KTC4 annotations) are parsed with KNP, then the KNP output is automati-
ally annotated with LFG funtional equations, and the aquired f-strutures
are ompared against the Gold Standard f-strutures. The results are lower
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than those of KTC4, due to the noise introdued by the parser ompared to
the KTC4 treebank representations.
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Chapter 8
Conlusion
The objetive of this thesis is to design, implement and evaluate the auto-
mati aquisition of wide-overage treebank-based deep linguisti resoures
for Japanese, as part of GramLab projet whih fouses on the automati
treebank-based indution of multilingual resoures in the framework of Lexial-
Funtional Grammar (LFG).
Chapter 1 introdued the motivation of this thesis and the methodology of
Treebank-Based Automati Aquisition of Deep Linguisti Resoures based
on LFG, and its appliation to Japanese. I argued that the morphology
tags and unlabelled dependeny tags provided by Kyoto Text Corpus ver.4
(KTC4) provide us with suÆient information to automatially onstrut
\proto-" f-strutures for the text in the orpus.
Chapter 2 desribed the basi framework of LFG in more detail, inluding
the orrespondene between dierent levels of linguisti representation, fun-
tional well-formedness, subategorisation frames of verbal prediates, long-
distane dependeny, ontrol, and anaphora.
Chapter 3 provided a general desription of ore syntati and morpho-
logial aspets of Japanese: non-ongurationality; the idea of \bunsetsu"
or syntati units and their dependeny relationship represented as Direted
Ayli Graphs (DAG); topialisation by a partiular partile; and frequent
use of zero-pronouns with or without overt anteedents. Ineting parts-of-
speeh and non-ineting parts-of-speeh of Japanese are also desribed with
examples.
Chapter 4 gives the linguisti representation of ore grammatial features
and funtions of Japanese in the framework of LFG. In this hapter, I used
Direted Ayli Graphs (DAG) as a framework for surfae syntati repre-
sentation of Japanese and provided more ne-grained LFG f-struture anal-
yses. The morphologial information in one syntati unit is ombined with
that in another unit through labelling the dependeny ar between them,
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and this ombination ontinues until all the information is gathered at the
root unit, whih orresponds to the f-struture for the sentene as a whole.
Chapter 5 introdues KNP and the Kyoto Corpus and desribes KNP's
algorithm for parsing Japanese text, and the Kyoto Corpus representation
format. Sine KNP is a rule-based parser, and the rules are all hand-oded,
it has taken a lot of time and eort to omplete it. It will be possible to
learn a new parser based on the deep linguisti resoures aquired by the
method I have presented in this thesis. One way to do this is to employ the
DAG-style representation of dependeny among syntati units in Japanese
sentenes in a tagged orpus or raw text for the development of a probabilisti
dependeny-based parsing model, whih provides lues to determine what
head a given unit with ertain morphologial harateristis is most likely to
depend on.
Chapter 6 introdues the LFG annotation method for KTC4 and KNP
output. This thesis onentrated on the issue of zero-pronoun identiation,
while other issues suh as tense-mood-aspet disambiguation, the distin-
tion of relative lauses and appositional omplement, as well as orretion of
inorret morphologial analyses remain for further work.
Evaluations of the performane of the LFG annotation method for Japanese
are presented and disussed in Chapter 7, and it is shown that zero-pronoun
identiation using both morphologial and probabilisti methods yields the
best result so far. Using KTC4 treebank trees, urrently my method ahieves
a pred-only dependeny f-sore of 94.72%. The parsing experiments using
KNP output yield a pred-only dependeny f-sore of 82.38%. I onlude that
more sophistiated methods for zero-pronoun identiation and more text
data are required to obtain a more aurate, wider-overage automati aqui-
sition algorithm for deep linguisti resoures for Japanese in the framework
of Lexial-Funtional Grammar.
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